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INTRODUCT ION

Scope and 0bjectives

The broad purpose of the study is to carry out an archaeological

review of the Chalcolithic horizons of Upper Egypt in the light of

modern research in the 1950rs and 1960's. These horizons, taken to-

gether, form the period of Egyptian prehistory known as the Predynastic,

Upper Egypt is defined as that portion of the Nile Valley from Aswan,

at the Fírst Cataract, northward to Asíyut (map 1), Only the cultures

of the Valley are involved. Differing cultures occupied the Western

Desert; the mountainous Eastern Regions were virtually uninhabited. The

Predynastíc period ended about 3200 B.C, and may have begun as much as a

thousand years earlier.

Our understanding of the Predynastic period is hampered by the

lack of a reliable radiocarbon chronology. The few dates that are known

are given at the end of this chapter" The samples from which these dates

were derived had lain exposed lo the smog-laden atmosphere of London for

50 years. Some authors have taken this to mean that the specimens vTere

contaminated and that physicists cannot compensate for the presence of

mod.ern carbon ín the samples (Arkelt and Ucko, 1965: L52a) .

Ongoing research over the last four decades has led to changes in

the conception of the Predynastic period from the time when Lhe individual

site reporLs vTere written. Since the publication of the early reports,

the Predynastic period has been a neglected area of Egyptology' Only in

I.
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the last ten years have modern techniques, r¿hich were developed during

the Nubia salvage archaeology projecLs, been applied to the earliest

periods e¡ Egyptian prehistory. Much of this work is ongoing and is

not yet published. The other types of studies that have gone on in the

intervening years have been restudies based upon the site reports and

other materials. The present ínvestigalion is a synthesis of the early

sources, taking into account the new insÍghts into predynastic cultural

developments yielded by the work of such scholars as Baumgartel (1955,

1960) and Kaiser (1956,L957). Thus, the present study is a bridge between

Lhe work done in the last two decades and the work in progress. The

present synthesis is a summary of the strengLhs and weaknesses of the

archaeological work that has been done in Upper Egypt as a body of source

mater ial .

II. Changing Views of the Predvna_stic Period

Ejtrl iest i^lork

The predynastic sites of Upper Egypt vr'ere excavated between 1896

and 1938 by the British School of Archaeology in Egypt at a time \^rhen

scientific archaeology was still in its infancy" The outstanding figure

connected with these excavations is Sir I^Iilliam Matthiew Flinders Petrie

(1853-L942) who invented a relative dating scheme called Sequence Dating,

the forerunner of modern statistical seriation. It is unfortunate that

the orígÍnal excavators rvere forced to be speedy and exhaustive in their

investigations in order to keep ahead of the local inhabitants who were

plundering the sites in search of artifacts which could be sold to

1X



tourists and to local antiquarians. At Naqada, for example, few of the

3000 burials in the cemetery \ùere untouched.

inlhen the predynastic sites \,üere excavated, absolute dating methods

had not yet been developed and consequently typological seriation v/as the

major tool of archaeological investigation. The early image of the pre-

dynastic period as built by Petrie and later workers \Âras of a succession

of culture periods (Tasian, BadarÍan, Amratian, Gerzean, and Semainean),

Mid- centurv I,rIork

In the 1940's, typological re-studies assimilated the Tasian cul-

ture into the Badarian, and the Semaínean into the Gerzean (Kantor, L944) ,

At the same Lime there \^ras a revival of Petriers terminology replacíng

the Amratian and Gerzean horizons, respectively, with "Naqada I" and

"Naqada II". Thís Lerminology was based upon Petriets demonstration of

the typological development occurring in the 3000-grave cemetery at Naqada"

The work of trnlerner Kaiser in the 1950's has taken this idea a step

farther. Kaiser has argued that Naqada was the centre for the artifact

types associated with the predynastic period (exclusive of the Badarian

horizon)(1956,1957>. Kaiser had disputed on stratigraphíc grounds the

rígid sequence of the predynastíc culture as shov¡n by the single strati-

fied site for the period.

Thus, the mid-century trend in predynastic research was toward

seeing the predynastic Chalcolithic horizons as being partly contemporary

in their or¿n disLricts. The present study has followed up this line of

thinking by a rigorous archaeological analysis of the artifacts. It is



the conclusion expressed below that the amount of chronological overlap

may have been much greater than was previously suspected although the

actual length of time cannot be known in the absence of absolute dates

for the entire occupation of the predynastic siLes,

Ongoinq Research

It was soon observed in the course of preparing thís study that

the traditional published reports are totally inadequate to support the

requÍrements of modern archaeology which is using quantitative metrical

and chemical analyses, The inescapable conclusion is that the applica-

Lion of modern techniques in Egyptology must be based upon ne\^l original

research without expecting help from previously published reports. The

corollary of the last statement is that an exhaustive re-study of the

archaeologíca1 and physical anthropological material for the predynastic

period is urgently needed, Happily, Upper Egypt is presently the scene

of several long-range programs devoled to the application of a variety

of inter-discíplinary research too1s, pioneered by participants in the

Nubia salvage archaeology projects.

The Nubian studies have revolutionized our knowledge of Nile Val1ey

prehistory and they are not without relevance to the developmental se-

quence of Upper Egypt as well, superceding as they do the vast majority

of all earlier work in this region. Bruce Triggerrs study (1965) has

added a vasl amount of new information to what is knolrn of the hÍstory

and settlement distribution of lower Nubia, Fred \nlendorf 's report (The

Prehistory of Nulia, 1968) has uncovered weaknesses and errors in the
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publications of such earlÍer authors as GerLrude Caton-Thompson, E" W,

Gardner and A. J. Arkell, rvho have been the unchallenged authorities on

the Paleolithic of southern Egypt and the Sudan" Currently trnlendorf ís

engaged in the preliminary survey for a long-range plan whích will see

the eventual re-study of the entire Nile Valley from Aswan to the Medi-

terranean (trrrendorf et al . 19702 1162) " In ülendorf (1968) the monumental

ÏtE t* survey of EsYPt and

Arkel1 (f930-1939) comes under

Thompson, L946) .

trn/estern Asia by K, S. Sandf ord and I^I. J

attack as it has Ín the past (Caton-

Among In/endorf rs startling conclusions is evídence of ground grain

being used as food in many Paleolithic sites along the Nile as early as

13,000 B,C. which is 4,000 years earlier than presently-knov¡n material

from the Near East (Inlendorf , L968: 940f..; I^Iendorf et al . L970: lt6le) I

There is now avaílable from Nubia a ne\4r and relíable series of C-14 dates

ranging from 15,000 B.C, to 4,000 B,C, which is about the beginning of

the predynastíc period,

In view of what has been said in preceding paragraphs, it would be

well to reassess the value of the present investigalion, based as it is

largely upon the earlier reports. At the ouLset ít can be said that the

detailed findings of In/endorf's rvork in Upper Egypt have not yet appeared

ín published form, Should the worst happen, it may become necessary here

to revise statements made here; on the other hand, it is also likely that

present conclusions will be substantiated by a more scientifically

gathered body of data than the original reports were able to provide,
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Second, Wendorf's Publ

mariLy with the PaleoLithic,

ín this stud'Y. His research

habited from at least 15,000

ished work to date has been concerned pri-

which lies outside the period under review

has indicated that the Nile Valley was in-

B,C, down to 4.,000 B'C' when the predynas-

ticcommunitiesappear'Further,thepredynasticcommunities'hesays'

showalithictraditionradicallydifferentfromthatoflheimmediately

precedingTerminalPaleolithicpeopleinthisarea(Inlendorfetal.1970:

1170d-e). He concludes that the predynastic inhabitants of upper Egypt

fePfesentedanewpopulationfromwhichdynasticEgyptiancivilizatLon

emerged '

rt will be shov¡n in later chapters that the predynastic seqllence

r¿asculturallyhomogenousuPtotheUnificationandbeyondintothe

Dynasticperiod,Thusthereisnodisharmonyonthispointbetweenthe

results of the preserit study and those stated so f ar by In/endorf " I'Iendorf 's

evídence seems to indicate that there \n7as not a continuous cultural de-

velopmentfromPleistocerr.etopredynastictimes,butthatinfactthe

cultural discontinuity between the terminal Pleistocene and the Predynas-

tic reveals the immigration into Upper Egypt of a new people with a radi-

cal1y different lithic technology. The continuity of predynastic develop-

ment in situ earlier than the Badarian/Naqada r horizor-s cannot be demon-

strated on che basis of the earlier repolts, If wendorfts work can prove

thatthepred.ynasticpeoplewereimmigrants'amajorunsolvedproblemof

predynasticresearchleftopeninthepresentstud.ycanbeansrveredwith-

outupsettingotherconclusionsreachedhere.I^Ihilethelimitatíonsof

X]- L1



the data are acknowledged as potential sources of error, this should not

unduly prejudice the conventional artifact analyses which follow in later

chapters.

The major contributions of the present study in relation to pre-

vious work are the conclusions (l) Lhat the predynastic culture horizons

(Badarian, Naqada I, Naqada II) were contemporary to a large degree, and

(2) that from the BadarÍan horizon onward there is no evidence in the

artifact record of Upper Egypt of a foreign invasion -- the so-called

ItDynastic Racett,

III. Methods and Approash

This introductÍon is designed to break dov,¡n the purpose of the

study into separate problems and Lo state those problems in terms of

specific archaeological questions that can be dealt r¡ith in the text" It

will be the function of the final chapter to take the answers to these

questions and to reint.egrate them with the general purpose of the study,

To accomplish this, a survey of the knov¡n data \,7i11 have to be made and

it will be possible to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the conclu-

sions arrived at on the basis of these sources. Gaps and unanswerable

questions will indícate the direction of needed future research using

modern data collection techniques. The following chapters have three

objectives: to perform a rigorous analysis of the archaeologícal data

using archaeological research methods,

relevant and meaningful fashion for the

to synthesíze the knor,¡n data in a

formulation of hypotheses and to

to the broadansrüer the questions set out below, all of ruhich relate

purpose of the study,
XAV



The predynastic period consists of three subperiods: Badarian,

Naqada I and Naqada IL To accomplish an archaeological revierv of the

predynastic period in the light of modern research, it has been neces-

sary to study each of the subperiods separately and in depth. This has

been done by asking a number of specific archaeological questions, Dif-

ferent problems exist for each subperiod and for this reason the research

questíons are not standardized.

The archaeological horizons of Upper Egypt in the predynastic

period are, strictly speaking, Naqada I (Amratian) and Naqada II (Gerzean)

OwÍng to an accident of history, a series of sites associated with a third

chalcolithic horízon, the Badarian, \^/ere noL discovered untí1 after the

term t'predynastic" had come into popular usage in the literature to desig-

nate the artifact horizons associated with the type-sites of El Amrah and

El Gerzeh. On the basis of artifact seriation and on the strength of the

stratified site at Hemamieh, Badarian has traditionally been established

as the predecessor of Naqada I.

The next most general question is whether the culture(s) of Upper

Egypt developed i.n situ or.whether there vTas an invasion of foreigners

who imported the culture of the Dynastic Age (after 3200 B,C.) " To answer

this general question, many specific archaeological questions must be

asked. By the principle of economy of hypotheses (Occam's razor), an

in situ development will be acceptable as a hypothesis if it does not

leave any of the archaeological questions unanswered.

The follorving questions constitute the guidelines of chronology,



subsistence and technology, population and social organization, and

temporal/spatial relationships in terms of which the analysis will pro-

ceed and in terms of which the available data will be reviewed. These

are not the only questions that could be asked, but are those which it

was thought would best express t.he problem areas,

XVI



IIA'DARTÀ\ PERIOD

CuItural QuesEions

llere they a distinct
cultural entiEy?

Ir']ren did Lhey live?

L'hat are Ëhe sinìila-
rities/ dissimilarítíes
beLrseen Ehe Badarians
and the oLher predynastic
inhabicanrs of U. Egypt?

Did the Badarlans Ínvade
tlpper Egypt? I,lere chey
themselves replaced by
foreign invaders?

I^,'hat r+as the techrÌological
basis of Badarian society?
I.,rhat subs is Eence/other
acEiviEies rvere carried on?

'I.,hat can be inferred about
population size and social
organization?

Cor-respondíng ÀrchaeoLogical Questions

r)
2)

J)

4)

IrtraË are the distinct Badarian tráits/types?
What is their distribution in space (sites) ?

I,lhen did they live (in absolute years) ?
I.lhen did they live rel-atf.ve Eo the oLher .

predynastic culEures?

Define the naLure of the Sadarian assemblages.
IIo¡q do they cornpare/contrast rviLh Naqada I and
Naqada II?
How do Ehe Badarians compare/contrasË on the
basis of skeletal structure?

Is the Badarlan artifacE sequence continuous,
or are there gaps & sudden typological changes
from r,'hich invasion (s) can be i¡ferred?
Irllrat is the archaeol-ogical nature of tbe
Eransition at the end of the Badarian period?
(abrupt, gradual, slorv diffusion)

I.lere cereal crops grorøn? I{hat other plant ma-
terials rvere grorrn/coIIecËed? WhaE rvas Lhe
composítion of Eheir diet? I,Iere domesticaËed
livest.ock kepE? etco
tr\rhat was Èhe st.ate of Eheir develo;,ment re
Eechnology? (ceramics, stone r,rorking, meËaI)

If the sice rvere a vilLage
ç'hat would be the number of inhabitants per
drvelling?
Is there a difference in the quality of grave
goods & burials to índicaLe special indivi-
duals or a sLraLified society?

s)

6)

n

B)

P.
l-r,

e)

10)

Research Techniques

-Ë.rait analysis, typology
-site survey

-C-L4 dating

-comparative Èypology
-seriation

-analysis of aïËifacEs
-analysis of assemblages
-analysis of skeletal
material

-seriation, relative
chronology, typological
analysLs

-comParative Eypology,
sEratigraphy, seriatLon

-botanicalL identif ication
of seeds, plant fibres,
bones, etc

-artifacÈ type analysis
-manufacLuring mode
analysis

-population and settlement
analysis as per technique
developed in New l^lorld
sËudies

-analysis of artifacts,
Eypology

r1)

12)

Nature & Quality of Avaí1able Data

-published excavation repÕrts: verbal & photo.
Good qualíty descripEions avallable.

-Organic samples collected 50 years ago" By
norv quite likely contaminated.
-Good quality rnaEerial available in suf-
ficLent quantiEy Lo perforrn these operaË,1onsn

-published daËa & descriptlonsn

-craniological sLudies. Carried ouE 25 years
ago or more. No recent ¡vork in Ehis field"
Conclusions generally accepted.

-1þo sources: BrunEon L928, L937. Complete &
sufficienE for thfs type of
ature lacking in comparaËive
oEher regions in- & ouEside

-?ublished results
genus level and in
Ieve1, Preservation imperfecE,

-Badarf site is a cemetery site as are most
of the knotvn predl'nasEic sites. Therefore,
no estimales of populaLion nurnbers or popu-
lation densiËy can be calculaËedo

-Good data supplied by Brunt.on & Caton-
thompson. Burials undifferentíaËed.

analysis. Liter-
typologies froo

Nile Valley.

gererally accurate to the
some cases Ëo the species



NÀQÀ¡A I PERIOD

CuItural Questions

Hor,' does Naqada I
differ from Badarian?

Are Ehere separate
Naqada I and Anratian
cultures ?

Correspondir-g Archaeological Questions

13)

14)

rs)

r6)

What are the ÈraiËs/Ëypes of the Naqada I
assemblages ?

In terms of r,¡hat traits/types do Ehe assem-
blages of Lhe tr,7o horizons comapre/contrasË?
How sígnificant are the parallels/breaks?

I{hat is the archaeological history of each
region? Does each harbour local traditions &
technologies ?

Can specifíc localized industries be asso-
ciated rrith EI Arnrah and/or Naqada?

Did Naqada 1 originate
in situ or as foreign
incurs ions ?

L7)

lB) Can l{hite on Red poctery, the hallmark of
Naqada I be explained as a local developmenË,
or is Lhere evidence thaL it rvas imported
through trade or invasíons? Other types a1sq.j

Is there any evldence thaË grain was beLng ex-
porLed from Lhe Thebaid region at this ttme?

In Eerms of traits and artifact frequencies,
v¡hat can be saíd about the relationships
bet\.¡een the El Amrah and Naqacla regions?

WhaE conËinuiLy/disconcinuiËy exists betr¡een
the Naqada I assemblages and the assemblages
associated rvith Naqada II?

Can the Nagada I sequence be aligned r¿iEh the
Badarian & Naqada II sequences ír-r terms of
absoluce years &/or relative chronology?

1e)

20)

Research Techniques

-trait analysis, typo-
logy

2L)

22)

-siËe survey, analysis
of assembl-ages, compari-
son of artifacËs & indus
tries as !¡e11 as trade
routes

-analysis of types, DÂ-
terials end modes of
manufacLure

NaLure & QualiEy of AvailabIe Data

-published siEe reporEs. Falrly
excavators \rere not asklng the
questions archaeologlsE6 rrould
ansrvered. today.

-seriation, comparative
typology and trait
analysis

-i ldentificat.ion of huge
granaries/s iloes

-comparison of assemblages,
crade rouEes and advanta-
ges of connecÈions, com-
parative typology

-Lypological analysis,
-seriation
-Sequence DaËl-ng

-C-14 dating
-comparat.ive stratigÌaphy
-Seguence Dating

buE based on the original
Sequence Dating

ent r+ork by liaiser on

-good arËifact. evidence for believing thaE
El Amrah was the cenEre of a sophisticated
sEoneworking Eechnology r¿hile the Thebaid
sites were engaged ln the gold crade (nega-
Ëive evidence for Ehe latter only).

Ehorougb but
kinds of
lÍke Eo have

Ehe Naqada cultures,
rePorts and on

-no archaeological evidence. Problern ls EhaË
bhe predynastic predat.es the development of
\rriËíng. Therefore, no records Eo be foundo
No hints Ln drawings or reliefs

-daËa in raw form not Eoo exEensive ln the
rePort.s

-falrly extensive data available here, Ham-
pered again by the lack of absolute dates

-existing dates from unreliable rnaterl-al
-only one sLratifícd siËe exists (Herramieh)
-susceptíb1e to disEortions of Eelescopfng
and elongaEion of Eime i¡ the absence of
absolute dates and straEified 6Ltes



NAQÀDÀ II PERIOD

CulEural QuesLions

Is the culEure period
known as Naqada II the
producc of a differenË
people from the produ-
cers of the Naqada I
arËifacts ?

Corresponding Archaeological QuesËions

23)

¿4)

¿>)

WhaE are the distinctive Eraits/types of
Ehe Naqada 11 period? Are Naqada I con-
LinuiLies present Co .a sígnificant degree?

L4 at are the differences and are these suf-
ficient Eo warranË the belief ËhaË Naqada II
\.ras a separaËe culture possibly of foreign
origin?
Can the hypoEhesis be defended that Naqada II
represents the natural in síËu evoluEion of
Naqada I, Lhe I'foreignt' traiEst being attri-
butable not to.a foreign invasion but Ëo a
veneer of foreign arEifact types acquired
through internaEional trade?

Can absolute dat.es be obtained for che
beginning and end of each of the Ehree major
tradiLional predynastic culEural horizons?

Can indigenous/foreign origins be demonsËr:aEed
for Ehe major Naqada II types?

L,,

26)

27)

Research Techniques

-seriaËion, lrait
analysis, Èypology

-site survey, distribu-
tion sËudy, typology,
straËigraphy

Nature & Quality of Available DaEa

-siLe reports. Material good

-ulEimaEe sources are wriEËen and photo-
graphic descriptions in Ehe reporEs along
with line drawings, Varying qualicy here"

-c-L4

-seriation, comparative
stratigraphy, EraiE
analysis & developmental
studíes of artifacË type

Present specimens of organic material
quiEe probably contaminaEed. Accurate C-14
dating ar,/aics the discovery of new siÈes
and fresh sarnples, or the development of
some other technique.

-help here from studies of areas outside
Egypt"

lmportanE. issue is to look aE t.¡haE kinds
of foreign Lraits/Eypes ate presenE. in
Naqada II assemblages. The assunpEion to
be made is that a foreign invasion or
irnmigraEion would influence burials and
crosscut all classes of arLifæ Esr noÈ
being limited to the Ëechnological
areas líke ceramics and stone chippiag
onlyo



Sources of data

trr/herever possible, study was conducted from primary sources and

from the raw data contained therein. By primary sources is meant excava-

tion reports andfor the official publication which ís the permanent re-

cord of a site. Secondary sources, review articles and commentaries have

been consulËed only after examination of and work with the data in the

reports. This use of secondary material has served to define more clearly

the conclusions and positions taken here in relation to the posÍtions

taken by others.

Information of a technical sort pertaining to the techniques of

manufacturing and firing of pottery \,/as supplied on many occasions by

staff members of the Faculty of Fine Arts of the University of Manítoba.

'rPractical experience'r with Egyptian artifacts r,las gained during a brief

visit to the Royal Ontario Museum and through the cataloguing and writing-

up of a L26-pÍece collection of miscellaneous Egyptian pottery which is

residing in the Laboratory of Anthropology, University of Winnipeg"

Since the research for the preserit study was carried out from pub-

the basis for

For the most

part, the operatÍons were simple statistical techniques related to seria-

tion involving the concepts of mean) mode and median"

In the analysis and synthesis to follow, the data have been ar-

ranged by artifact classes and ari attempt has been made to pursue the

chosen artifact classes through the culture horizons for which information

is available" The five classes of artifacts to be dealt with are:

lished seurces, numbers provided in the literature provide

calculations. inlhere these are made, references are cited.



Bu_ria1s, Pottery, Ground Stone, Chipped Stone and Carved Ivory" Ground

Stone will be broken down into artifact types such as stone vases and

ground slate palettes" Ground celts are extremely rare in Upper Egypt.

Celts are characteristic of a true NeolÍthic period, but it has been

said that no true Neolithic sites have been found in Egypt, north or

south. The absence of a Neolithíc period may be nothing more than seman-

tic haÍr-splítting since the Badarians were seltled in villages and grew

grain.

The suggestíon will be advanced that, because grÍnding is limited

to certain artifact types only, ground artifacts may be one indication of

contemporeity between the major culture periods. Chipped Stone, as a

class, mây also be subdivided into types for the purpose of comparing

regional industries as well as for comparing finished artifacts re use.

Although the three horizons are called Chalcolithic (because copper \^/as

used along with stone for tools), copper is rare and the existíng specí-

mens could all be trade goods" If this is true, then the Badarian,

Naqada I and Naqada II might have been Late Neolithic societíes possessing

a veneer of copper implements. It is interesting that there is no evidence

that copper \.vas smelted loca11y during the predynastic period, and the

artifacts are mostfy loop-headed pins and ro1led-strip beads.

Limitations of the Data

Relative-dating (seriatíon) is liab1e to t\^/o types of dislortion,

temporal foreshortening (telescoping) and its opposite, elongation of

time. By icself, an artifact sequence may be seve::al hundred to several

XX]-



thousand years 1ong. trIithin a long seriation, such as the one petrie

obtained for the entire predynastic period, there is no guarantee that

equal segments of the series represent equal periods of time. At one

point in a long seriation, telescoping may be in effect, while at another,

elongation may be operating to produce incorrect conclusions. Thís is

criticism of Petriers Sequence Dating system which divídes the Naqada

Naqada II seriation into 50 equal portions numbered consecutively from

30 to 80, However, the order is taken to be correct. Since the litera-

a

r/

ture is keyed to Sequence DaÈes, and

volve re-classifying materíals that

the world, the present study follows

its pitfa11s.

The limitations of the data, potenlially could give rise to the

following sources of error:

(i) error Íntroduced by workíng from primary sources which
are Lhemselves at one analytical degree removed from
the artifacts 

"

(2) error through reliance upon the
graphs and written descriptions
and comparative purposes.

to deviate from the scheme would in-

have been scattered to museums around

Petriers system with an a\¡/areness of

unequal qualitv of photo-
of artifacts for taxonomic

(3) error resulting from the virtual absence of absolute dates
and due to the fact that only one stratified site has been
discovered for the predynastic period, i.ê", errors from
using relative dating methods: telescoping and elongation,

IV, Presentation

The next three chapters

Naqada I and Naqada fI cultures

materials from the Badarian,

of each chapter follows a

summarize the

, The format

XX].1



common pattern of presenting the material from the various arLifact

classes mentÍoned above. This format is modified from that used in

Perkíns (1949) and in McCown (1942) 
"

Chapter IV reviews the literature on the physical anthropology of

the predynastic inhabitants of Upper Egypt. Here the sígnificant contri-

bution of modern research is the method of multiple discriminant analysis

which is just beginning to be applied (Crichton, 7966) '

Because trade figures prominantly in Chapter III as a mechanism

for explaining certain types of change Ín an artifact record iuithout

having recourse to foreign ínvasions, Chapter V looks at the work of

Colín Renfrew with trade, and at quantitative methods in archaeology.

Also discussed in Chapter V are technology and natural resources as

mot ive s for engaging in trade relationships A collection of maps shows

the correlations between the distribution of natural resources, trade

routes and settlement patterns.

The predynastic seLtlement pattern of Upper Egypl is first shov,rn

undifferentiated (map 5), then major religious centres are given (map 6)

and final1y, centres of political importance (map 7). Such a presentation

of settlement is intended to correlate the physical resource distríbuEion

and trade routes with sites dedicated to functíons which are paramount to

the persislence of any society as a viable social system (Ch.V).

Also included is the most recent statement on the valídity of re-

constructing kinship from archaeological data (A11en and Richardson, L97I).

This is a line of mode¡n research following from James Deetzr attempts to

recreate female residence patterns from styles of ceramic motifs"

XX I11



Chapter VI brings together conclusions arrived at in the preceding

chapters and to synthesize those conclusions into a unifíed picture of

the predynastic period. This ner,v pÍcture differs from the one showing

Èhe predynastic as a series of successive culture periods. The ne!/ model

is based upon findings that these culture periods \.{ere partly contemporary

and it emphasizes the behavior of the inhabitants as members of inter-

acting social systems between which there r¡/as a differential movement of

cultural material in the form of artifacts and trade goods.

xxlv
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V, Radiocarbo_n Chronology

Listed belor¿ are C-14 dates for the Naqada I and Naqada II hori-

zorLl, The body of the statements comes from Libby (1955: 77-79). The

numbers in brackets are revised estimates of the original tests based

on a ne\¡¡ half-life for the carbon isotopes (Kantor L965: .5), 
The dates

given are too few to be reliable and the samples \^Iere quite likely con-

taminated (Arkel1 and Ucko, 1965: L52a) .

C-810 Nagada (Predynastic llair I): I{uman hair rveighing
about 3 ourìces, found in â ccnletery at Nagada in
southern Eg¡,pt in 1896. This nratcrial belongs to
Pred¡'¡¿t¡¡. Egypt, that is, is older than about 5000
years. The British archcologist \\¡. l-linders Petrie
constructcd a scheme of s'hat hc called "Sequence
Dates," on the basis of changing pottery styles, di-
viding the Predynastic period of Iigypt into eighty
Sequcnce D¿rtes. This sample consistcd about half of
matcrial from Gravc 1592 rvith a Scquence Date of
34; one-quarter from Grave 1487 rvith a Sequence

Date of 38; and thc rcst from G¡avcs 1562 (Sequence

Date 35) and 181ó (Sequence Date 35). Submitted
by Miss Iúargaret Armit, Dcpartnrent of Archacology
and Ethnolog¡', Canrbridge Ulrivcrsity, England.

C-8ll Nagodo (Pred1'nøstic IIaír II): Human hair rveighing
about ! ouncc found in a ccmctcry at Nagada in
southern Dgypt iu 189ó. This rnaterial belongs to
Predynastic lig¡,pt, and it is older than about 5@0
years. The Rritish archcologist W. Flindcrs Petrie
constructcd a schcnte of rvhat he called "Sequence
Dates" on the basis of changing pottery stylcs,
dividing the Prcdynastic pcriod into cighty Scquence
Datcs. About onc-third of this sanrple consisted of

' matcrial fronl Cravc 1401 (Scqucnce l)atc 42), one-

third frorn Grave 1863 (Scqucncc Date 4ó), one-

third from Grave 1410 (Sequencc l)ates 3644),
arxl a small amouut (| gram) fronr Grave 1729 (Sc-

quence Datc 40). These samples, as rvcìl as C-810,
C-812, C-813, and C-814, all came from Petrie's
excavations at Nagada. Thcy rverc taken from thc
Flindcrs Pctrie Collection at Univcrsity Collcge.
Submitted by lvfargarct Armit.

C-812 Nagada II (Pred'ynastic lIoir 11Ð: Ifuman hair and
skin from Grave T.5ó, dated by Iìlise Baumgartel
generally as "Nagada II." Wcight 45.5 grams, includ-

' ing about 20 grarns of human skin. Submittcd by
Àlargaret Armit.

C-Bl3 Nagoda II (Predymslic IIøír 1ll): Ts'cnty grams of
hair from Grave 733 (Sequencc Dates 58-ó7) and 5
grams of hair fronr Grave I349 (Scquence D¿ttes 58-
ó7). Both portions rvere uscd. Subnrittcd by tr{argarct
Armit.

C-814 Nagoda (Pretlynaslíc Shhr): Iluman skin weighing
about 2 ounccs, found in a cenìetery at Nagada in
southcrn lìgypt in 1896, as in thc casc of No. C-810.

This matcrial came from Gravc ló09 (Scqucnce

Datcs 34-38). Subnritted by lrfargarct Arnrit.

s744+300 (3794 f ¡OO)

sóle+280 (3669 1 zso)

5020 + 290 r-
(3070 : 290)

4720 r 310
.L

(2770 I :iO)

5577 +300

(3,627 j :oo)
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CHAPTER I

THE BADARIAN PERIOD

The archaeological sequence to be described in this chapter is

named for its type-site which occurs near the modern village of Badari

in upper Egypt. Other assemblages of Badarian artifact types have been

found at nearby Hemamieh, at Deir Tasa and aL Mostagedda. The model of

archaeological integration lo be used throughout this study permits a

number of assemblages possessing artifact classes wíth types in common

to be called a culturel arrd the sequence a culture períod, The artifact

types to be discussed below are: pottely, burials, flint ímplements,

ornaments of carved ivory, tools, \^Teapons and human fígurines, The

material from which the Badarian culture is to be reconstructed comes

from the folloiving sites:

Badari: cemetery site, L48 burials. Yietded gfave goods, mostly
pott".y. A few copper beads and one copper pin were present (Brunton
and Caton-Thompson, L928) 

"

Ilemamieh: the 4-JÞ, foot 1eve1s. Stratified village site. Yielded
pott-ry and a variety of lilhic tools. Nine mud hut circles dated by

associated materials to be transítional between late Badarian and Early
Predynastic, Amratian, horizons, Upper levels contaíned hlhite on Red

and Red on Buff ceramics. No coPper r/üas present in the Badarian
levels (Brunton and Caton-Thompson, L92B) .

Deir Tasa: yielded pottery and flint implements (Brunton, 1937) ,

same (Brunton, L937) .Moslagedda:

Ba11as: Predynastic cemetery site.
.(Petrie and Quibell, 1896).

Armant: Predynastic cemetery site-
resembled Badarian pottery but were much

fine pottery which is the hallmark of lhe
t937-1938).

Yietded a few rippled sherds

Some sherds were found whích
thicker and coarser than the
Badarian (llond and MYers,



POTTERY

Guy Brunton, who originally excavated the cemetely at Badari, in

1928 published a typology of the ceramics using colors as the basis of

)his categories¿. This typology has not been followed here, Instead, a

slightly new typology has been set up because it has been observed that

some of Brunton's types group artifacts under headings that are not al-

ways descriptive of the artifacts contained in those categories. To

this extent, Brunton's typology is misleading and inconsistent with the

prínciple on whích his scheme !üas set up. From a comparíson of Figure

1.1 and the structure of Bruntonrs typology (n.2), it wÍll be seen that

the present diffeTence of opiníon centres on his "Fancy Forms" and

Smooth Brown types. "Fancy Formst'as a labe1, is not descriptive and by

implication may be actually misleading. Be1ow, I'Fancy Forms" has been

reformulated, its artifacts being divided between Black and a ne\^/ category,

yel1ow/Buff/Orange. Smooth Brown gives up some of its origínal members

to this latter category, forming the new type: Black-topped Orange.

Badar
Ceram

Ye 1 1 ow/Buff/0range
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BO RB
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\
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Figure 1.1 - Typology of Badarian Pottery



BADARI

The most common pottery forms recovered from the Badari graves

are Í.aLrly sma11, round-bottomed pots and bowls. It is unlikely that

what has been recovered represents more than a fraction of the Badarians'

total ceramÍc inventory, since the pots and bowls are funerary items

placed in the burials with the specific and limited purpose of containing

nourishment for the deceased. The complete range of ceramic forms pre-

sumably stil1 lies buried wíth the remains of the Badari settlement some-

where under the alluvium of modern Egypt. The sites for this period are

mostly cemeteries and the reason is that Badarian cemeteries \.{ere located

on desert spurs at the edge of the cultivation and above the level of the

annual floods.

Badarian potLery is all hand-made; in no instance is there a cen-

tral spiral to suggest that the vessel was made on a wheel. The potterrs

wheel does not seem to have been in use in Upper Egypt before the First

Dynasty. In some cases Níle mud was used, in other cases a fine-textured

clay was the raw material on which the Badarians exercised their skíIl.

The most frequently occurring method of temPeling was with grit. For the

larger coarsely made cooking Pots, chopped stlaw was mixed with the clay "

Black-ropped Brown (BB), (Fig. 1.3, 1-15). This type is very distinctive

and almost unknovm elsewhere in Egypt with the exception of a few surface-

gathered sherds from Hierakonpolis. The finest specimens of Badarían

ceramic technology are found among the forms of this tyPe. AI1 are hÍghly

polished and have a broad band of blackening which extends dov¿n the sÍdes
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of the vessel from the mouth. Pots of Che Black-topped Brown variety

are coated with a slip that may vary from dark brov¿n on some specimens

to cof fee-colored on others. The blackening \^las ploduced during the

firing process when the pots r^7ere placed mouth downwards in a carbonizing

substance (the ashes) which reacted chemically with the slip to form

black iron peroxide. Black-topped pottery carries over ínto the Naqada I

horizon at which time the black band begins to get narrower until, in the

Naqada II period, Ít dísappears altogether. The findíng of black-topped

vessels along with vessels without this trait shows that acquiring the

black band around the mouth hTas not an inevitable part of the firing pro-

cess. Either the black band was retained deliberately for aesthetic rea-

SonS, or the vesselS So discolored \^7ere destined for common usage 
"

Badarian black-topped forms are invariably black on the inside regardless

of their outer coloration.

The most outstanding traÍt of Badarian pottery is the extremely

thin walls of the containers. This reflects the skill with which pots

could be made and fired without collapsing. In this regard, the quality

of workmanship vlas nevel equalled in any subsequent period of EgyptÍan

history (Bad. p. zLd).

Combing and Rippling. A distinctive traLt of the best specimens of

Badarian ceramics is the rippled texture given to the outer surface be-

fore firing" The effect \^Ias ploduced by combing the wet clay with Lhe

finely serrated backbone of a fish. The pot \.vas then burnished over the

combing. The net resulL \.{as a \JaW, or rippled, surface, 0f the BB
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f orms shown in Figure 1.3, pots l-5,-9-11 and 13 are rippled in this rvay '

Pots 1-5 are examples of the technique in its most perfect form; all are

dark brown and aesthetically pleasing in aPpearance ' They are almost

blacl< with the only visible brown being on the bottom where they were

exposed to the air inside the kíln during firing. BB 3 is rippled spi-

rally from a whorl in the centre of the base'

combing and rippling are most Prevalent among ceramic forms of

the black-topped varíeties, and among BB in particular, It has been used

also on Btack-ropped Red (Fig. 1.3 , 16-20), on Polished Red (Fig. L4,

22,23>, on Smooth Brov¡n (Fig. L.4, 26: rim combed, 29 z no combing but

burnished verrically, 30: 1ip combed) and on All Black (Fig. I'4,34:

rim combe d, 36: rippled) . combing and rippling are most frequent on the

dark browns and are less frequent on the reds. Although black-topped

types survived into the next culture period, Naqada I, rippling is a par-

ticularly Badarian trait and combing is also. The significance of these

traits ís their usefulness in distinguishing Badarian ceramics sharply

in both time and space. Thís fact will be adverted to below in the sec-

tion on the seriation of Badarian pottery types '

Blaç¡-l-SpÆ.9-Àeg (åB), (Fig. l'3, 16-20). Ceramics of this type are a

bright red or brov¡n-red with a narrovTer black band generally than Lhe BB

variety. Black-topped Reds from the Badarian horizon contrast wíth pre-

dynastic black-topped reds in that the latter have a distinct lighter

plum-red coloralion. The plum-red of Naqada I and early Naqada II is

the result of a different firing Process involving a chemically dífferent
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ïrash, a higher cone temperatule and a different oxidizing atmosphere

surrounding the pots inside the l<iln.

As a general rule it may be said that Badarian Black-Lopped Browns

are never decorated in any other mannel than wíth combing and rippling,

One exception exists ín which a burníshed pattern is found inside a BB

vessel: Fig,7,6,1 occurs inside BB 5, 0n the other hand it is not

uncommon for Black-topped Red bowls to have linear patterns of burnishíng

on theír inner surfaces (Fig, L,6, 2-7i L.6, 2 occurs on the ínside of

BR 16) . These patterns are found in shallow open bowls of the BR 16

-?torm-.

Black-topped Reds are mostly small, round-bottomed pots. Deep

bag-shaped containers also occur, but less frequently (gB 20). Specimens

of BR from Hemamieh provide new shapes that are not found at Badari.

Polished Red (PR), (Fie. L.4, 2J-2s) In the Badarian assemblage this

ís a very small class consisting of large flat bowls and a few round-

bottomed pots. Evidence from the El Amrah and Armant cemeteries show

that this type of poLtery Íncreases in frequency until it peaks in the

Naqada II period (see Figs. 3.1-3.3 Ínfra). Two lines of thought are

thus íntroduced by its appearance in the Badarian seriation: either there

was a long and slow development of this ceramic type or it diffused to

the Badari distríct from some centre further to the south. In the next

chapter, dara will be introduced which is compatible with the hyPolhesis

that the Badarian culture could have been contemporary with all of

Naqada L



inventions and may have originated

A dark red slip is what distinguishes Polished Red vessels from

the type known as Smooth Brown which will be discussed in the next sec-

tion. Sometimes the slip has been applied over a brown undercoating

(!B 22, 24, 25), Individual variations exist in the amount of slip as

r.ve1l as in the amount of burnishing that a vessel has received. The

slíp contains haemaLite, a ferric compound which gives the finished pot

its red color when the slip is allowed to oxidize during firing. Analy-

tically, a wash of this type may be dist.inguished from a slip in the

following manner. A wash consists of the pure haematite's being applied

to the surface of the container. By removing a portion and placing in

it hydrochloric acid, it may be observed that the wash wilt dissolve

completely, whereas a slip consisting of a thin soup made of haematite

and clay will leave a residue.

Polished Red forms 2I, 22, 23

16 by their sides that angle inwards.

bowls are also distinctively Badarian

from prototypes like BB B and 9.

Rippling is very rarely found

faint ripple visible Ín places only,

sroolh_¡lpt" (SB), (Fie. L,4, 26-39.)

Red and Smooth Brov¡n is not sharply

modes (See: Rouse, 1960) . Brunton

thícker and clumsier examples of the

types, This is because PR or¿e their

7

differ in shape from BB l0 and BR

These so-called carinated (keeled)

specimens of PR (PR 22 has a

23 is faintly rippled).

. The distinction be t\^reen Pol ished

defined on the basis of manufacturing

calls forms of the SB type símply

Black-topped Red and Polished Red

color to a dark red slip over brov¿n,

on

PR
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I¡lithout the red s1ip, PR become either BB or SB, SB pots in BrunLonrs

taxonomy are a pale yellow-brov¿n, varying from draub to orange. Where

the artifacts are Lruly brov,zn, the type-name of Smooth Brown has been

retained. trn/here the color is markedly dif ferent, vessels have been

placed in the new classífication, Black-topped 0range.

The surface of Smooth Brown \^/are is highly burnished; rippling is

absent although there are some instances of combing on the rim (SB 261 30)

Black-topped Orange (80). The previous remarks apply here

stration of a pot of this type is given in Aldred, 1968:

where the author calls it Black-topped Red,

. A color illu-

26, Fig. 9,

Red on Bgff/Orange (Rb), (Fie. 1"4, 31-33)" In Bruntonrs taxonomy, this

type and what I have called Black/Incised ilhite (Ë_IÐ are lumped together

in a residual category called "Fancy Forms" whích gives no information

about the characteristics of the artifacts. The present investigation

maintains that the Rb specimens are of the utmost importance.

On Rb 3L and 32, stripes and lines have been painted in dark red

slip on yellow-bro\üil (J1) and on buff orange QÐ. The outer surface of

Rb 32 has been covered with a red s1ip. More slip has been add.ed around

the mouth to produce a dark red rim. The impression formed upon seeíng

Rb 32 for the first time rvas that here vTas a deliberate attempt to repro-

duce the traits of the black-topped varieties in another medium" Seria-

tion (infra, Figs. L,7, 1,8) has shovm that reds generally and Red on

Buff in particular are late in the Badarian sequence. The forms of Rb

31 and 32 are typical Badarian late forms which can be compared to ?R 21
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27 aTong rvith the remarks about PR 27-23,

Vessels showing any kind of painted designs do not occur in the

Badarian h.orizon. Painted pottery does not appear in Upper Egypt before

the trrlhite on Red pottery of Naqada I. The importance of the Red on Buff/

Orange specimens found at Badari should not be overlooked, therefore. In

the use of painting with the delíberate intention not to cover the entire

surface of the vessel is found the first instance of a trait that will be

greatly elaborated in the following predynastic periods. The technique

of painting with red on a buff background finds its greatest expression

in the decorated vases of the Naqada II (Gerzean) period, beginning with

geometric shapes and ímitations of colored stones and going on to depict

hil1s, flamingoes, animals, boats and human beings. Thus, our first con-

tact with this trait in the Badarian horizon is an important suggeslion

that the Badarian culture míght have persisted untíl early Naqada II and

might have been in a position to receive diffused traits from that culture.

A1l Black (AB), (Fig. L.4,34-39). This is a very small c1ass, all the

members of which have very thin walls. AB åf i" combed around the rim

and AB 36 ís rippled" AB 37 and 38 show the beginnings of a neck, but

as in the case of all Badarian pottery, there is no trace of a lip. The

shape of AB 39 is noL greatly unlike that of PR 24 and 25, although AB 39

is unpolished, has handles and a well-formed base. Black burnished vessels

of the shape of AB 38 have been identified by l(aplan (L959: 135-136) as

having parallels in the Ghassul III of Palestine (Ma11on et al. L934". 99,

Fig. 49) and are a characteristic of the Chalcolithic phase of i,ladi Rabah

(Kaplan 1958: L49-I60). AB 39 (incorreclly cited in Kaplan L9592 135 as
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Bad. Plate XXVI, B) is said to have paral1e1s in the Ghassul IV phase

(Mallon et al . , op, cit. Pl , 51, 9-2.) and from Gezet (Amiran, 1955, Pl ,

34, B,) . The Ghassul IV connection for AB 39 seems tenuous on the basis

of availabte illustratíons. The Badarr;;."re of Upper Egypt \^/as a

Chalcolithic society, i.€., they used copper as well as stone. It may

be, therefore, that there \,r'ere contacts between the Palestinian Chalco-

lithic culLures and those of Upper Egypt, and if the Badarian were to be

proven to have been later than is now supposed, the contacts with the

Ghassulian of Palestine might serve to explaÍn the origíns of Naqada II

i,üavy-Handled and Buff wares (infra, Chapter III). Handles as a trait do

not appear on Badarian pottery and this of itself is suggestive of an

outsÍde origin for AB 39.

Black/Incised trrlhiEe (_Þ-I!) , (Fig. 1.5 , 40.-4I). The two artifacLs of this

type show an incised pattern filled with white on a burnished black ground,

The form of BIW 40 is not a common shape in the Badari cemetery assemblage'

Forms simÍlar to åU 40 have been reported from nearby Deir Tasa and from

Mostagedda, however (Brunton, L937). BII^I 41 is only a fragment. The

provenance of both BII^I 40 and 41 is unknown.

Rough B.rown (_Bå), (Fig. L.5, 42-44> . Vessels belonging to this type are

large cooking pots, many of which are smoke-blackened on the outside"

Generally they are coarse and poorly fired. Tempering is by means of

chopped stra\^/ rnixed in with the clay. Some RB pots have been coated with

a red-brorvn rvash, Also included in this type are some large conlainers4

of sun dried clay ivhich were found covered over with a slab of limestone

and used as subterranean gttrratiu"5,
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HEMAMIEH

The Hemamieh village site complements the cemetely site at Badari

from a typological point of view. Together the L\^7o sites enable a more

complete picture of the Badarian cultule to be put together. No coppef

was found at Hemamíeh, whereas a few implements of coppel \^/ere recovered

from the cemetery. Judging the Badarian culture on the basis of the

Hemamieh assemblage alone would give the incorrect impression that the

Badarians used no coppel whatsoever. There is no evidence that copper

was smelted locally at this time and the few pieces that have been found

may have been Lrade goods from Sinai or elsewhere (see Gardiner and Peet,

r9s2-19ss).

The site of Hemamieh is located on a desert spur much like that

on whÍch the Badari cemetery is situated, The dimensions of the site are

given as 40 x 50 yards by the excavatol, caton-Thompson (Bad. P. 69d).

This is the only stratified site to be díscovered which dates from the

BadarÍan and early predynastic periods'

Stratification at Hemamieh. Details and a schematic profile of the site

to a thin layer of breccia (angular píeces of rock

was covered with a

feet of miden dov¡n

cemented by chemical

action)6. Badarian combed and rippled sherds \,/ere found beneath the

breccia layer and immediately above it. Judging from the number of sherds

found beneath the breccia, in the yeaïs before the breccia became conso-

lidated the spot \^/as plobably no more than a camp-site (Caton-Thompson:

are given in Figure L.2. The surface of the ground

layer of white limestone scree' Below this 1ay six

Bad. p. 73b)
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In addition to the regular categoríes of Badarian pottery,

Hemamieh yielded new types: White on Red, Wavy-Handled and Red on lluf.fJ.

The vital importance of the Hemamieh site is that ít establishes the order

of the Badarian sequerrce as being immediately prior to tyPes characterís-

tic of Naqada I (Amratian) and Naqada II ("Gerzean") . The stratifica-

tion at Hemamieh showed that combed and rippled brown sherds were at the

older end of the Badarian seríation, with the reds and non-combed/non-

rippled being more recent. In the absence of the Hemamíeh stratífication,

the pottery from the cemetery could still be seriated but the seriation

alone r¿ould not reveal the earlier and later ends of the sequence.
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BURIALS

Badar i

The cemetery \^tas located at the foot of the escarpment and to

the east of the settlement (stil1 undiscovered). The graves were dug

in soft, sandy Upper PleÍstocene gravels, a substance easily penetrated

by the tools used by the people in this period. In shape the graves

T¡/ere roughly oval rvith the sides sloping slightly ínwards.

Dimensíons. Dimensions vary, the average glave being 53 inches long by

36-40 inches deep. Graves contaíning males) as a rule, are slightly

larger ín their overall measurements than graves containing females"

posture, The bodies \^7ere vrrapped in matting and were laid in a loosely

contracted position with the thighs making an angle of approximately 60

degrees with the spine. Tightty contracted buríals in ¡vhich the knees

are drav¿n up to the chin are rare,

Orientation. The general orientation of the deceased was with Lhe head

to the south (84% of. 148 burials), although this \^Ias not always the case"

Regardless of the direction of the head, the body was laid on its right

or left side so that the face would invariably be lookíng toward the

1üest. There appears to have been no difference in thís regard whether

the person \.vas male or female,

Preservation. The bodies from the Badari graves are often well preserved

due to the dessicating action of the hot sand. There are no signs of em-

balming, mummification or other artificíal forms of preservation'



Single burials only

of a single individual. No

dence of special treatment

No bur ial s fr om Hemamiel'r .

1B

All of the 148 burials represent the inhumatÍon

multiple burials occur and there is no evi-

for exceptíonal indivídua1s,

Being a village site, no burials are reported

from Hemamíeh. The

at least away from

have been reported.

the alluvium.

Badarians always buried

the inhabited area. No

their dead in cemeteries or

ins tance s of floor burials

somewhere beneathThe Hemamieh cemetery is still

ARCHITECTURE

Badar i

No traces of the Badariansr architectural

sence of matting suspended from poles in some of

at least to the materials that \,üere in use, and

built of matting or sticks covered with mud.

forms exist

the graves

house s lrere

. The pre-

gives clues

pr obab 1y

Hemamieh

Nine mud hut-circles \^rere found at Hemamieh well

of l,rlhite on Red painted pottery. Daling the hut-cir:cles

artifacts, Caton-Thompson ascribes the dwellings to the

period late Badarían/early Naqada I (see Fig. 7.2). It

below the level

by associated

trans i tional

should be noted

that this so-called transition zone may simply be the result of the exca-

vating technique of digging in pre-selected arbitrary (six-inch) levels

Excavation by culture leve1s would eliminate the fuzziness that occurs

in the interface regions between culture 1evels.
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The huts \^7ere circular, averaging six feet in diameter. The

walls varíed between 1r and 1'3" in thickness and were aboul t¡vo feet in

height. Marks in these low mud rvalls showed that bundles of reeds were

probably used for the sides of the structure. Nothing more is known"

Two of the circles \.vere smaller than the others, and on the basis of

animal dung's being found in them, Caton-Thompson has suggested their

function T/üas to act as storehouses for fuel,

STONE VASES

No stone vases have been found in association with Badarian re-

mains either at Hemamieh or in the cemetery. Stone vases proliferate

during the late Naqada I and Naqada II periods, but they are not found

in the Badarian horízon,

CHIPPED STONE

Badar i

Winged arrowheads, Badarian winged arrowheads closely resemble the con-

cave-base points of the Faiyum Neolithic assemblages. Badarian winged

forms are more squat and rounded" In the predynastic periods a longer

and narrower form wíth straight wings came into use (see Baumgartel, 1960

Pl. I, 8,9). In the manufacture of arror¿heads, percussion flaking was

the techníque used both in the Badarian and in the Naqada I periods"

Tanged arrowheads, This type does not occur at Badari but is commonplace

in the Faiyum. One example has been found at Badari but its provenance

is uncerrain (Bad. Pl. xxIX,5, 5400).
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Sa¡¿-edged knÍ_ves. These vary from just over two inches in length to

seven inches. They are made from flakes and have a serrated edge that

extends along one side only (Ba-d. Pl" XX, L6; Pl. XXVII, 2, 4; Pl. XXVI) "

Their function was in harvesting as specimens were found in association

r¿ith husks of grain, The smaller artifacts of this type were probably

hafted Ín a fashion similar Eo the flint-bladed sickles of the Faiyum

Neolithic (Caton-Thompson and Gardner, 19262 Pl, XL, Fig, 2).

Adzes, Lance-heads " Adzes are rare and are made from loose pieces of

nodular flint, some of which have part of the original cortex stÍ1l in

place, These are heavy scrapers probably used for fleshing hides since

skins were the most popular material for clothing in the Badarian períod.

A few examples of lance-heads or daggers (?) capable of being hafted were

found (_8"d. P1. )OWII, 3. Compare, ibid. Pl. XXVI), Lance-heads are

also rare in the Badarian assemblages.

Flakes and cores. Cores and flakes are reported in relative abundance in

the BadarÍ graves. The excavator comment.s that all were found in the

graves of males and none in the graves of females (_844. p. 37d), Some

prepared cores and flakes exhibíting varying degrees of retouch are the

commonesl types found at Badari. All make use of locally occurring

nodular f1int.

Hemamieh

By cornparison v¡ith

of Naqada II, Badarian fl

the sophisticated pressure-

intrvork is of a much cruder

flaking techniques

sort which may
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indicate that the Badarians were relatively inexperienced workers in

stone. This would be so if the Badaríans had not long been living in

sedentary vÍllages with an agriculturally based economy. The Badarians'

technological genius is shown in their fine thin-walled. pottery. pottery

is a trait of sedentary lÍfe which argues against a recent giving up of

a nomadic style of existence. As workers in stone, the Badarians were

less adept. This fact probably explains the absence of stone vases in

the Badarian assemblage. In later periods, stone vases i{ere expensive

íEems and most people had to settle for pottery imítation (infra.

Chaprer III).

The stratification at Hemamieh shows as a trend the movement a\,zay

from the core industries of the Badarian period towards the perfectÍon

of techniques for grinding and retouching flakes. The typÍcal Badarian

tool is the heavy steep-ended scraper. At the threshold to the Naqada I

sequence, Ëhe major transition is to a primarily flake technology.

Maee heads.

TOOLS AND I^JEAPONS

No mace heads occur eiEher in the graves at Badari or in the

Badarian levels at Hemamieh. rn the subsequent Early Dynastic period,

the dísc or flat-topped mace head was widely used although from the size

of its shaft, the effícacy of the flat-topped mace as a r¡Teapon is in doubt.

The disc headed mace seems to have been a major innovation of the Naqada I
people with no prototypes in existence during the Badarian period,

Throwing-sticks. Three specimens of throwing-sticks are reported from

Badari (Bad. Pl. xxrrr,29: p1. xxrv, L,2). The artÍfacts in queslion
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musË be models or toys; one ís only 7| inches long. Throwing-sticks

survived throughout the dynastic period as a device for huntíng bírds.

Because Ëhe Ëhror.ríng-sËick.r,¡as made of r4rood, iE would float and could be

recovered easily in Èhe papyrus marshes. Men armed wiËh Ëhrowing-sticks

(curved clubs?) appear on the Líon HunË paleLËe at the end of Èhe pre-

dynasEic period, There ís no evidence to warrant believing that the

throlring-slick was used as a [reapon of warfare by the Badarians, Recently

Baumgartel has suggested that these sticks resemble devíces held in the

hands of figures depicted on the Red on Buff pottery of the Naqada II

period. I{er suggestíon is that they are not Ehrowing-sticks but casËa-

nets (Baumgartel, 1965: 13) ,

O RNAMENTS

ArnuleËs. AmuleËs âre sma1l ornaments made in the shape of some anímate

or inanimaËe objecL, Amulets are very rare in the overall assemblage

from Badarí; only two were found in the 148 graves thaË were excavated.

BoLh are of carved bone; Ëhe first is the head of an antelope (Bad, Pl,

XXIV, f4), and the second ís Ehe head of a hippopoËamus (!9,5!, Pl, XXIV,l5),

Beads, The categoríes of beads found in the burials at Badari, by rnaEerials,

consist of stone, ivory, shell and copper. The most popular soft stone is

sÈeatite rvhich can be cut and drilled \,rrlÈh ease. Steatite beads occur in

both glazed and unglazed forms. Those that ar.e glazed are bluish-green in

color and represent Ehe earliest knoraln instance of glass ín the Nile

Va11ey (Arkell and Ucko, 1965: 150b), The blue color may have had magÍ-

cal properEies aÈtached Ëo ít as was the case with amazoníte and
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lapis-Lazuli in later times. The blue glazed steatite beads líkely re-

present cheaper substitutes for these more costly materials, Beads made

either of faience or of glazed frit are common in predynastic burials

but are not found in the Badarian assemblages. Ivory cylinder beads and

dísc beads made from the nacrous shell of local freshwaler bivalves do

occur at BadarÍ but in fewer numbers than the sLeatite varíety.

Archaeologically, the most significant beads discovered at BadarÍ

are the ones made of copper. These consíst of a tiny rolled strip of

copper l/B inch r^¡ide. Quite likely the metal was imported and only

chemical analysis can settle the matter" For continuity, the only other

artifact of copper will be described here as well. This Ís a straight

copper pin three inches long (Bad, Pl. XXVI, from grave 51L2). In pre-

dynastic period graves, copper pins with rolled heads have occasionally

been recovered, but throughout the predynastic períod copper Ís scarce.

It ¡^¡as not until state-sponsored mining expeditions to the Sinai began

in the First þnasty that a steady flow of copper began Lo flow into

Egypt on a sizeable scale.

Clothing. From garments found upon the dead it must be inferred that the

same sorts of clothing were worn by the living" Skins with Lhe fur

turned inwards were

15 females. These

able materíals have

indicates that the

the usual form of dress, being found on 45 males and

numbers reflect the randomness with which these perish-

been preserved. The presence of seams in the garments

Badarians had knowledge of tailoring and sewing.

Needles of bone three to twelve inches long have been among the grave
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goods. Another artifact that suggests itself in this regard is the

copper pin described above, Tough pointed píercing tools would have been

requisites for perforating the dressed skins before they could be sewn

together. Traces of woven fabrics were found on several bodies, some-

times beneath an outer hide garment. It is 1ikely, therefore, that the

Badarians made a coarse type of linen, a material which characterized

Egyptian dress t.hroughout the historic period" The earliest example of

fÍgures actually \¡Tearing the white linen kilt appears on the mural on

wall A of the painted tomb at Hierakonpolis (late Naqada II).

Bracelets Ivorv bracelets were found in situ on the forearm of several

persons buried at Badari. BadarÍan bracelets are larger than Naqada I

Èypes. In the later predynastic assemblages bracelets manufactured of

finely chipped flint occur (see J.R.A.I. Vol.30, 1900: Pl. A facing P.14)

No stone specimens were found at Badari" Ivory bracelets should be taken

with the other types of artifacts made from ivory which will be described

next,

CARVED IVORY

Ivory va_ses. These are quite small cylinder-shaped vases carved from a

piece of tusk. Their form should be compared with that of the stone vases

from Naqada I (Bad. Pl. XXIII, _!-g). The function of these vials is un-

knov,rn, but to judge from their small size, they must have been containers

for cosmeËÍcs or scent"

Ivory spoons. This class consists of delicate long-handled spoons thaL

resemble the cosmetÍc spoons of much later times (Fredericq, L927;

Philips, 1g4I; Keimer, L952), The handles of these sPoons are carved
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into the shapes of birds and animals. Similarities should be noted, be-

tvreen these carved spoons, the predynastic ivory combs and the proto-

dynastic mace handles with relief carving.

Fish hooks. Two hooks were found at Badari. One was of ívory (Bad. Pl.

xxrv, 17), the other of shell (ågg.P1. xxvrr). Neirher is barbed. The

ivory hook is pierced where one would expect t.he line to be attached. If

these artífacts are truly fish hooks and not vehicles of sympathetic

magic, the general observation that fish hooks are rare in the Badarian

assemblage will stilI stand. Bruntonrs opinion ís that Ehe Badarians

fished exclusively with nets of which no traces have survíved" (Bad. p.41b)

GROU\D STONE

The cemetery has yielded 21 specímens of Badarian slate palettes

(Bad. Pls. M, 16; XXI; XXVI; XXVII, 1,3,5). Traces of green malachite

and pebble rubbing stones found i¡ith the palettes indícate that the pa-

lettes \i/ere used for grinding a cosmetic substance which was mixed with

a fatty adhesive (contained in the ivory cylinder vases) and painted on

the upper eyelid, A clay figurine from the predynastic cemeLery at El

Mahasna is reported by Ayrton (1911, grave H33) as having signs of cos-

metic painting of this sort around the eyes.

Slate palettes are an artifact type that becarne very widespread

during the Naqada I and Naqada II periods, and which underwent great pro-

liferation of size and shape. Slates dated to Naqada I begin with a

simple rhomboid form and in Naqada II become elaborated into bÍrds and
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fish (Petrie 1020 P1s. xLrr-xLV). Bad.arian palettes, by comparison, are

smaller) rectangular in shape and are und,ecorated. The sides may be

straight or slightly convex ruith a central V-shaped. notch at either end,

Through seriation ít emerges that these notched palettes are the latest

forms within the Badarían sequence (Bad. p.31c). No notching occurs on

predynastic period palettes although some of these latter types are

pierced for suspension from a thong.

HUMAN FIGURINES

Only three human figurines are knov¡n from Badari. All are female

and each is distÍnct from the other two, both in material and in pheno-

typic traits. The fírst, (Bad. Pl. xxrv, l) is of baked pottery covered

with a bright red wash and depicts a nude female form, somewhat st.eato-

pyous", with pointed breasts. The second G'gd, pl. XXIV, 2) is more

realistically proportioned. It shows a slender, non-steatopygous, pheno-

type and is carved from elephant ivory. The third, of green unbaked, clay

(Bad. P1. xxrv, 3), is closer in form to the first. rt may be that the

first and third represent one racial type and the second another9. Physi-

cal anthropologists have expressed the opinion that the large hips charac-

teristic of steatopygy may be an artistic method of showíng generalized

obesity (Ke1so, I970: 256-7; Shattock, 1909).
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COMPARATIVE STRATIGRAPHY

Relative thronology, I. Seríation of Badarian pottery types on the

basis of combing and rippling places lhe brov¡ns at one end of the series;

transitional rippled red forms are found in the middle and completely

uncombed/unrippled reds occur at the other end.

2, Line-decorated motifs in burnishing are very

rare on BB forms, more frequent on BR and most frequent in Naqada I where

they become painted designs on White on Red ware,

3. Red on Buff/Orange forms are rare in the

Badarian (three examples), equally rare ín Naqada I and suddenly become

numerous in Naqada II, climaxing in the jars with ship motifs and dancers.

4. The stratífied site at Hemamieh (Fig. L.2)

gives the order ín which the ceramic sequence (1.) should be placed:

brov¡ns and rippled earliest, reds and non-rippled latest,

5. Running through the entire period are black-

topped types. These are browns and reds. The brov¿ns are limited to the

Badarian horizon; the black-topped reds go on to peak in the late stages

of Naqada I (see Figs. 3.1, 3,2, 3"3 infra).

6. The evidence just presented may be summarízed

as follows, f irst by traits alone (Fig. L7) then by actual types (Fie. 1.8).
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Fígure L,7 - Seríation of
Badarian traits.

Figure 1.8 - Seriation of
Badarian types.
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SUI\ßÍARY

The distribution of Badari an artLÍ.acts is l0calized in the Deir

Tasa-Hemamieh region of Upper Egypt' Within this zone there are sites

sti1l awaiting discovery. Minimally there should be the settlement that

goes with the Badari cemetery and the cemetery that goes with the

Hemamiehset'tlement.ThequestionforEgyptologistsiswhet'herexcava-

tion of these sites would lepay the effort in view of what is already

knov¡nabouttheBadaríans.Whatwouldbeofmostvaluewouldbenewdata

strengthening or disproving connections betr¡een the Badarian horizon and

Ehat of Naqada IL

The people of the earliest chalcolithic culture of upper Egypt

were sophisticated potters but relatively inadept workers in stone ' The

fact that they made their tools from loose pieces of nodular flint promP-

ted caton-Thompson to suggest that their original homeland lay outside

the chert-bearing Limestone formations of the Badari district (Bad' p'

75b-c).Thissamehypot'hesisisrepeatedunchangedbyArkellandUcko

fortyyearslaterintheirreviewofthepredynasticdevelopmentinthe

Nile Valley ( L965.. 151a) . They make the slight addition that the Badar-

iansmighthavecomeuPalongoneoftheflanksoftheRedSeahills

from a locality farLher south" Their argument rests on similaríties be-

tween the black-topped pottery of upper Egypt and types of black-topped

potteryfoundintheKLrartoumNeolithic'Thehypothesisofanancestral

homeland for the Bad.arians in the south is not contested by Baumgartel in

her remarks following the article (iqf4' PP' L56-7) '
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The Badaríans were agriculturalists and keepers of domesticated

livestock. Emmer wheat Giligu* dicoccum) and barley (Hordeum vulsare,

Hordeum distichum) were gro\.drr as cereal crops and t.here was also some

species of flax from which a

sheep, goats, dog, oX, birds

tributíons to the Badariansl

form of cloth could be made. Bones of cattle,

and fish give testimony to the range of con-

díet.

The enigma of the Badarian culture concerns their origins. The

physical anthropological data will be reviewed in detail in Chapter IV,

At present the investigation must proceed at the artífact/ technology

leve1. It is generally believed that cereaL agrÍculture and livestock

domestication was begun in the north-eastern corners of the Fertíle Cres-

cent and at an early date-,¡as brought to the Nile Valley. The Tasian-

Badarían is the oldest non-neoliEhic culture so far discovered in Upper

Egypt and already by that time the people \,.zere veteran farmers and herders"

At present information is lacking to resolve two major questions, the first

of whích is: díd the predynastic populations of Upper Egypt develop in

situ from the stock of the neolithic people whose hand-axes litter the

higher 1evel terraces of Upper Egypt? Second, if this is so, how can

cereal crops and domesticated livestock be accounted for if not be a

movemerì.t of people from Iraq at some very early time? tr^lhat made them come

to Egypt? and so on. In Chapter II, another enígma wí1I be met: the

Presence of a strong Semitic element in the earliest written form of the

language of Upper Egypt which itself is not a Semitic language.

There is a gap in the archaeological record which does noL perrnit

the reconstruction of an uninterrupted culture sequence from Paleolithic
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to PredynastÍc times, This gap will be looked at in the next chapter.

The fragmentary nature of the data from Hemamieh makes it impos-

síb1e to estimate the Badarian population or to say anything about their

settlement patterns. Typologically, the Badari cemetery provides no

evidence that the Badaríans lived in a stratified society" ft would not

be more valid to infer on the basis of the homogeneity of the graves

that the BadarÍans had a tribal, clan or lineage structured social or-

ganization. The matter of settlement ís raised again briefly in Chapter

v, Perhaps \ùe can conclude that the absence of any class of weapons ín

the Badarian assemblages means that they rüere not the prey of hostíle

neighbours; conversely, it would seem unlikely Lhat they themselves had

occupied their territory through conquest,



CHAPTER II

THE NAQADA I PERIOD (A}ßATIAN)

The next artifact assemblage r¿ith types shared by a number of

sites characterizes the culture period known as Naqada I (Amratian),

named for its type-site at El Amrah. The distinctive artifact types of

the Amratian period are: pottery form and surfacing, burialsl, stone

vases, flint implements, carved slates, carved ivory combs and tags, tools

and weapons. The assemblages of this period are more widespread than

those of the Badarían and are well evidenced from discoveries made at

Matmar, Mostagedda, Hemamieh, Qau e1 Kebir, Raqaqna, E1 Amrah, Mahasna,

Abydos, Hu, Abadyeh, Ballas, Naqada, ArmanL, Gebelein and Hierakonpolis 
"

Hemamieh: the 2-34 foot levels (see Fíg, I.2). StratÍfied
village site. Badarian rippled sherds die out as a neür type, I^lhite
on Red (_W.EB) comes in. Black-topped Red (BR) and Polished Red (!R)
attain theír maximum frequencies during the span of tr^/hite on Red"
Síte yielded a variety of lithic mateÍials, particularly palettes,
disc-shaped mace heads and forked lance points (Brunton and Caton-
Thompson, L928) .

El Agl:ah: cemetery site and type-site for the Amratian culture.
Cemetery A: 200 graves approx. Spans entire predynastic period.
Yielded pottery, slates, flintwork and ivory carvings. A few copper
pins were also found (RandalI-MacIver and Mace, L902).

Cemetery B: 400 graves approx. Spans entire predynastic period.
Site very poor in grave goods and has been extensively plundered in
recent times. Yielded pottery and slates. Value of site is that it
affords a seriation of predynastic grave types and associated materials"

Abydos: cemetery. Yielded pottery, slates, lithic tools (Randall-
Maclver and Mace, 1902; Petrie, L902-3; Peet, I9L31' Amelinean, 1895-B) .

Ba11as: cemetery site. Yielded pottery, slates, beads and flint
implements as well as a few Badarian sherds with a point-burnished
pattern on the inside (Petrie and Quíbe11, 1896).

JI
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Nagada: cemetery site. 3000 graves approx, Most had beenthoroughly plundered; intact burial" 
"*t.uÀåly rare. yielded

pottery, slates flintwork, mace-heads and a few copper tools (petrieand Quibe1l, fB96).

Armant: cemetery ll 14,00-1500. Associated sediscovered. Yielded potteïy and a wid.e range of
(Mond and Myers, L937-B).

The task of this chapter is to distinguish clearly the culLure of
the Naqada I period on the basis of its artifact assemblages in order to
compare and contrast it wíth the Badarían which preceded it and wíth the

Naqada rr that followed it. with only a few exceptions, the predynastic

sites have all been cemetery sÍtes. This immedÍate1y causes problems

for artifact analysis. i^lhat has been recovered in no \^/ay represents any-

thing like a sample in the statistical sense, nor does it approximate an

artifact cross-section of every day 1ife. The habitation sites associa-

ted with the predynastic cemeteries await dÍscovery beneath the cultiva-
tion of modern Egypt. unlike sites ín Mesopotamia, there are no mound.s

to identify the locations of the predynastic virlages of upper Egypt.

The predynastic settlement: level III.
and a distinctive, localized unifacíal

of Upper Egypt" The stratification at Hernamieh

cause ít provides the chronologícal/typologíca1

and Naqada I (Amratian) periods. It is the only

ttlement not yet
l ithic rnater ial

Yielded usual pottery types
flint industry.

is of great importance be-

link bet\,./een the Badarian

site to do so re1iably.

in situ

POTTERY

rn this section it will be shov¡n that Naqada r pottery developed

r¿ithout relying upon foreign influences or upon a foreÍgn invasion
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The seriatÍon of Polished Red (PR) and Black-topped Red (BR) ceramic

types which began in the Badarian carries on unabated ínto the Amratian.

The ceramic material from tlne 2-3L foot levels of Hemamieh is

given in numerical form above in Figure 1.2. It may be seen that three

ne\,v types appear in additíon to declining numbers of Badarian ríppled

sherds and keeled vessels, These new types are: i^Ihite on Red (I,JonR),

trnlavy-Handled (WH) and Red on Buff (AÞ). It should be noted thar l^Iavy-

Handled jars are not as o1d as wonR. rn fact, wH begíns as wonR ends.

This is known from other sites and Hemamieh is not too helpful in illus-

trating this point. Badarian rippled Sherds decline as Black-topped Reds

and Polished Reds reach their greatest frequency" At the same time, Irrhite

on Red (I^IonR) begins, runs its course and ends. As -[n/onR is ending, Rb

occurs more and more frequently. These observations have been confirmed

by lhe typology from El Amrah and elsewhere, and will be discussed

separately in more detail be1ow" The Amratían períod is traditionally

defined as the lifespan of WonR pottery, which is S,D. 30 to 40 on Petriers

scale. The present study will develop the argument that Naqada I's upper

limit should be extended to S,D. 45 or even beyond.

White on Red (i,I""R), (Figs. 2.2, L-34; 2.3, 35-4I; 2.4> , itlonR pottery

forms consist entirely of bowls and upright vases with \^rhíËe or yellowish

lines painted on a polished red slip. This i^¡are closely resembles the

Smooth Brovm (SB) of the preceding chapter, whÍch, by the addition of a

red s1ip, became Polished Red (PR). By the further addilion of a painted

decoration, Inlhite on Red, the hallmark of the Amratian period \¡/as pro-

duced,
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Evolution of White on Red Pottery. Red on l^Ihite pottery could have

developed 1ocal1y without foreign influences because the traits makíng

up White on Red were indigenous to the El Amrah region; only the arrange-

ment of these traiEs was novel. The following is a suggested explana-

tion which takes into account the traiËs and manufacturing techniques of

the day that could have given rise to Whíte on Red ceramics in sitq.

Three principal lines contributed to the final product. The first

line comes from the black potLery (AB, BIW) and the contributions are the

traits of exterior surface designs in white and motifs of lines, chevrons

and dot-fi1läd triangles. The pottery of this line has been recovered in

greater amounts from Mostagedda (Brunton, L937) which is closer to

Hemamieh and the foci of the Badarian culture even Ehough Black/Incised

I^Ihite vrare is rare in the Badari cemetery.

The second line that contributed to the evolution of tr^ionR is

associaLed with the rise of the color red which was first. adopted as a

slip (PR) and as a wash to produce painted red designs (Fig. 1.4, 3l--33;

Fig. ,,0, L). The third line supplied a soft brown \,\7are to which the
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ing and white motifs were applied, These three lines are dia-

Figure 2,1. A supporting line of argument for the evolution

the fashion just described comes from the observation that

the contributing lines seriate up to the appearance of trnlonR, and except

for PR, have disappeared themselves by

to derive InIonR from the painted pottery

name of "lfhite Cross-Lined" to

Red in the present study3" As

signs on the inside of late

latest designs adopt a \,{avy-

what has been more aptly called White on

the t ime i^IonR

traditions of

ceases. Attempts

Mesopotamian and

Iranian cultures have not been Successful, and it has been argued that

no such connections exist (Baumgartel, 1947: 54-7L; 1965: 17-18; Kantor,

19492 7B-9) .

Designs on WonR Pottery. Figure 2.2, L-34 shows a traceable development

in decorative motíf s appearing on _W94B pottery. The earliest, a pattern

of whice dots, show connectíons wíth locally occurring Btack/Incised hhite

pottery forms (see Petrie and Quibell, 1896, P1. XXX, 2-50). Chevrons

come next and by the addition of lines either diagonally or at right

angles to the parallel chevrons, a cross-lined pattern lvas achieved. The

most aesthetícally pleasing and the most skilfully draughted desígns occur

in the cross-lined style. It is this category which led to the former

the i^hite on Red designs are executed in the cross-1ined

nique of crossed lines degenerated as plant motifs began

earliest of these plant motifs (LI91B _1É, fB) resemble the burnished de-

the illustrations clearly

Badarian bowls (Fig" L6, 2, 5, 6, 7). The

lined style and the contrast is best illus-

and 31.

show, not a1l of

style " The tech-

to appear. The

trated between inlonR 1) 2L
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At thís point a group of notervorthy exceptional specimens of the

Inlhite on Red style which display motifs characteristic of the Naqada II

and even Early þnastic periods must be introduced and described (Fig"

2,3,35-4I). Atl have been executed in the regular Naqada I style using

vrhite paint on a polished red background. The motífs are precisely of

the sort that are frormally found painted it ."3 on vessels of the Naqada

II horizon (infra, Chapter III). Stylistícal ly, the t\"7o sets of designs

are very close. The tethered animals on Fig" 2'3, r35 resemble a composi-

tion occurring late in the next culture period on the v7a11 of the Painted

Tomb at Hierakonpolis which case and Payne take to be of Protodynastic

dare (1962; L2). (An illustration is given in Aldred, L968: 33) Scorpions

ç!) are rarely shown before Naqada II and about the time of the Unifica-

tion the scorpion came to represent the PIoPer name of a king,

Theplantshov¿non3fisthefirstinstanceoftheso:cailed

rrpoLted plant" which appears on Naqada II vessels as a symbol of Upper

Egypt (Laurent-Tackholm, 1951). In dynastic tímes, the planE representing

UpperEgyptÍntheking'snesu-bittitularywasprobablyasimplified

rendering of the same plant that occurs on 37. The tdancerst on 38 are

reproduced identically on Rb ware (c'f' Fig' 2'4 where they occur also on

WonR vases). The poles shown on 39 are the sacred standards which bore

Ehe nomedeities in dynastic times; this design, Ëhough v¡el1 known in his-

toric times, does not appear on Naqada II objects until the Protodynastic

period where it is shov¿n carrying the Horus falcon on the Lion Hunt pa-

lette"AsingleexceptionmayexistíftheobjectservingastheStan-

dard on a Rb vase is not the Min-sign (Fig, 2.4, 2). The platter
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2"3, 40 is unique. It shows a plan-view of the twin-cabined ga1-

which form a leading trait on Naqada II Rb vases (c'f, Fig. 2.4 also)'

The exotic-shaped vessel shov¡n ín Fig" 2,4, I comes from Hemamieh.

The artifacts described above are all specimens of Naqada II motifs exe-

cutedintheNaqadalstyle.Justtheoppositeisthecasewith2.4,!.

The form and motifs of the latter are Pure Naqada I' but the colors are

red painting on a buff background (compare Fig'2'4,1 and Fig' 2'2' 7-9)'

These coritainers and the ones published by Scharff Q92B) are of

gTeaLimportancetypologicallyforestablishingcontactsbetweenthecul-

tufesofNaqadalandllandtheiroverLapintime'Theconclusionthat

emerges is that the two culture periods'\,rere not completely sequential

as \,üas once thought. Instead, they were probably contemPorary for a size-

able portion of their historical careers. The InlonR was probably stíl1 in

existence when the change to Rb was effected and a certain amount of

imitating in Ehe style of the former of the motifs of the lalter resulted'

The duration of InlonR pottery may have been short, although the pro-

gression of white painting styles discussed above argues for the gleater

persistence of this pottery type' The earliest Amratian forms are

round-bottomed bowls. Later forms include carinated (keeled) bowls (com-

pare l^lon$. 15, 16, 36 to Badarian forms, Fig" 1'4, 38 2I' 22' 23 and SB 26) '

sB 27 (Fig. L.4) is also a common form found across the Naqada I period'

However, the correlation of form and motifs has the levelling effecl

among Naqada I pottery of bringing the early and later forms together in

time. The footed vessels and the wavy-lined style of painting do not fit

this correlation and suggest a locaLLzed continuation of the white-painting
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on polished red tradition ilippopotami were a favorÍte subject for

Amratian artists. Other animals frequently drarøn in the Naqada I period

are crocodiles, giraff.es and a variet.y of horned antelope, In the

Amratian the first pictures and carvings of cattle are found. Bul1s

(buffato?) rvith inward curving horns apPear in painted form (LTo"R 28)

and delicately flaked from pieces of flint (CenEre de DocumentatÍon n.d.

Fie. 72) .

The craftsmanship of Naqada I pottery is of a Poorer quality than

r¿ork from the Badarian horLzon. Amratian InlonR is thick-walled, asymme-

trical hard-made ware which is either black or brown in cross-sect.ion,

The raw material most commonly used is mud from the ríver bank. Tempering

was with sand and firing v/as carried out at a relatively low cone temPera-

ture or the vessel would collapse. The vessel \^/as coated with a red slip

while the clay was sLí]1 "green" (i.e., not completely dry); it was Ehen

set aside to dry and to be polished. The whíEe designs were applied

either as a wash consisting of a paste of pure gypsum oI as a thin soup

made up of gypsum mixed wiEh c1ay. The even coloration of Amratian pot-

tery indicates that the potters \^7ere in beLter control of the firing pro-

cess or at least that the uppermost contents of the kiln were less subject

to draughts and fluctuations in the oxidizing atmosphere.

Other pottery tyPes surviving into the Naqada I are BB, å8, PR, AB

and early examples of Rb. The persistence of black-topped pottely indi-

cates that this type \üas being made deliberately for reasons of everyday

usage or for aesthetic value (Fig. 2.5, 1-10),
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BURIALS

The burials at El Amrah in rvhich itlonR and BR pottery \'üere re-

covered are round shallow graves normally containing a single skeleton,

In the evol-ution of the El Amrah cemeteries, these shallow round graves

are the oldest. Similar reports have been made from Mahasna (Ayrton and

Loat, 1911), from Abadiyeh and Hu (Petrie, I90i) and from Naqada (Petrie

and Quibell, 1896) . The following description of Naqada I burials should

be compared with the Badari burials ín the previous chapter. Figure 2.6

sho\,rs a typical Naqada burial with Early and Late assemblages.

Dimensions. Due to surface erosion, the true depth of the graves is un-

certain; the average is between three and four feet. No differences in

size that might be taken as a sign of social stratification were observed

The círcular pits are only large enough to contain Ëhe body, a small

amount of pottery and a few toilet objects. Two exceptional cases of

disarticulation at E1 Amrah are possible secondary burials (RandalI-

Maclver and Mace, 1902: 7c-d).
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Burials are in the contracted position with the knees drav¿n

up sharply and the hands placed before the face. At El Amrah, some

bodies had been wrapped ín leather, possibly goatskín, and wrapped in

an outer casing of reed matting. The goatskín is absent ín buríals of

this period at Mahasna (Ayrlon and Loat, 1911: 4^)" Mahasna is located

between El Amrah and Badari (Map 1), At Badari, it \,/i11 be remembered,

leather garments with the fur turned inwards and possessing ser\iî. seams

\rere commonplace articles of dress for men and r{omen alÍke.

Several notable burials from the Naqada cemetery are reported by

Petríe, In one case the skull had been set upright on a block away from

the rest of the skeleton (Petrie and Quibell, 1896:31b). In another

instance bones were found which had been broken and gnawed at the ends

and these same showed where the marrow had been dug out, Petrie and later

I^/ríters have concluded, therefore, that the Naqada I people \A/ere cannibals

(ibid. p. 32d).

0rientalion. Prior to the discussion, the orientations of Amratian burials

are shown summarized in Table 1,

Though slight variations exist, the oríentatíon of Naqada I burials

indicates a large degree of cultural homogeneity between the Badaríans

and the people of Naqada L

In Naqada I burials, as \,üas the case at BadarÍ, the prevailing

orientalion l{as to have the head point to the south and the face direc-

ted towards the \^rest. Exceptions occur far to the north at Medum (5 km.

south of Gerzeh), at Badari (Brunton: Bad, p. 19a) and at El Amrah

(Randall-MacIver and Mace , I902t I4c). These differences can be accounted
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TABLE 1

ORIENTATIONS OF AMRATIAN PERIOD BURIALS

0r ientation

Face
Site

Hemamieh
Mahasna
El Amrah
Abydos
Ed Deir
Bal las
Naqada
Armant

Medum
Badar i
Ger zeh

\^7e St
east (20 face w.)
west
v/est
\^7e S t
\,VE S I
north (local w.)â

east
we st

.b
l¡7e S t

aThe orientation at Armant seems to take the ríver as

indicator of north and souLh" AberraLions can be explained

LD"Though the normal pre-dynastic position of the head
and the face to the wesl, lying on the left síde) \^las more
any other, yet the abnormal positions outnumber the normal.
L9I2z 5c) .

a local
in this way.

to the south
general than
" (i^lainwr ight

f.or Lf iL were to be proved that the Thebaid formed a cullure focus at

this time (Kaiser, L9562 1957). Traíts diffusing northward from this

centre might have met traits diffusing southward from a focus in the

north or from a secondary centre at Badari. The lack of uniform north-

south orientation of the head at Badari as well as the presence on that

síte of early Red on Buff sherds, might constitute evidence for supposing

that Badari fell under the twin influences of the northern and southern

culture centles wíth the latter being the stronger" It is known that a

,ortn
south
south
south
south
south
W. S .I^l ( loca1 south) a

north
south

., b
SOUEN



civí1ízation flourished in Lower Egypt

adminístratíve capital was moved north

cation had been effected.
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predynastic times because the

Memphis as soon as the Unífi-

or any other forms of artifi-

by the Naqada I people.

1n

to

Conclusive stratigraphic data from the Thebaid has not been forth-
coming. Subsequent studies all have relíed upon statistícal interpreÈa-

Ëíons of the artifacts dÍscovered fifty years ago, and upon the original
site reports. since the majority of these site reports justry make use

of Petriers Sequence Dating scale, subsequent re-studies have been bound

to it as well. The alternative is a complete re-examination of the arti-
facts which have been díspersed to museums around the world. Inconsis-

tencies of trait distribution indicate that the site of El Amrah was it-
self located for a timê in a zone of transition.

P{gservation. No attempts at mummification

cial preservation of the body was practiced

STONE VASES

stone vases appear in the Naqada r horizon, These vessels are

made from a variety of hard local stones includ.ing basalt, marble, lime-

stone, breccia and slaLe. Alabaster (calcite) jars are rare but become

more numerous in Naqada II and into the dynastic period. Like the poLtery

of this assemblage which is not turned, stone vessels \i/ere manufactured

without the use of a lathe (petrie and Quíbell, 1g96: 37c). rnteriors of

vases were hollowed out by means of a weighted borer that could be rota-
ted in an abrasive such as sand or emery" Aldred (1965: 39) gives an
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illustration of a mason's boring tool rvhich also represents Lhe hiero-

glyph h m' The frequency with which stone vases are found at El Amrah

and at other Naqada I sites in the Thebaid suggests that the manufacture

of stone vases was begun at El Amrah and that the finished products moved

southward into the Thebaid where they were Ímitated by local craftsmen

in softer stones. Recovered specimens suggest that at f.irst only the El

Amrah craftsmen could work hard stones like granite and basalt.

The form of Naqada I stone vessels is distinctÍve, being an up-

right tubulan shape with pierced handles and a small conical foot. This

form should be compared with the shape of the small tubular vials made

from ivory at Naqada (Petrie and Quibell, 1896, pl. LXIV, lgå). The

abilÍty of Naqada I craftsmen to bore vases from the hard mantle rocks,

granite and basalt, is proof of the advancemenl of Naqada r technology.

Their abílity to work stone is also borne out by the categories of arti-

facts produced by grindíng and flaking.

CHIPPED STONE

The most ímportant chipped stone industry of the Amratian culture

ís a flake technology, the quality of whose r¿orkmanship shows steady im-

provement over time. At HemamÍeh, tlne 2-3L foot levels have revealed an

advanced flake industry using prepared cores to produce blades4. A

variely of primary blade-flakes r,/ere steep-flaked on the ends to forrn

scrapers, Suliman Huzayyín, in discussing the Naqada I assemblage of stone

lools from Armant, has said thaL scrapers are rare in the true neolithic

industríes of upper Egypt. rn post-neolithic times, however, they become
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more frequent (19382 216). rt follows that the increase in this type

of artífact corresponds to the increasíng use of dressed hides as

clothing and the scrapers were used for freshing and de-fatting the

skins- scrapers as an artifact type, and blade end-scrapers in particu_
Lat, are important because they link the stoneworking activitÍes with
industrÍes previously existing ín upper Egypt from pareolithic times,

No true Neolithic sites have been discovered Ín Upper Egypt.

such a site would be identified by the presence of ground and polished
stone too1s. copper would be absent artogether. The oldest post-paleo_

líthic assemblage found in upper Egypt so far is the Tasian-Badarian.

rn the previous chapter the Tasian is subsumed under the cover_term

Badarian in accordance with modern scholarly opinion. The Badarian assem-

blages contained copper but no ground stone too1s. Grinding does not
appear consist.ently until late in Naqada r where it is used in the manu_

facture of slate palettes and large knife b1ades5. Ground slate palettes
were found in the Badari cemetery, but in the Badarian horizon only slates
were ground, No simpler ground implements \i7ere reported. This curious
fact tends to support the conclusion arrived at ín the prevíous chapter

that the Badarian may have been contemporary with Naqada r and even part
of Naqada rr' rn this way, ground cosmetic palettes could have d.iffused
to the Badarian settlements from Naqad.a r sites in the south. Naqada r
is the first horizon in which stoner¿orking becomes a highly sophisticated
trade. Grinding is a neolithic trait that occurs ín upper Egypt in the

absence of neolithíc sites per se. rt is curious that in this and the

following chapter, grinding is limited to a smarl range of (ritual?) arti-
facts 

"
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A gaP exists between the paleolithic (Levalloisian/epi-Levalloisian)

and the chalcolithic (Badarian/Amratian)cultures of upper Egypt and

whether this gap will ever be filled Ín is uncertain, There are typologi-

cal símilarities on either side of the gap and steep-ended scrapers on

blade flakes are one of the bridges. There are many indications from

the artífact sequences that the cultures of the predynastic period evol-

ved in situ from a more generalized paleolithic precursor" These indi-

cations are discussed here and Ín the next chapter. In view of these

connections, the evídence for the paleolithic substratum in upper Egypt

must nol{ be reviewed.

End scrapers on primary blade flakes are reported from the

Acheulio-Levalloisian 3-4m. terraces at Kharga Oasis situated west of

El Amrah (Caton-Thompson, 19462 82; and ibid., Fig. 3, No. 3). Sreep-

flaked scrapers on blade flakes have also been found on the 3-4m. "Ni1e

terraces at Thebes (ibid.). Typologically and chronologically, this cor-

relation argues for the contemporary spatial distribution of the 'tcullure"

which produced these artífacts. significantly, the triangle formed by

I{rarga-Tukh-Armant and cited by Huzayyin as the kernel zone for a group

of industries characterízed by flaked and re-edged axes (1938: 210) over-

lies the earlier Kharga-Thebes axis for the distribution of paleolithic

end- scraper s .

Huzayyínrs identification of a localLzed unifacial lithic indus-

try around Armant is in contrasr ro the orr""rrtl*'"1*es found in

Naqada I assemblages elservhere. Huzayyin concludes, on the basis of the

chipped flint materíal from Armant, that there r,/ere two pre-Naqada
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culture centres in Upper EgypL. The Tukh-Naqada region of the upper Thebaid,

he says, r.^/as a zaÍLe of cultural transition between these centres ( 1938:

230). This transition zone is like a wedge driven bet\^leen the two cul-

tural centres. In a recent article, I^Ierner Kaiser has argued that Naqada

was the origin and nucleus of the Naqada I culture (1957). ThÍs is not

an unlíkely possibilíty. Naqada would be located at the Lip of the wedge

and is ideally situated with respect to north-south and east-r¿est trade

routes (infra, Chapter V).

Above, the líkelihood that El Amrah itself may have been for a

time located in a transition zone has been discussed. I¡Ihat may have hap-

pened is this: one culture centre, characterized by a unifacial lithic

technology evolved from paleolithic industries in the region of Armant,

A second culture cerrtre, characterized by a bifacial industry and a

rapidly developing expertise ín working hard stone into vases, gre\,v up

at El Amrah. At Naqada, in between these t\,ro centres, a third culture

emerged and proliferated because it was a rich trading town or port of

trade. Traits diffused outv/ard from Naqada until artifact types at El

Amrah came under the influence which continued to spread northward to

Hemamieh and southward Eo Armant. The aberrant burial types found at. El

Amrah and Badari can be explained in this fashion as the conflict between

the autochthonic population at El Amrah and the spread of new traits from

Naqada. In the First þnasty, the region around El Amrah \.das important

for cult reasons, and it was important that rulers be buried there.

Specifically, Abydos was the important shrine and burial ground. This

explanation might also serve to explain the motifs from Naqada II that
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rdere executed in the style of Naqada I. In approaching this issue, one

must begin ¡vith the question: hho are represented in these motifs?

the Naqada rr people themselves? the Nagada rr peoplers image of some

other people? tlnat other peoplers view of themselves? or the other

peoplers view of the Naqada rr inhabitants? rt may be that the first

and the fourth are the ans\^7er.

The Armant unifacial tradition. Huzayyints observations of a unifacial

tradition centred in the Armant-Nagr Hammadi region must be included at

this time as a possible clue about the situation of Lhe stone technolo-

gies of Upper Egypt in a period later than the epi-Levalloisian, and at

perhaps the time when one would expect a true neolithic stage to emerge.

The Armant assemblage, however, has yielded no ground tools to suggest

that there \,/as a neolithic component in the vicinity. The typical indus-

Ëry of the Amratian assemblages reaching from HemamÍeh to Naqada is bi-

f.acíal. At Armant, implements were found that were flaked from only one

side.

Caton-Thompson reports symmetrical leaf-shaped unifacially worked

flakes from Armant as early as the 3-4m. (r'Typical Mousterianrr) terraces

(1946: 73). By geological stratígraphy, such artifacts should be approxi-

mately contemporary with types from sites of the same level at Kharga and

Thebes. The area over which unifacially worked artifacLs are found ap-

pears to have contracted until they survived only at Armant. It has not

been possible to compile a chronological sequence from the 3-4m. terraces

down to the graves of Naqada I. Speaking from the data of the flint in-

dustry and not pottery, Huzayyin has dated the Armant materials Eo
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Naqada I and II (19382 229), His remarks that the Armant artifacts have

liLtle in common with artÍfacts from Badari and Deir Tasa are not un-

expected. Thus, the Armant tools which he ascribes to Naqada I had had

a long prevíous history in situ. rt is due to the neolithic gap that

this history carlnot. be construcled in more detail, Hor¿ever, saying that

there should be a neolithíc períod at all in upper Egypt may be a metho-

dological f.allacy 
"

In the late paleolithic fo1lowíng the epi-Levalloisian If phase

ín upper Egypt, microlithic industries grew up, Microliths have been

found in the l(harga and in the Faiyum oases (caton-Thompson, L946: rL7;

1931, L934; L952). That the first experiments wirh agriculture in upper

Egypt might have taken place in the fertÍle and sheltered oases is con-

sistent with one wriEerrs opinion that oases were ideally suited to the

primitive technology of neolithic farmers (Wheeler, 1956: 135). At Armant

many cores Ì{ere recovered which bear microlithic flake-scars but no micro-

1íthic f lakes r^rere found (Huzayyin, 1938: 203), This anomaly has not

been explained, but if the cores represent a survival of the late paleo-

lithic technique of microlith flaking, this would be additional evidence

for a long developmental sequence at Armant.

Sir Robert Mond, r,vho excavated the Armant cemeteries, has argued.

that the artifacts from Armant show a lag of about five Sequence Date

units compared with Naqada I sites farther north (f938 z 2) . Asid.e from

a few Íntrusive Badarian and some Badarian-like sherds, Naqada I ís the

earliest horizon that is present in the Armant cemeteries, If a cultural

lag did occur in the diffusion to Armant of Amratian traits, t\nro hypotheses

are suggested:
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The first hypothesis says that if the Naqada site was Lhe centre

of the Naqada I (Amratian) culture, then the slov¿ness of diffusion over

the shorter distance from Naqada to Armant (but not from Naqada to El

Amrah) would be índicatíve of a major cultural díssimilarity between the

populations of the two towns. The corollary implies the entrenchment of

the Armant people in their índigenously developed culture PatEern, At a

much latel peliod of Egyptian history it was two noble families from

Armant (Hermonthis), the Amenemhets and the Sesostres, who ended the

Fírst Intermediate Period, started the Eleventh Dynasty, moved the poli-

tical capital of Upper Egypt to newly-founded Thebes, and began the r¡or-

ship of Amon as t.he principal deity of the land'

The second hypothesis assumes El Amrah to have been the nucleus

of the Naqada I culture, The Lag at Armant may again be accounted for by

major differences between the populations. The diffusion of traits in

thís case had a longer distance to travel and passage through the Thebaid

transition-zone may have been extremely slow, Artifact evidence strongly

suggests that more cultural homogeneity existed Ínter se between popula-

tions disLributed immediately around El Amrah than between El Amrah and

Armant. As the posture and orientation of Naqada I burials have shown,

there \.vere also similarities that were far-reaching and in the overall

view it is more likety that atl the inhabitants of Upper Egypt were funda-

rnentally alike culturally and physically" The physical anthropology of

Upper EgypL will be dealt wilh in Chapter IV. That there \^/as a polarLza-

tion of the populations of Upper Egypt is evidenced by the centre of Horus-

worship located at Hierakonpolis and the centre of Set-worship at Nubt,
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about five miles north of Naqada, rn the Archaic period, there \^7as con-

stant conflict betvreen the Horus factÍon and the set faction. This

division ori religious grounds likely went back to neolithic times, never-

theless, there seems to have been an acceptance of common beliefs by both

factions whích Ínclines the investigator to look upon them as rival trí-

bal confederacies rather than entirely separate races, Skeletal material

also supports this belief.

GROI]ND STONE

Slate palettes were used as grindíng boards in the preparation of

facial cosmetics- Archaeologically, this artifact type ís important in

the predynastic períod for purposes of seriatÍon, Their maximum frequency

is attained in the Naqada II period and by the prot.odynastic they are in

declíne functionally while at the same time they take on characteristics

of stelae. Slate palettes r,üere t.he property of \Àzomen and children at E1

Amrah. Of the BB graves ín which slates \^rere found, only three vüere found

in graves with a male skeleton (Randall-MacIver and Mace, L902: 47a)"

At Hemamieh the earliesE Amratian palettes vrere rhombic in shape

and up to three feet in length (FíS" 2.1, L,9), Slates in simílar form

rrere found in Lhe round shallow graves at Mahasna ín assocíation with PR

and i^IonR pottery (ex: grave H 90). The evolution of cosmetic paletLes

in Naqada I shows a progression in whích the sides of the rhomb become

increasingly straight until a rectangular form was produced aboul S.D. 39.

Rectangular palettes persisted subsequently in the seriation from S.D. 39

to S.D. 76. ConËemporary with the rhombic slates ín Naqada I are palettes
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in the shape of turtles and bírds (Fig. 2

placed in Naqada II by pisciform palettes

fish.

Comb s

57

2, 5-8). These \^zere re-

the shape of the Oxyrhyncus

7,

in

0f ímportance for seriation is another type of slate which is too

small to have been of practical use in preparing cosmetics. These are

Ehe crescent bírd-headed/double bird-headed slates and the two horned tags

(Fig. 2,7,3,4), Bird heads are late in the Naqada I sequence and are

c. S.D, 40. These small slate probably served as amulets.

CARVED IVORY

(Fig. 2,7, IL, I2). Combs with long teeth were carved. from ivory

int.o shapes resembling those of the cosmetic paleltes. Such combs \.vere

I/rorn upright in the hair in Ehe manner of Spanish combs. One specimen

has been found in situ in the grave of a woman at El Amrah (grave b 2L5)

Amratian long-toothed combs evolved to short-toothed varieties in the

next culture Period and eventually to a mere zigzag line where the teeth

once I^/ere" Long) narro\^7 decorative hair-pÍns are also knor,øn from the

Naqada r burials. The importance of these ivory trinkets, apart from

adding to our knowledge of che style of dress of the time, ís primarily

in rounding out the trait seriation of the Naqada r assemblage. our

actual knowledge of the people as a society is very small 
"

Spoons" Delicate thin-handled spoons whose size and shape suggest their

function as toÍlet objects do occur, but they are rare in the Naqad,a r

assemblages" Their handles may be plain or carved into the shapes of

animals like the spoons from Badarí.
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Ivory iars. Tiny unguent vials v/ere carved from ívory in imitation of

the forms of contemporary stone vases (see Petrie and Quibel1, 1896, P1

LXI, 10, 1-L; Pf . LXIV, _l!.:).

Harpoons" Barbed harpoons of bone or ivory are occasionally found ín

the Naqada I cemeteries. Scenes of men harpooning crocodiles are shov¿n

on trn/o¡R pottery, usually in the \.ravy-line style that is characteristíc

of the later period. The rarity of harpoons may be due to Lhe material

from whích they are made and the hazards of preservation. As a type,

harpoons are found only in the Naqada I and II periods. Inlhere Lhey occur

in later periods, as for example the gÍlded wood staLuette of Tutankhamen

as a harpooner standing in a papyrus boat (Desroches Noblecourt, L963"

P1. XLV, facíng p. 216), the harpoon is merely a ritual \úeaporr

T00LS AND I^IEAPONS

Selected tools of the Naqada I assemblages have already been

treated in the section on Flint Implements. There t.he purpose was pri-

marily technological. In this section the intent.ion is to gain a picture

of the subsistence activities carríed on as a parl of everyday life. This

picture is r¿eak because not many tools have been recovered from the pre-

dynastic cemeteries. Distortion can also enter because the two settle-

ment sites of the Naqada I period (Hemamieh, levels 2-3L feeL; and Armant,

level III) are actually quite dislant from the type sites of El Amrah or

Naqada.

At Hemamieh, blade end-scrapers and curious plano-convex disc-

shaped scrapers rrere found. The Naqada T layers in the Hemamíeh side
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have yielded denticulated sickle flints as welf (Fig, 2.8, _L-_q). The

following types come from level III of the settlement síte at Armant:

cores and core t.ools, one ground and políshed axe, a few flaked axes,

chisels, stone dibbtes (?), flaked knives, projectile points and sickle

flints. The trend from the oldest to the Naqada I layer at Armant goes

from project.ile points to spear points as flaked axes and sickle flints

increase. The sequence shows Ëhe growing influence of agrículture in

the people's lives and the decline of hunting. The single ground and

polished axe is not supported by the rest of the assemblage; consequently,

it must be looked upon as an íntrusÍon.

A variety of copper pins, needles and piercers indicates that

leather was being made into clothing and goatskins were found on some

bodies, The lnorízontal loom shown on FÍg. 2,2,32 tíes in with the

manufacture of clot.h which is also evidenced from the burials"

trüeapons, which vTere not found in the Badari graves, occur in the

Amratian períod assemblages. The most characteristÍc type is Lhe disc-

shaped, flat-topped mace-head (illustration of a cLay model given in

Randall Maclver and Mace, 1902, Pl. XII, l). The disc-shaped mace head

r,^/as contemporary with a pointed variety. Both date from c, S.D.31-41 .

Other distinctíve Amratian vreapons are the forked lances (Fig" 2,8, Z-f0).

Clay models show that these \¡rere meant to be hafted at the foot of the Y

leaving the arms free to act as barbs. The use and the effectiveness of

these devices as penetrating \¡reapons is uncerta,'-n. Developmentally,

forked -]-ances began with the rounded form (FÍg. 2.8, 7, B), and evolved
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to the sharply divided fish-tail shape \^Tithin the Naqada II sequence

(Fig. 2.8, 9, 10). Fish-tailed forms persisted up to about S.D" 63'

SUMMARY

The major sites from which Naqada I are reported have been discus-

sed in this chapter. Due to the nature of Lhese cemetery sites, a strati-

graphic correlation in the normal sense is not possible. In the discus-

sion, what has been done \,ùas Eo select important artifact types and to

work from a seriation of these types. The Naqada I culture is defined

on the basis of a complete set of artifactsr occurríng in assocÍation with

White on Red painted pot.t.ery. On these grounds, Kaiser's four periods are

not followed because a cluster does not follow each of his stages and new

burial types or other important criteria do not occur.

Figure 2.9 represenls a seriation summary of the major artifact

categories of the Naqada I period in terms of Sequence Dates"

our knowledge of the AmratÍans/Naqada I folk is very meagel. one

of the most important sources of information has been the designs on

tr^lhite on Red pottery. Significant points have been discussed in the text.

trn/e know almosL nothing of theír language, social organizaEion, settlement

patterns, religious beliefs or Lhe size of their population. 0n1y Lhe

slenderest outline of the history of Ëheír society has been reconstructed,

The people of Naqada I were distinct from the Badarians, while on a

general cultural level they shared traits with them.

A unique clay model of a house from EI Amrah suggests that the

people 1íved in a single-story rectangular structure, built of pise wíth
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T.'/ood-beam lintels and window frames" Taking the scale of the doorway

as a guide, Randall-Maclver has estimated that the d.imensÍons of such a

house in reality would be about 25 feet long by 1g feet wide (Randall_

Macrver and Mace, 1902: 42b) , These dimensions bríng to mínd the long-

houses of the rroquois and the líneage houses of the Indians of the North-

west coast of North America, both of whose ethnohistory is fairly well
understood. trrle are far from justified in inferring a similar way of life
for the people of Nagada I on the evidence of one house model6. These

rectangular longhouses are very different from the smal1 cÍrcular vrattle
and daub constructions of t.he Badarian period at Hemamieh" i,Iere the

Naqada r longhouses grouped in a cluster to form a vitlage? around a

religÍous centre or a shrine? or was their settlement pattern dispersed

around a regional shrine? (see , f.or example, sears, 196g) . trnle do not

know. It i's known that the people r,üere agriculturalÍsts who also prac-

ticed animal husbandry. Their ability as potters r¡/as inferior to the

skill of the Badarians in this regard. on the other hand, the craftsmen

of the Naqada r horizon were highly adept at working hard stone. rt is
possible that the agriculturally-based economy freed the stonecutters

from subsistence activíties Ehereby enabling them to become ful1-time
artÍsans.
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Figure 2.9 - S.D. Seriation of Artifacts
from the Naqada I assemblages.

s. D.
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CHAPTER III

THE NAQADA II PERIOD (GERZEAN)

The culture which succeeds Naqada I has been named Gerzean after

its type-site, El Gerzeh, which is located just north of the Faíyum and

which \,r'as excavated by i^/ainwríght (I9I2). In the present investigation

of the archaeology of Upper Egypt in the light of modern work, the Gerzean

culture r¡il1 be studied in its Upper Egyptían manifestation under the

name, Naqada II,

The important Naqada II sites in Upper Egypt coíncide almost

ídentically with síLes for Naqada I. Additional sites conLaining Naqada

II artifacts include Ma'adi in the north and Hu and Abadiyeh in the south

along with a scattering of smaller sites distributed as far south as the

First Cataract. The type-artifacts of the Naqada II culture are the

following: more elaborate oblong and rectangular graves roofed with

boughs and matting, Red on Buff painted pottery, 1ug- and inlavy-handled

potLery, beautiful pressure-flaked knife blades and pear-shaped mace-heads,

Sites from the Naqada II horízon have been thoroughly plundered anciently

and in modern times and many artifacts that have been dated typologically

to this períod were obtained from dealers who preserved no records of the

provenance of the specimens.

El Gerzeh: cemetery site, 288 predynastíc graves, 9 from the
2nd Dynasty. Two types of burial, one large and roughly oval, the
other smaller and more truly oblong. No instances of bough-and-
matting roofing or of bríck-lined graves. All were single burials.
Usual orientation, although many cases of head to the north \,,7ere

found. Predynastic cemetery yielded pottery, one pear-shaped mace
head of whíte limestone, one copper harpoon, one ivory vase" Iron

63
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beads were found in two of the burial s, 46 rrere rúrapped in matting
and Lhere were instances of a croth made from Rhamie (china Grass)
f ibre, No leather \Âras present, wainwright reports that dísmember-
ment \,/as probably practiced in accordance with the belief found in
the Pyramid rexts that the limbs of the deceased would be restored
ritually in the hereafter" Religious behavior expressed in some
of the dismembered burials by wrapping the separated bones in some
cases with cloth (forerunner of mumrny wrappings). pyramid Texts
talk of restoration of vital organs and bodily functions; no archaeo-
logical evidence of canopíc jars. Burial oríentations showing the
head/north orientation of dynastic times present (see also BadarÍan),
Probable explanation ís that the northern sites were under the theo-
logícal influences of northern religious centres.

Archaeological Opinions on tle Naqada II Period

Moving into t.he period known as Naqada II, the full force of ar-

chaeological uncertaint.y as it exists in predynastic research is encoun-

tered" Whereas sharp contrasts can be found bet\,veen Badarian and Naqada

r assemblages, there is not a sharp division between the cult.ures of

Naqada I and Naqada II but rather a blending. In the present chapter we

will be asking whether in fact there r¡/as a separate Naqada II t'culture"

at aLL. By the definiEion given above (Chapter I, n. 1), separate cul-

tures would exist if

in this chapter ís to

situ.

distinct assemblages exist hihat must be attempted

examine these differences and to assess whether

the differences delineate what was in reality tv/o different cultures or

a single culture evolving across time and importing foreígn trade goods

Opinion remains dívided over whether Naqada II came about as a

result of foreign incursions or as a result of a protracted development

an The out.right (mulLiple) conquest theory as it was originally

Petrie (passim) has been modified by other authors to a gradualstated bv

infiltratíon of foreign populations who may have been identical with or
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separate from the sources of Mesopotamian traits which are found in the

artifacts of the Naqada II assemblages. Both the extreme and the moderate

views constitute varieties of the Dynastic Race hypothesis, This hypo-

thesis suggests that outsiders, coming into the Nile Valley at one time

or another during the predynastic period, were directly responsíble for

Ehe rise of the þnastic Age. Holders of the belief Ín a þnastic Rac:e

include: Scharff (passim), Sethe (L922), Hornblower (L927), Murray (L9492

I24), Baumgartel (i965), Emery (1961: 30-31, 110-111) and 0tto (1968:

L6-L7). Some advocates of the in situ argument have been (I^Iílson 1951:

39-40), Steíndorff and Seele (L957: 13), Aldred (1965.34), Arkel1 and

':

Ucko (L965) and Kanror (L944: 135d-L36a; L9522 250d; L965>.

The division as it exists among Egyptologists of the present day

indicates clearly that the issue is not yet settled @,f . Derry, 1956;

Engelbach, L943), My ov,rn positíon at the moment ís that Naqada II

developed in Upper Egypt out of Naqada I. I hope to show that the

ttforeign" traits in Naqada II can be accounted for wiLhout recourse to

conquest or to mass movements of populations. It will be argued on the

basis of observed phenomena that the Naqada II assemblage is not greatly

different from that of Naqada I and that it is possible to see the Naqada

II assemblage as the culture of Naqada I with a veneer of foreign element.s

while the cultural substratum remains relatively unchanged, The observa-

tion that Naqada II sites in Upper EgypË coincide with sites of the

Naqada I horizon suggests that the culture of Naqada II expanded Lhrough

the settlement, trade and communications network of the Naqada I period.

Separate sítes located in the north and in the far south reflect the
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if the tr¡/o \n/ere indeed the same
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range of the preceding period and

ture, rvhat is shovøn is a continuous

process of socíetal development.

Baumgartel, following Scharff, believes that the Dynastic Race

hypothesís is necessary to account for the presence of a strong Semitic

element in the earliest forms of the Egyptian language for which wrítten

records exist (see Baumgartel, 1960), Trade contacts are really not

capable of explaining how this foreign linguistic content could have come

to pervade the non-Semitic language of Upper Egypt so thoroughly, It

could be assumed that there vras a "royalt' language which found written

expression and that it was this "royal" language which became Semiticized

while the vernacular retained its original character. However, there Ís

no evidence to support such an assumption, nor have archaeological inves-

tigations turned up any signs of a permanent settlement of foreign crafts-

men living in Upper Egypt during the predynast.ic period. Therefore, the

presence of Semitic influences in the earliest written language of Upper

Egypt constitutes the most ímportant weakness in any hypothesis which

proposes a continuous cultural development in Upper Egypt from Naqada I

to þnastic times. Until my owrl knowledge of the language increases

greatly, I am not capable of appreciating the full extent of this \,,leak-

ness. It is the purpose of this chapter to show that archaeologically

r¡/e are on more solid footing and that a position advocating the develop-

ment of Naqada II from Naqada I can be defended on typological grounds.

Meanwhile, it is hoped that glottochronology studies will cast new 1Íght

on the problem of Ehe Semític element in the language of the earliest

dynasties.

the

cu1
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The hypothesis of a northern origin in the northeast DeLta/sinai
Peninsula region for the Gerzean culture r.¿as first advanced by Alexander

scharff on archaeological results obtained from excavations carried out

at the predynasric cemete'ry at Abusir el-Melek (L926a; L926b; L927).

scharff based his concrusions on specimens of wavy-Handled and. Red on

Buff pottery which have been said, to have had forerunners in the Ghassu-

lian horizon on Palestine CLIftg.). scharff ts hypothesis was strengthened

by an earlier línguístic study of the hÍeroglyphs for,,Inlest,,and ,,EasL,,

by Kurt sethe (1922). scharffrs argument can be countered by evidence

to the effect that while irlavy-handled jars rightly may have originated in
the Ghassulian (c.f. Kantor, Lg65, Figs. 3,4; Kaplan, Ig5g, Fig. l), they

do not date in Egypt to the beginning of Naqada rr but appear rater on in
the sequence, This does not preclude the possibirity of earrier sites
being found in Lower Egypt, however. rn the south, at Hemamieh, Hu, Abadi-

yeh and Naqada, typologically earlier forms of Red on Buff poLtery have

been found. This is evidence that the Naqada rr horizon ís older in
Upper Egypt and the likelihood that Naqada II originated there becomes

possible once more.

POTTERY

The criticísms that have been mad.e of petriers sequence Date

seriation are recognized and wherever possible attempts have been made

to introduce the concrusions of modern research (s.l . I(endarl, L963) to
reduce error created by the old form of the scheme. rn the absence of
an exhaustive re-study and reclassification of all predynastic materials,
Ëhe present study in the main must accept the guiderines furnished by

Sequence Dates.
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The general ceramic history of the Naqada II period is as follows:

Inlhite on Red (_WglB) ceases and Black- topped varieties (BR) decline across

the period. Rough @), Polished Red CPR) and Red on Buff (ÄÞ), which

r^/ere present to an increasing degree in sites of the Badarian and Naqada

I (Amratian) horizons, reach their greatest frequencíes during Naqada II.

The data from El Amrah is given in Fígures 3.1 and 3.2; data from ArmanÈ

is given in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.1 shows that tr^lawy-Handled jars are found in their greatest num-

bers after S.D,60, It is Lhis type that has been traced to Palest.inian

prototypes (Scharff, L926a; passím). That irlavy-Handled ware did in fact

originate there is fairly well established (Petrie in: Pet.rie and

Quibell, L896: 38d-39a; Baumgartel, L965; Kantor, 1965)" However, since

specimens are rare at the beginning of Naqada II, they cannot be support

for the argument that Palestinian elements vr'ere necessarily the instíga-

t.ors of Naqada IL Similarly, the absence of an entire configuration of

Ghassulian artifacts in Egypt argues that what few artifacts from this

horizon that have been found there are in fact trade items and not evidence

of a foreign invasion. If there had been an invasion followed by perma-

nent settlement, one would expect to find more features of Ghassulian

everyday life represented in the artífact record than have been reported,
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The intersection of the curves for I{H and Rb is signÍficant be-

cause it shows that the climax of i^Iavy-Handled poltery comes late \^/ithin

the time range of Red on Buff painted forms. The relatíonship of these

same L\^/o types in the Armant assemblage ís equally strikíng (Fig" 3.3).

trtIH peaks later than other forms of Rb and they decline Logether in the

S.D. 64-73 range. It can be argued on the basis of the graphed d.ata that

trtÏavy-Handled pottery is a type that Egyptian craftsmen first imitated in

its entirety and later modified ín accordance with native forms: barrel-

shaped and shouldered jars with horizontal cylinder handles"

Similar red-painted motífs appear on Egyptian imitations of Pales-

tinian types and types from Mesopotamia. rt is conceivable that the

plain Ghassulian rCream trn/arer of Palestíne (Amiran, 1955) was thought to

be in need of decoration by Egyptian artists accustomed to the painted

pottery tradition that grew up during Naqada I. In this way, genuine im-

ports from Palestine, as well as imitations made by Egyptian potters,

could have become decorated in Egypt. Advisors have informed me that re-

firing after the application of designs to previously fired pottery would

be indistinguishable from a firing that had taken place when the pot was

made, Thus, a careful chemical analysis of the clay and a correlation

r¡ith the source of the clay will reveal where a vessel was made, but the

data so gaÍned will not necessarily imply that the red-painted motifs

{,{ere put on by the manufacturer. The common denominator in potlery forms

of the r¡7avy-handled and lug-handled types are the red-painted mot.ifs.

However, as Fig.3.4 revears, there does not appear to be a separate pat-

tern associated with each type.
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The first important step in the analysis of predynastic pottery

by raw mat.erials lùas taken by 0.H. l"þers in his classifícation by wares.

The term ware denotes material and mode of manufacture. Myersr first

category, Nile hIare, takes the use of mud from the ríver bank as its

criterion for defining this \^/are. Sometimes sand has been added for tem-

pering, but never chaff (I4yers in: Mond and tvfyers, L937-B: 50), This

pottery is porous and is usually black in cross-section. Included in

Nile trIare are Black-topped Bror¡n and Red (_qÞ.,-ÞB), Polished Red (38),

"Fancy", I,rlhite on Red (I¡IonR), All Black (AB) and Black/Incised White (BII^l)

In other words, Nile hiare takes Ín the ceramic types of the Badarian and

Naqada I cultures. By l{ares and by the mode of firing at a relatívely

low cone temperalure, the pottery of. the Badarían and Naqada I periods

show more similarities ínter se than with the \.{ares produced during

Naqada II,

Myersr second category is Desert Ware, based upon the criteríon of

a mixture of clay and sand which could be fired at a high cone temperature

without disintegrat.ing. Forms in this category are ímitations of stone

origÍnals (ibid.), Included here are Red on Buff Gþ), Wavy-Handled @),

some Late ware G) and a few late Naqada II Polished Red bowls (B).

His final Ëwo categories are Chaff trrkLre and Grit l^igre, named for

the method of tempering the Nile mud from which the containers are made.

Chaff inlare is only lightly fired; Grit Lriare is tempered with grit, shell,

or chips of flint and is better fired to produce a hard, though porous)

vessel. Chaf f trrlare includes Late (L) and some Rough S) , Grit trn/are takes

ín the remainder of Rough (Ì.) and all of Brunton's "To\nrn Potleryrr(Ë94,

?1. XLVr, T10-12) 
"
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ülhat must be done by future investigators is to perform chemical

analyses of the sort that have been carried out on obsidian specimens,

and to correlate the fíndings with clay deposits in Egypt and Palestine.

It should be borne in mind that the body of the pot and the motifs on

its outer surface may have been of separate origins.

Red on Buff (AÞ), (Fie. 3.4, L-34:). Previously it was believed thar Rb

originated in some unknown region and diffused into the Nile Valley cul-

minating in an invasion by its makers who establíshed themselves as the

dominant culture there. Rare Rb sherds found in Badarian and Amratian

associations rdere explained. t" an. earliesL díffusions from Lhis unknov,rn

centre. This centre has never been found, while there is evídence on

the other hand that can explain the presence of Rb in Upper Egypt. If

Lhe older supposition is correct that Rb did diffuse into Badarian and

Naqada I assemblages from another centre, then whether this centre T,ìras

Naqada or elsewhere, it stíl1 follows that the recipient cultures must

have been contemporary wilh the donor culËure. If Naqada II developed

at or around Naqada from Naqada I as I have proposed above, then late

Badarian may well have been contemporary with the entire i{hite on Red

sequence (f.u., with Naqada I). Further support is found in Kaiser's

arguments that the Badarian and Amratian cultures vr'ere contemporary in

their o\^rn areas (1956 z 96-97).

So far the phenomenon of paintÍng in red together wit.h the form

of the vessel on which it appeared has been considered and it has only

been hinted that the two trait clusters may be independent and not bound

variables. The likelihood that the buff pottery of Naqada II originated
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in the rCream hiarer of Palestine has already been mentioned' It has not

yet been possible to trace the evolution of buff pottery with a high

degree of accuracy in upper Egypt " This negative evidence has been taken

by many to mean that its inception must be outside Egypt" The technique

of a) paínting and b) in red are entirely possible traits in view of

Naqada I InIonR painted. pottery, It has been observed that, chronologically,

designs on Lb show patterns of hills and animals before people and the

long ships (perrie, Lg2oz 16; however, compare Figs. 2.4 and 3.4), The

motifs of solid dark triangular hílls, animals and Llne Z-sign found on

Rb vases show striking parallels \^/ith designs from the cemetery at Harappa

(cover of Allchin and A1lchin, 1968). The motif of the backward-looking

gazel\e has been adopted by Bibby as the type-motif of the Bahrain civi-

IlzaLion (1969)3.

The problem is a many-sided one insofar as the separate traits of

vessel form, background coloration, painting (technique and style) and

moËifs may have come from widely separated sources and were brought to-

gether under a particular set of stimuli to produce the distinctíve Rb

pottery of Upper Egypt. l^lhat seems to be ímptied is Èhat Upper Egypt

in the second half of the predynastic period \i/as a major crossroads of

international trade. I^Ihy this should have been so will be discussed in

a later chapter. On the topic of the decoratíon of Rb pottery, however,

recently an entirely new line of speculation has been opened. A pot

bearing a spiral design painted in red on a buff background has been

discovered near Udon Thani in northeastern Thailand and dated to about

47OO B.C. (Solheim, L97Lz 338a). This date is not outside the range of
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predynastic Egypt" The Unification has been assumed to have occurred

about 3200 B.c. (wiLhout c14 dates) and it ís not impossible for the

predynastic period to have gone on for a thousand years earlier.

Forms of Rb Pojltery. Three principal forms of Rb pottery recur in the

Naqada II assemblages: squat globular vessels, barrel-shapes and shoul-

-4dered forms'. The general trend across the period is from globular, to

barrel-shaped, to shouldered, although specimens of all three types can

be found throughout. One explanaËion is that the squat forms are ceramíc

imitations of stone vases, As techniques for boring out stone vases im-

proved and became more efficient, deeper vases could be fashioned and the

pottery copies reflect this development.

I,Iavy-Handled forms and forms with three or four lug-handles are

also found in the Rb style. Rows of tríangular hills, parallel bands of

wavy lines and flamingoes (?) form a cluster of decorative traits asso-

ciated with the latter vessel form, though not exclusively. Kantor has

identified the 1ug-handled jars as belonging to the Protoliterate B-c

phases of lower Mesopotamia (L965) where similar motifs on jars of thís

shape are not found. The motif of flamingoes has been saíd by many

Egyptologists to be a trait. representing the Delta of northern Egypt

(Petrie, I92O: 20c) . Although this position poses ne\d dífficulties for

finding the origins of this pottery type in Upper Egypt, it does support

the thesis of independent variation bet\,reen vessel form and style of

motifs. The most logical route by which Mesopotamian pottery could have

reached upper Egypl is not via the overland route along the Tigris and
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Euphrates caravan roads (Map 4, Chapter V) but by sea by way of the Per-

sÍan Gulf, along the Hadhramaut and up the Red Sea to Kosseir. The uni-

formity with which Naqada II motifs appear on i,Javy-Handled pots (of

Palestinian origin) and on lug-handled pots (of Mesopotami-an origin) shows

how these foreign types were assimílated with the native barrel-shaped and

shouldered vases of Upper Egypt.

I^lavy-Hagdlsd (@) , (Fig. 3.5) . The signif icance of l^lawy-Handled pottery

today, aside from the Palestínian origins controversy, is primarily hís-

toric. By tracing the changes that occurred (rather the devolution) of

the wavy handles, Petrie was able to arrive at the seriation on which his

scheme of Sequence Dates is based (1899). The danger in using sub-seria-

tions within a larger sequence is that, ivíthout fíxed markers, minor se-

quences can become reversed. The technique of seriation will enable a

collection to be ordered, but it does not say which is the older and whích

is the more recent end of the sequences. The proper arrangement of rela-

Èive datÍng procedures requires stratigraphic support and absolute dates.

In the case of Wawy-Handled pottery, the older end was determined

through association with _U.nB pottery, the type-marker for Naqada I. The

problem is that these contacts may have been as late as S,D" 45 and not

around S.D. 40 or even earlier as suggested originally (see FÍg, 3"3),

Subsequently, Inlavy-Handled jars do not attain their greatesl frequency

until about S,D. 60, a span of 20 sequence dates from the poínt at which

Petrie ended Naqada I. Even to do as the present investigation does and

to extend Naqada I to S.D, 45 (WonR, Fig" 3.3), the gap between the
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beginning of the period and the climax of LrrH Ís still 15 Sequence units"

This argues against an invasion of the triavy-Handled Pottery Peoplers

beÍng responsible for beginning Naqada rr. Instead, what is suggested

ís either increasíng trade between the two culture areas, or increased

imitation of the foreign traits by Egyptian potters, or both,

Figure 3.5 shows the evolut.ionary trend of Wavy-Handled jars be-

ginning with broad forms on which the wavy handles are located low down

on the sídes of the vessel. I^Iith time, the wavy handles move up the sides

until they reach the shoulder. In the latest, most elongated forms, the

handles dimínish in size and prominence until all that remaíns by the

First þnasty is a painted or incised line around the neck of the con-

tainer. tr^/avy handles have been combined with the popular barrel and

shouldered vessels often in addition to the horizontal cylinder handles

that are usually found on these types (Fig. 3.5,7, I0). It is perhaps

significant that wavy handles do not occur on the lug-handled forms (Fig.

3.4, L5; compare wilh motifs on 3.4, L4). It wí1l be recalled that I,^E

and Rb make up l,lyersr second category, Desert ülare, along with a' few

late Naqada II Polished Red bowls and some specimens of the type knovrn

as Late \dare.

Rough (R), (Fig. 3"6, I-9). The career of Rough (R) paratlels rhar of

Rb and PR in Figs. 3.1-3.3. This type is símilar to Lare ware (L) since

both use Nile mud as a ravr materíaI. The majorÍty of Rough specimens

have been tempered with chaff which carbonized during fíring and which

has been leached away subsequently, leaving a coarse and porous matrix.
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Rough \¡/are may or may not have a light red slip whose color varies due

to imperfect firing. The usual range of colors found in Rough pottery

is grey, brov¿n and red-to-pink. The forms of Rough are cooking pots,

round-bottomed bottles and the elongated ash jars which are found in Ín-

creasing numbers in well-to-do graves late in Naqada II. The troughnesst

of Rough pottery is due to the absence of any polishing or burnishing of

the outer surface and the forms seem intended for common everyday usage

and are a cheaply produced \^/are.

Rough broi'¡n pottery \,/as one of the principal ceramic types associa-

ted with the Badarian horizon. Since Rough peaks late in Naqada II, several

explanations are possible. The first is that the type was acquired by the

people of Naqada II from the Badarians; the other alternative is that Rough

diffused from the centre of Naqada culture to the Badari district. The

former implies a genetic continuity between the Badarian and (therefore

later) Naqada horizons. The second suggestion supports the belief that

the two cultures r,^/ere contempor arys 
"

LaLe (_L) , (Fig. 3.6, 10- 15) . Late porlery

likewise made of Nile mud but is tempered

instead of straw or chaff. Specimens are

share with it the traits of a rough outer

manufacture and imperfect firing"

Polished Red (PR).

is pink to salmon-co1ored,

wíth grÍt, sand or bits of shell

harder than the Rough type but

surface, overall crudeness of

Ëhird stage in the

PR has a dark red

The PR pottery of the Naqada II

history of this ceramíc type. In

color produced by haematitic slips

period represerits a

the Badarian horizon,

. In Naqada I, PR
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takes on a purplish, plum-red coloratíon. The iB of mid Naqad.a rr is a

lighter red than the precedÍng varieties and is often burnished vertically.

In this type are found reproductions of foreign spouted. vessels (see Bad.

Pl, xxxvrrr, 58b2, 58 1, 8g). These resemble stone and pottery arti-

facts recovered from later períod sites and are quite a typical Naqada II

forms. Smal1 metal pots with a spout like a teaketLle have been recovered

from t.ombs of the 01d Kingdom (Emery, Lg6r, pl. 43a) . These metal forms

survived throughout the historie period as rítual vessels for the pouring

of libations (see otro, 1968, pl. 13 top, and compare to examples illus-

trated in Emery). There are also vague resemblances between the spouted

PR forms and later hook-nosed pots Gchnab4&gnng) of Early Minoan rr-rrr

horizons in Crete (Ha1l, I9L4, Figs. 3.5).

A trait that does not occur in the

Egypt is the vertical pitcher handle that

of a container (see Kantor, L965, Fig. 5).

early dynastic times onward,

STONE VASES

The same form categories of

occur ín the stone vases of Naqada

(compare Figs. 3.4 and 3 .7) . Rare

duced in stone do exist, but this

pottery 
"

Petriers explanation of the

sion of people from a region where

predynastic assemblages of

joins the shoulder and the lip

Pitcher handles do occur from

globular, barrel-shaped and shouldered

II as in the ceramics of the period

cases in which wavy handles are repro-

Erait is restricted more exclusively to

origins of Naqada II

clay for pottery was

is that an inva-

scarce occurred.
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Due to Lhe lack of clay in their homeland, he says, these mountain people

had reached a high degree of sophistication in the manufacturing of vases

from stone (1920: 16d).

In the preceding chapter, evidence has been presented to show that

a híghly developed stoneworking culture developed Ín the neighbourhood of

E1 Amrah in the Naqada I period and that the roots of this culture are

very old in t.hat same place. It is rì.ot unreasonable Co see the spread of

stone craftsmanship in Naqada II as the proliferation and perfection of

techniques initíated by artísans of Naqada I. tr^/ith more efficient tools

for borÍng into stone, the spread of this type of container could have

been very rapíd.

It. is well known that successful innovations often must wait until

t.he technology of a society has developed suffíciently to make adoptÍon

of the innovation feasible (see E, M. Roger, 1962, Diffusion of Innova-

tions, New York: The Free Press), Take for example the case of Charles

Babbage who, ín the lgth century, invent.ed the 'rAnalytÍcal Enginerr an

ancestor of the modern elecLronic computer. Babbagers machine \das to be

operated mechanically by a system of gears and toothed r¿heels. The pro-

blem of construction was overwhelmingly complex in the light of the tech-

û91ogica1 limitations of the 19th century and in the basence of electronic

circuits. In the last few decades since the invention of the vacuum tube

and the solid-state transistor, the machine has been built and the opera-

ting time reduced to a fraction of what it otherwise would have been"

Simíler boom periods have occurred in antiquity with the invention of the
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trireme, the ass- or horse-dra\^rn war chariot, plnalanz- fighting, etc.

The stonecutting technology of Upper Egypt prior to the floruit

of stone vase making in Naqada II had been started in the Naqada I horLzorr,

At El Amrah graves with shallor^r recesses hollowed out of the bedrock first

appeared c. S.D.38 (late Naqada I). Naqada I is also the archaeological

horizon of Upper Egypt that is associated with ground and polished stone

artifacts (Chapter II) . In Naqada II, no esseritially ne\^r methods of

working stone appear; what \,re see in the assemblages is rather a refine-

ment of Naqada I techniques and ideas. Ripple-flakÍng is an outstanding

Naqada II trait, but flaking is not new.

By the end of Naqada I artisans \dere technically capable of working

even the extremely hard mantle rocks: granite and basa1t6. In Naqada II

times it. only remained to broaden t.he number of types of stone in use,

since not even the opportunity to progress into the use of harder stones

remained. On the topic of further rapid developments in Egyptian stone-

working, it has been estimated that the great pyramid of Khufu was erected

r¿ithin a mere I25 years of the first free standing stone structure ín

Egypt (Wilson, 1951: 70). It is obvious, therefore, that stoneworking

had reached an advanced stage by the 01d Kingdom.

Lucas has concluded on different grounds that Petríers st.alement

and others like it which name the eastern desert region as the homeland

of the makers of stone vases are contrary to the facts, The distribution

of the types of stone from which Naqada II stone vases are made reveals

that the greater part of these storì.es oríginate in the Faiyum, in the

Nile Valley clíffs, and at Aswan in Lhe region of the First Calaract
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(see Map 3, chapter v). only two marble and porphyritic rock are known

to occur in the eastern mountains (1930 z 2L0-2IL) . It follows, there-

fore, that both the requisite skills and the raw materials to produce

stone vases \.üere present in upper Egypt in the Naqada r and rr horizons,

The existence of identical shapes in pottery is explained as attempts to

manufacture less costly replicas of Che laboriously made and no doubt

expensive stone vessels.

Squat forms and tubular forms have been seriated together as early

as S'D. 38 (Petrie, L9202 35). By the Sequence Date sysrem used by petrie

in Diospolis Parva, the range of distribution assigned to an artifact can

be longer but not shorter (irtaínwright, L9r2: 3b), on stylistic and. typo-

logical grounds arising from the preceding analysis of trIonR pottery (Figs.

2.3,2.4,3.1, 3.2,3.3) the proposition has been advanced. that the

boundary of Naqada r should be raised to at least s.D, 45. This proposi-

tion is also recommended by the survival of the round Naqada I grave type

to s.D. 45 (infra.Fig. 3.11). Thus rhere is a grear deal of data ro

support the conclusion that Naqada I and Naqada II overlapped by as much

as seven Sequence DaLe units or more. I would suggest that this is a

minimal statement of the cultural relationships between the two periods,

0n other grounds, it has been argued above that the Badarian and Naqada I

sequences may have been contemporary and this was supported by l(aiser's

work (1956: 96-97). l,Ihat emerges is that a good portion of the early

Naqada II stonervork and pottery fal1s within the time period of Naqada I

and serves to lend credence to the belief that the former was the evolu-

tionary product of the latter.
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A problem with assigning a culture period title Lo an assemblage

Ís that the name becomes associated forever after r.vith that assemblage

and the danger is that investígators will be led to think in terms of

divisions that are not real. It is true that a researcher can make cuts

where he pleases in the time continuum and that a single society can mani-

fest quite different arËifact assemblages at two different points in time.

The danger lies in thínking that there are tvro separat.e (foreign) cu1-

tures presenL.. tr^Ihere analyses must be conducted by means of relative

chronologies only, the difficulties are compounded. This is analogous

to the dístortion introduced by excavation in set levels rather than by

culture layers. The transitiort zorLes that arise lead lo seeing more cul-

tures presenl than was the case in reality.

BURIALS

No less than five dÍstinct burial types have been identified for

the period from S.D,40-80, and these types have been observed t_o recuJ

in all of the maior predynastic sites iJr Upper EgVpt. The evidence to

be presented here is taken from the cemeteries at Mahasna, El Amrah and

Naqada,

Mahasna

The earliest grave-type found at Mahasna is the

type called Class A by Ayrton and Loat (1911) , These

daEe and have been discussed in the precedíng chapter.

which concern us here are Classes B through F,

round shallow

are of Naqada I

The fíve types
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Class B graves are roughly oval or oblong in shape and are un-

roofed. Their distribution in the seriation is from c. s.D.40 to 80.

They form the most common type of burial throughout the predynastic period.

They resemble Naqada I burials in that the body is contracted loosely,

wrapped in matting and oriented with the head pointing south and the face

directed toward t.he west. Some oval graves have been found as late as

the First þnasty and a couple of rare cases show signs of having been

roofed with boughs and matting. This simplest type of burial underwent

little evolution during Naqada rr and may be seen to have been used by

Ehe poorest members of the population or at least the average person,

Class C burials exhibit the usual traits of position and orienta-

tion. They possess the additional feature of a four-sided enclosure of

unbaked clay around the body. The top and bottom of this I'coffin" were

of matting. Only two burials of thís type are reported from Mahasna.

Class D burials are graves lined r¿ith wooden planks. The planks

may line the walls of the excavation. More often they stand close around

the body, Graves of this type are larger than the B and C types and

class D burials usually show traces of a pole and matting roof over the

deceased. Class D graves tend to become rectangular and large enough to

contain a number of pots and other funerary artifacts.

Class E graves are rare: only one l{as found at Mahasna" In this

type the grave is oblong with mud-plastered walls into which a row of

reeds had been pressed.

Class F are the latest graves in the sequence and consist of rec-

tangular pits lined with brickwork, only five were found at Mahasna,
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and none \^rere intact" The brick lining hras one brick thÍck with an

overlying plaster of mud, The chamber was lined with boards in one case,

but the general practice was to limit the wood lining to a boxlike en-

closure around the body. Class F graves are the most elaborate of all.

The evolution of this type can be traced from round (A) to oblong (B) to

wood lined (D) to bríck walled and wood lined (F). No rectangular brick

lined graves are reported. from El Gerzeh (Wainwright, L912: 4ð) ,

El Amrah

At El Amrah classes A and B recur along with some ne\^r types, The

first of the ner¿ traits is a recess cut in the rock so that a ledge is

formed along one side of the grave and the body lies at a slightly greater

depth. Along the ledge varíous grave goods, mostly pottery, were arranged

The second new grave type has the rock recess developed still further but

now there is the further addition of a four-sided coffín which may be of

baked clay, unbaked clay or wood. It is not diffÍcult to see in these

rock recessed graves the forerunners of the shaft burials of the earliest

dynasties.

The third ner¡I type of burial at El Amrah are pot burials in which

the body lies in the usual contracted position under a large inverted

basin of thick, well-baked. red ,^r"7. Only five examples of pot burials

occur at El Amrah. No artifacts are found in pot burials although a few

instances of ceramÍcs associated wiLh this type are reported from Abydos.

Typologically, the predynastic poL burials are contemporary with the rock-

recessed graves with the four-sided pottery coffin and come from very late

in the Naqada II sequence.
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Randall-Maclver distinguishes four types of rectangular brÍck

lined graves depending upon whether partitions divíde the chamber into

t\^ro, three or more compartments. The brÍck lined graves at El Amrah

vary only in their degree of elaboration; their shape puts them very near

in time to the mastaba tombs of the first dynasties which combine the

traits of a deep shaft and a number of separate compartmentrSr9" The con-

lents of the rectangular brick lined graves consisted prímarily of the

Late varíeÈy of poLtery and some stone vases.

Naqada

The Naqada cemetery recapitulates the burial types already men-

tíoned except that the elaborate chambered brick lined tombs that occur

at E1 Amrah are not found. The evolution from round to oblong to rect-

angular is, however, well demonstrated and the beginníngs of underground

galleries appear, using brick partitions to divide Lhe central chamber

into compartments (compare PetrÍe and Quibe11, L896, Pl. III, B and

Míchalowski, 19692 574, Chart IX). In the predynastic cemetery at

Naqada the first attempLs to combine the vertical shaft and síde compart-

ments are found. The above section is summarized in Fig. 3"8 to follot¿.
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F.ig. 3.8 - Naqada II burial types and theír
associated artifacts
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Posture, Throughout Naqada II, regardless

in the loosely contracted posítion. This

fu11-length burials of the dynastic period

burials resulted from the increasing usage

dynastic sequence.

ao

of grave type, bodies are laid

positÍon contrasts with the

. It may be that full-length

of coffins in the late pre-

gfrryg. Orientatíon of Naqada II burials is with the head pointing

south and the face turned towards the west (see also Table 1). rn these

particulars, the culture of Naqada II shows its cultural simÍlaríty to

the funerary practices of the Badarían and Naqada r fo1k. The normal

position for burials in t.he Early þnastic period is wÍth the head poin-

ting north and the corpse being laid on its left side (irlainwright, L9L2z 6a)

Preservation, Nowhere Ín the Naqada rr burials are there any signs of

embalming or of mummification, One instance has been repoited from E1

Amrah in which the bones \,/ere covered with a black substance resembling

pitch. Randall-Maclver says that this is Lhe only example from all the

burials at El Amrah of anything approaching artificial treatment of the

body (Randa11-I,Iaclver and Mace , 1902: 11c) .

Summary

In this section on the Naqada II burial types it has been neces-

sary to discuss funerary traits in detail to show the evolutionary trend

and general cultural homogeneity that can be traced unbroken from Naqada

Lo the First Dynasty. The question that must be asked is 'where in this

development is there a discontinuity that could mark the arrival of the
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Dynastic Race?' The sequence is integral, and no such discontinuity

exists" Thus there is no archaeologícal support for the þnastic Race

hypothesis in Upper Egypt.

Round shallow graves containing hlonR pottery have been dated to

Naqada I. At about S.D. 40 two new grave-types appear: oval shaped and

rock-recessed" By the extension of the Naqada I period to S,D. 45, these

so-called. new types fal1 within the late stages of Naqada tlo. The oval

and rock-recessed graves begin about the same time and continue to the

First Dynasty. The rock-recessed variety gradually assumed a more and

more rectangular shape. Since mat-wrapped burials continued to exist

alongside primitive wooden and pottery coffíns, t.he hypothesis of an

emerging stratified society may be held out. Subsequent developments in

ledged, welled, brick lined and multiple chambered tombs all derive from

the early rock-recessed type" The idea of a coffin gradually replaced

mat-r^rrapping as the conventional method of enclosing the corpse.

The facts of the predynastic burials can be interpreted consistently

without recourse to the Dynastic Race hypothesis. The evolution of grave

forms in Upper Egypt is a process of adding new traits to a basic grave

type by a people whose technical skills \,{ere becoming steadily more ad-

vanced. The fact that such traits as posture, orientation and mat-wrapping

are shared across Ehe predynastic period indicates the cultural homogeneity

of the inhabitant.s of Upper Egypt, This will be shov¡n to exist also in

other artLfacL categories such as flint implements, tools and weapons,
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CTIIPPED STONE

The flint implements of everyday use have been poorly reported

from the Naqada II period. The attention given lo the more spectacular

flint types like the rípple-flaked knífe blades is one reason. Huzayyinrs

analysis of the flint industry from Armant is the chief source for what

follows on the common categories of flaked artifacts (1938).

The predynastic settlement at Armant has yielded the second

stratified sife of Upper Egypt. The Sequence Dates for the strata are

the following: Level I,57-78; Level II, c.40-57; Level III,35-c.40'

Levels I and II are our objectives here. Straight-edged flaked axes be-

gan in Level III (t.he oldest) and become most numerous in Level I (the

latest). The flaked axes likely served as some sort of agricultural

implement, probably hoes for breaking clods, In the uppermost layer a

curious core-tool also becomes popular. Forms of this type are rounded

at one end and pointed at Ehe other. The narrolü neck would not have stood

up to víolent usage and Ehe suggested function of these forms is that of

a dibble for making holes in the earth to plant seeds.

Arrowheads decrease in frequency from the oldest to the most re-

cent layers and spear points increase ín numbers. Bows had been knov¿n

and used as early as the Faiyum Neolithic. Bor¡s are shown in hunting

scenes on JnIonR pottery, on the Lion Hunt Palette, and as a \,veaPon of war-

fare, the bow lasted until Roman t.imes. The decreasing numbers of arrow-

heads in Lhe Armant site are taken as an indication of the declining

importance of huntíng in the subsistence activities of the people of

Upper Egypt as agricultural practices became more refined.
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Flint knife blades (Fig. 3.9, 1-3). The large parallel-flaked blades

that are taken along with Rb pottery as a major type-artÍfact of the

Naqada II period can be shov¡n to have roots in the grindÍng-and-flaking

technology of Naqada I. Like t.he manufacture of Naqada II stone vases,

ripple-flaked knife blades represent only an elaboration of style over

flaked artifact.s from the Naqada I horizon.

Knife blades were made in Naqada I times by trimming a piece of

chert to Ehe approximate size of the finished knife. The blade was then

reduced in thickness by being ground on both sides. The final step \.vas

to remove flakes from the ground surfaces. In Naqada II, this technique

consisted of removing long, narro\,v flakes across the width of the surface

by means of pressure. The fÍnished form has a ro\^/ of t.hese parallel

flake-scars (Fig, 3.9,2,3), which produces the vísual effect of a rip-

pled surface.

The technique of grinding and flaking \,vas also used in the manu-

facture of forked tlance-headsr which were discussed in the previous

chapter. This artifact type also survived into Naqada II assemblages

(Fig. 3.9, 4, also Fig. 2.8, 7-10). The enigma of these specimens is

Eheir usage. Had they been hafted at the forked end, there would be no

dífficulty interpreting them as lanceolate projectile poínts. Their

functÍon as a piercing weapon would be plain, Instead, there is evidence

from clay models and from a few specimens \,.rrapped with cord that they

were hafLed at the foot-end of the Y. Between the arms of the Y the

edges have been greatly retouched to form a minute denticulated cutting

edge. Fig" 3,9,4 is deliberately left blunt at the foot-end" It does



1. Naqada Pl. XXXV, 67a
2. Naqada Pl. XXXV, 67c
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6. Bad. Pl. XXXIX, Bq
7 . Amrah Pl. XIV, D53d
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f7. Bad. Pl. XL, 59d
18. Naqada Pl. XXXIV, 55
19. Naqada Pl. XUIV, 59d
20. Bad. Pl. XXXIX, 36L
2I. Naqada P1. XXXIV, 59b
22. Bad. P1. K-, 59q
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24. Bad. Pl. XXXIX, I2h2
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30. Naqada Pl. XXXIII, 4a
31. Naqada Pl " XXXIV, 60
32 " Amrah Pl. XIV, D50b

33. Naqada Pl. XXXIV, 50
34. Naqada Pl. XXXIV, 51
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1. Naqada Pl. XXI, I
2. Bad. Pl. XXXIX, le
3. Amrah P1 . XIV, I^lB

4. Naqada Pl. XXXI, 3

5 . Naqada Pl. XXXI, 4
6. Bad. Pl. XKIX, 2Ih
7 . Naqada P1. )XXI, 6

8. Naqada Pl. XXXI, 19

9. Amrah Pl. XIV, D3c
10. Naqada Pl. XXXII, 45
11. Naqada P1. XXXII, 55
L2. Naqada P1. XXXII, 6I
13" Bad. Pl. XXXIX, 62m
14, Bad. Pl. XXXIX, 64r':.

15. Naqada Pl. XXXII, B0
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not seem likely from finds that these objects \dere mounted on the end of

a long shaft. Instead they seem to have been intended for grasping Ín

the hand.

A particuLarly ínteresting specimen of the Fig" 3.9, 4 vatíeLy

is reporred by o. H. Myers (1933:55). The lance-head is called a pesh-

kef instrument. Here the forked end is wrapped in a grass sheath v¡hich

extends for half the length of the artifact" This sheath completely

hides the fine denticulated edge and we can only presume thaL lhe sheath

is íntended to protect thal edge. Since the artifact tapers outward,

the only \,ray to remove the sheath would be to destroy it. Thus, a ne\,r

sheath would be required each time the ínstrument vras used. The conclu-

sion follows that the arlifact vlas used infrequently and that it most

likely served some ritual purpose. My suggestion is that they may have

been associated with the ritual of circumcisÍon.

Circumcision was practíced' by the people of Upper Egypt in the

Old Kingdom as texts and relief carvings show. The observance could

easily go back to the predynastíc period (see Yoyotte, L959, photograph

P. 46) .

Grinding and flaking are found only on the forked 'lance-headst

and on the large knife blades. Baumgartel has shol'rn that the latter were

valued possessions even in their ovrn time (1965:3r). The ripple-flaked

knives \dere mounted in handles of gold or in handles of elaborately

carved ivory (Benedite , L9I6; 1918) ' Although the forked instruments

were nol as important aest.hetically, they were probably of great inrpor-

Lance ritual1y.
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GROUND STONE

The technique of grinding is first encountered in upper Egypt in

the Badarian assemblages where a single category of ground artifacts is

found: slate palettes" As an artifact type, palettes continue through-

out Naqada I and II ¡vhere they take on the characteristic rhombÍc and

zoomorphic forms of the respective periods. It has been shown already

that Naqada I craftsmen vTere more sophisticated in their techniques for

working sLone than the Badarians. Therefore, did the Badarians originate

grinding? In the Naqada I assemblages, only palettes and prepared blades

(daggers and 'lance heads') were ground. In Naqada II only these same

artifacts exhíbit. grinding.

The most frequent form in which Naqada II palettes appear is that

of the Oxyrhyncus fish (Fie. 3.10, 1). Rectangular palettes (Fig. 3.10,

7, B) begin about S,D. 40 and continue intermittently to about 79 when

palettes cease to be found. Along with the major pottery types described

above, slate palettes have an uninterrupted distributíon throughout

Naqada I and II burials, Their great importance is not that we are able

to learn that the predynastic people of Upper Egypt \¡/ore green malachite

makeup, but rather as a type they illustrate the evolutionary processes

and the basic cultural homogeneíty of the region across the predynastic

period which archaeologists have arbitrarily divided into the Naqada I

and II culture periods. Pisciform slate palettes and changing pottery

types are found in the ovai shaped unroofed/roofed graves that span all

of Naqada II. Slates are found in the wood-lined graves and in the

elaborate brick-lined tombs, Fish-shaped slates occurring in graves of



1. Naqada Pl. XtrVIII, 34
2. Naqada Pl. XLVIII, 4I
3. Naqada Pl. XtrVIII, 53
4. Perrie L920, Pl. X].IV, 75c
5. Naqada P1. XLIX, 65
6, Naqada P1, XLIX, 79
7 . Naqada Pl. L, IO7
8. Naqada Pl. L, 101
9. Bad " Pl. LII, 25
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varying richness show that the people who are buried in the predynastic

cemeceries were of one culture within a possibly stratifíed society. As

a cultural "variable", Naqada II pisciform slates remain fairly constant

while the burial types differentiate from the símple oval pit to more

elaborate burial styles. 0n the whole, there is no evidence from the

burial types and the carved slates that there was anything but a con-

tínuous period of development from the beginning of Naqada I to the

Unification.

CARVED IVORY

Ivory combs and spoon handles adorned with processions of anímals

are found toward the end of Naqada II (Petrie and Quibell, L896, Pl. LXI)

Elaborate ornamenLal relief carving appears at the time of the ripple-

flaked knife blades. The Gelel el Arak knife handle not only shows the

state of the art form, strong Mesopotamian influences are present as well

(analysis: Benedite, L9L6; illustrations: Westendorf, 19682 20-2L) .

Some of the obvious eastern trait-motifs are: the rtmaster of animalsrr,

a man subduing two beasts usually lions (Arak knÍfe handle); mythical

long-necked felids (Oxford Palette, Narmer Palette); fígures \4/earing long

tunics with fringed borders (Two GazeLles Palette); and winged griffons

(British Museum ivoríes) .

From the time of the Gebel el Arak knife handle onwards, carved

motifs Ín wood, stone and ivory take on more and more imporlance as re-

cords of historical events" The knife handle and the Battlefield Paletre

show groups of men fighting. The Narmer Palette shows the victorsr camp
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when hostilities apPear to be over. Narmer \A/ears the L/hite Crown of
the south and Lhe Red crown of the North. This has been taken to re_

present the unification of upper and. Lower Egypt, and by association,
some writers have identified Narmer with Menes. The identíty of the

fírst ruler of the Two Land.s remains obscure due to the paucity of data

there is available. A recent article has argued (unconvincingly) that
ScorpÍon was Menes (Arkell, 1963) .

Several carved tablets of r¿ood and ivory have been found whose

sole purpose aPpears to have been to commemorate certain historic occa-

sions. one of the most important of these, the Zet tabret from Abydos

(Michalowski' 1969, pl. 2L facLng p. 64; Emery, L96r: 59, Fig. 2r), shows

the Nar fish being carried in a procession before the Horus-name or zet,
Also in the procession are nome-standards and the symbols of various
deities ' The interpretation of some of these less well-kno\,rrÌ specimens

could bear relevantly upon the as yet unsubstantiated ord.er of such

figures as Narmer and scorpion. The value of these tablets for archaeo-

logy is at once artistic, documentary and. línguistic,

TOOLS

Tools from Naqada II are not abundant and of those

reported, many are without records of provenance. Copper

predynastíc period, but towards the end of the period its
creases. copper as well as stone was used for making the

Ëoo1s, Chisels, pins and a variety of pointed implements

dically throughout the thousands of graves for Lhis period

that have been

is rare in the

frequency in-

heads of chopping

occur only spora-

" Elaborate sets
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of coppel tools have not been found before the First Dynasty (Emery, L96I,

Pls. 42a, 44, 45a; PeLríe in Man, 1901: L47-L4B). An expanded trade net-

work in the Archaic period provided the copper whích was cold hammered to

form blad.ed tools, Triangular daggers with a copPer blade appeared be-

tween S.D. 48-54, and at S.D. 63 a new type appeared. This new dagger

form had a long narlo\¡l blade with a central mid-rib to keep the blade

from bending. Daggers are rare in Upper Egypt and some have been traced

to the flint prototypes of late Naqada I. It is not impossible that they

could also have been trade items.

h]EAPONS

The inventory of Naqada II weaponry sho\^rs that hand-to-hand com-

bal was the chief method of f ighting. The predomínant \ÁTeapon-types are

daggers and maces. In the Nile Valley the bow had been knov¡n from Faiyum

Neolithic times. Concave-base poÍnts vrere found ín sites situated in the

Faiyum and in the Badarian cemetery. If the Palette of the Hunters gives

a representative sample of late predynastic weapons, then these include

the bow, a mace with a pear-shaped head, spears, a curved club (throwing

stick?), and a type of tomahawk with a stone head hafted at right angles

across the end of the shaft. Daggers are nold showrr on the palette and

may not have been a common \'/eapon.

The principal innovation in weaponry in the Naqada II period is the

appearance of the pear-shaped mace-head. As a \,ùeaPon, this ís a mole

durable striking instrument than the disc-shaped maces of Naqada I which

rrere mounted on extremely thin shafts. If Naqada II did supplant Naqada I
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by force of arms, maces wíth a pear-shaped head do provide an efficient

means of bringing this about.

Petrie reports the earliest specimen of a pear-shaped mace that

can be dated relíably occurs as S.D. 42 (1920:22). TypologÍca1ly it is

very unlikely that this form evolved from the disc-maces of Naqada I.

Can a foreign origin be found, therefore? Sir

quite unequivocally that the pear-shaped sLone

Leonard [rfoolley states

mace-head is a LypÍcal1y

as a symbol of authoritySumer ian \^reaporr which continued to be employed

in Sumer long after it had fallen out of practical use (7928: 54). The

same may be said for Egypt, The pear mace was used at fírst as a common

vreapon; later Ít became a ceremonial object. Pear maces culmÍnate Ín

Upper Egypt in the mace-head qtel-gq of Narmer and Scorpiorrl4" In later

scenes where the pharaoh ís depicted smiling his defeated enemy after a

battle, the pear mace appears ínvariably in his uplifted grasp. The

absence of any índications in the artifact seriation ¡vhich point to a

Sumerian invasion brings us to the conclusion that the pear mace entered

Upper Egypt in a peaceful fashion. This point will be discussed further

be 1 ow.

HUMAN FTGURINES

The carved human figurines recovered from Naqada II graves re-

present a highly enigmatic group whose cultural signifÍcance may never be

known. They are of little value for seriation because differences of

material, style of execution, pose, síze, etc. seem to occur at random.

There r¡ras no one "sacredrrmateríal that they had to be modelled in, and
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across the period no evolutionary trends are notÍceable. Opinions have

been expressed that these f igurínes T,vere childrenrs playthings, or that

they were vehicles of sympathetic magic intended to make a \.ùoman con-

ceive and bear a child. The latter seems plausíble and can be supported

by ethnographic malerial. Unfortllnately the problem cannot be solved

definitively because there is no way of ímposing checks on the hypotheses.

Further, many figurines are without adequate records of provenance. Since

the figurines themselves form a closed body of data, hypotheses can only

be speculatíve" Petrie's argumenLs about the presence of a steatopygous

peoplers being drÍven southward by a race with a leaner phenotype has

never been proven or dísproven. Modern physical anthropologists tend to

be sceptical of this formulation. The recent studies of anthropomorphic

figurines carried ouL by Ucko (L962; L963; I965a; 1965b) are inconclusive

or the data is at least susceptible to other interpretations (Baumgartel,

re70) .

SUMI"ÍARY

In this chapter the typological data and the significance for

archaeology of Ëhe major known Naqada II artifact. categories have been

presented and discussed. Unfortunately the artifacts te11 us less than

we might expect about the daily life and about Lhe social organLzation of

Naqada II society. The greater part of time and effort must be expended

merely identifying the varÍous cultural horizons from which the artifact.s

come. The issue even there is by no means settled, as Kaiser's studies

show" It has been held throughout the discussion thal no Dynastic Race
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invasion is evidenced from the artifacts, and that anomalous foreÍgn

traíts can be explained adequately by the hypolhesis that they reached

Upper Egypt by peaceful means. IL was admítted that the artifact evi-

dence cannot explain the presence of a significant Semicic element in

the earliest written forms of the Egyptian languageo However, this is

not the place for an evaluation of the linguistic arguments. Throughout

the present study only archaeological evidence has been sought in the

form of artifacËs, i.g., objects fashÍoned by human social action. The

next chapter deals with another sort of artifact whose contributíon has

not been assessed up to this time.

Figure 3.11 recapitulates the artifact evídence from this and the

preceding chapters" To divide the seriation ínto meaningful cultural

periods, clusLers of types and discontinuities between these clusters

should be soughE. Short runs of distinctive artifact types appearing

within the span of more permanent types such as burial types may índi-

cate periods of heightened artistic output, the synthesis of new types

from exist.ing ones (WonR pottery, ripple-flaked knife blades), or the

assimilaLion of foreign traits acquired through commercial contacts. It

should not be thought that Lhe present investigation atEempts to be anti-

invasion hypothesis oriented and that data are being manipulated to con-

form with this point of view. The conclusions expressed here follow

naturally from Lhe artifacts without forcing.

Thus, around S,D. 40, foreign traits, not necessarily foreign in-

vaders, first begin to appear in Upper Egypt, This date corresponds to

the later stages of Naqada I, a period r¿hen stoneworkíng and farming were
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becoming sophisticated industries. Baumgartel has supplied the essen-

tial clue that it was gold that attracted foreign traders to Upper Egypt

(L965:20). The site of the town of Nubt which is located between Naqada

and Ballas in the Thebaid may have been a centre at whích gold was refined

The name of the tovrn itself, Nubt ('t'is the feminine ending because

towns were feminine), means "gold", This would explain how the people of

Upper Egypt paid for the costly imports found in some graves: turquoise,

gLazed beads and lapis LazuLL, It acts also as negative evidence to ex-

plain why the predynastic cemeteries were so thoroughly plundered in antí-

quity. If it was known that gold \^ras abundant in Naqada II times and

that people were being buried with gold accessories, tomb-robbers would

have been highly motivated to do a thorough job of plundering" 0f the

thousands of burials at Naqada, only a few were intact. In the New

Kingdom, foreign princes \^rere accustomed to looking upon Egypt as a land

in which rgold Ís as dustr.

Nubt is opposÍte the principal shrine of Set, while the centre of

the followers of Horus \,{as located far to the south at Hierakonpolis. If

it were true that the Set-worshippers of the upper Thebaid \,7ere at the

hub of the gold trade, the conflicts between the Set-worshippers and the

followers of Horus appear in a new light as a competition for this

valuable resource. There is no evidence, linguistic or otherwise, that

predynastic Upper Egypt r¡/as export.ing wheat. In Roman tímes, Egypt was

knor',¡n as the bread basket of the Empire.

The pear-shaped mace comes in at S.D. 42, Upper Egyptian techno-

logy was becoming more sophisticated al a time when contacts \.{ere being
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made wíth culture centres outside Egypt. The pear mace need not have

arrived in Upper Egypt in the hands of conquerers, although once arrived

it may have conferred enough of an advantage on its recipients to enable

them to become conquerers themselves up and dov¿n the rÍver. This is

consistent \^/ith the views expressed above where it. was suggested that

Naqada II radiated oulward from a point around, say, Naqada or there-

abouts, overlaid the distributÍon of Naqada I and extended its boundaries

to the north and south. The absence of large predynastic cemeteries

south of Armant suggests that there r^ras either nothing of economic value

to the south at this time or that the Horus followers rvere already en-

trenched there and owíng to friction between the Thebaid/Hierakonpolis

cullure centres, a gteat deal of Íntermíngling díd not take place. In-

stead, the attention of Naqada II traders rá/as attracted along the path

of least resistance which led towards the North where contacts \^/ere

established wíth the civilÍzation of Lower Egypt. trrlhen the Horus faction

(confederation) finally overcame the centre of Naqada II resistance, it

may be that the victors looked upon the state of Lower Egypt as a client-

principality of the people they had just beaten and consequently it was

thought that Lower Egypt should be brought under the dominance of Horus

as well.

This is speculation directed towards

vated Upper Egypt to effect the conquest of

administrative capital moved north from This

Chapter V).

the

the

questions of what moti-

north and why v¡as the

Memphis (see Map 7,to
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This hypothesis explains the abrupt cessation of Mesopotamian

influences about the time of the Unífication, If it \^ras the Naqada II

culture that l{as carrying on this foreign trade, then Lhe conquest of

the Thebaid by the confederation of nomes under the leadership of the

falcon clan could have brought this trade to an abrupt halt. Not until

the early dynasties could the trade relationships be restored by the

new masters, Such a stoppage of eastern traits is inconsistent wiLh

any hypot.hesis suggesting that a Dynastic Race from Mesopotamia invaded

Upper Egypt. Instead, what likely took place vTas a series of factional

wars between the indigenous populations of Upper Egypt. In an attempt

to reconcile thís with the linguistic caveat it would have to be said

that perhaps there \^/as a sizeable population of Semitic traders in Upper

Egypt whose presence has not been attested Lo by archaeologícal dis-

coveries. The other alternative would be to suppose that the civilization

of Lower Egypt \Áras more permeated with the influences of Semitic-speaking

peoples and that the Semitic element did not enter the language of Upper

Egypt until after the Unifícatíon. If it could be demonstrated that the

r^¡ritten form of the language (e.g., hieroglyphics) \^/as a norlhern inven-

tion, then importing the written form of the language into Upper Egypt

would drag along wíth ít the Semitic element. The anomaly would have

existed for a whíle in Upper Egypt that the spoken form would have been

without any Semitic content, whíle the writing practices learned from

Lower EgypL would incorporate these Semitic elements. Gradually, through

loan-words and other processes of linguistic assimilation, the Semitic

element would have entered the oral form of the language of Upper Egypt,
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This second hypothesis must assume that the language of upper Egypt was

either in such an unconsolidated slate as to make ít readily susceptible

to foreign linguistic influences, or that if it was in a consolid.ated,

form already how could the Semitic influence come to be so pervasive by

Ëhe earliest written forms. rt has been suggested that one \^/ay might

have been if there \¡/as no written form of the language of upper Egypt

at the time of the Unification and that Upper Egypt learned its written

form from Lower Egypt where a semit.ic element was already present.

I do not Propose to defend either of these linguistic hypotheses

at this time. They are suggested merely to offer some argument in that

direction in the face of a body of roo-à.chaeological data that calls for

a Dynastic Race invasion of upper Egypt on linguistic grounds, The posi-

tion that I do wish to defend is the one outlined above relating to the

origins and propagation of the predynastic cultures of upper Egypt and

the Unification.

To return brÍefly to the topic of the pear mace-head, it may be

asked who its users \,ùere, Assuming the correctness of tr^Joolley' s state-

ment that the pear mace \^zas a sumerÍan weapon, does this mean that Egypt

r¿as invaded by Sumerians? No. The societies of lower Mesopotamia con-

sisted of smal1 city-states who were constantly engaged in warfare with

one another. The scope of Sumerian warfare v,/as oríented to the dimen-

sion of the city-state. The failure of the city-states to unite against

a common enemy gave rise to the sargonid empire of Akkad" Mililary

actívities in Mesopotamía before the dynasty of Akkad sought limited
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of the neighbouring city-state, settlement of

There is no evidence from the inscriptions that

any protracted campaigns for the purPose of conquest \dere ever carried on

outside MesoPotamia.

There are extensive records of trading expeditions, however' I¡Ihat

is more likely is that the pear mace reached Upper Egypt as a result of

commercial intercourse probably along the trrradi Hammamat-Kosseir-Red Sea

route (Map 4, Chapter V), The times \^/ere ripe in Upper Egypt by late

Naqada I: stone was being worked and stone forms could be reproduced

once a template was provided. Pear maces are small, easily made and trans-

ported and they do not require a reolganizatíon of the structures of the

society for their adopEÍon as r¡/as the case with the Greek hoplites'

The vrarriors of the Thebaid nomes would have had access to the new

r^Teapon before anyone else. I^líth it they extended their dominion outward'

This active phase of Naqada I culture accompanied by other foreign traits

which were being imported and imitated at the same time could have been

interpreted, as a foreign invasion and formed Ehe basis for a separate

culturesequencewhichhasbeennamedNaqadalLAtasomewhatlater

time the Horus confederation succeed.ed in overthrowing the Naqada II'

Itshouldbeasked,ífRbpotteryisa)importedorb)ifit

developed in situ, why did it not continue into Lhe early dynastic period'

The factional struggle between the set worshippers (Naqada II folk) and

the followers of Horus, ending in the victory of the latter would solve

the question"

but rather one

This is not a ne\^/ version of a Dynastic Race hypothesis'

which advocates a continual development within the
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civilizatíon of Upper Egypt. The victory of the Horus factÍon is not a

dynastic conquest in the sense of a foreign invasíon, but a unification

of culturally similar populations. The victors then worked through the

institutions and preserved the artifact types of the Thebaid socíeties

which may still have been superior to their ov¡n. Assimilation in govern-

ment and religion is a hallmark of the Egyptian historic period (to the

chagrin of the Memphite and Heliopolitan theologians), Thus, even with

the vÍctory of the Horus elemenË over the Set element, the First Dynasty

could still have been the product of a long process of cultural evolution

ín situ in Upper Egypt"



CHAPTER IV

THE PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY OF UPPER EGYPT

The present chapter reviews the human skeletal materials from the

predynastic sítes. The sites are those given in Lhe introduc¡ions to

the three preceding chapters. Skeletal studies of Egyptian remains have

had a long history which goes back to Morton (L844). These studies are

limited almost exclusively to examinations of the cranial dimensions and

to the comparison of index values (Biasutti 1905; Chantre L899; Oetteking

1909; Munter 1924; Barnard L934-5). An observation ro be made ar rhe

outset is that there have been almost no studies made within the last

twenty years. The discussion to follow is arranged by sites.

Badar i

The first craniometric study of skeletal materials from Badari was

carrÍed out by Brenda stoessíger on a seríes of 59 skulls (L927). she

observed that the specimens were markedly dolichocephalic (tong and narrow

in form), fragile and "very feminine in typetr(L927: 110). The Badari

skulls r{ere more prognathic than observed series from Naqada but this

prognathism T,{as said to fall within an acceptable range of variation for

territorially adjacent populations, Recourse to negroid admixLure was

therefore not required to explain this traitl.

Comparing the Badarian sample with other populations outside Egypt,

Stoessiger found that it is not eíther the Negroid or the Medíterranean

race which bears the strongest resemblances to the Badarians, but the

115
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Dravidíans and the Veddahs of ancíent Indía (L927 : I47). Stoessiger con-

cludes that the Badarian skul1s, though slightly more 'primitive' than

other predynastic series, nevertheless are Ð.ot. sígnificantly different

from them.

In 1935, G. M. Morant restudied Stoessiger's findings" He inves-

tigated her orÍginal 59 skulls and added another 83 skulls from Badari

and Mostagedda" Morant's conclusions supported the ones arrived at in

the previous decade" He found that the skulls from the Badari cemeteries

had calvaria and facial breadths which yielded significantly lower indices

than lhe normal values for Negroid and Lower Egyplian phenotypes (1935:

306-7, 309). Morant also agreed that the similarities between Badarian

and Dravidian cranial measurements \,./ere at their greatest and that the

similaríties decreased in later periods.

The most recent analysis of Badarían crania duplicates the pre-

ceding conclusions by non-metrical techníques (Berry, Berry and Ucko,

1967). In the latter article the authors make no mention of the connec-

ti.ons with ancient India, however. Some authors have favored continuous

development of the earliest populations in Upper Egypt from paleolithic

times (Arke11 and Ucko, 1965; see also Morant, 1925: L7),

Naqada

The predynastic populatíon of Naqada also discloses a long, narrovT-

headed phenotype. Petríe attempted to derive the Naqada people from the

neolithic Algerians of northwestern AfrÍca (Petrie and Quibal1, 7896:. 53-4)

because a type of trrihite on Red poLtery survives to the present day ín the
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remote mountainous regions of Algiers (Petrie, L920: 14b). Petriers

hypothesis proposed that there rvas an original Libyan stock which dívided

in prehistoric times. One branch went Ínto (Upper--C.V.) Egypt, while

the other moved eastward into Syria where they became the ancesLors of

the Amorites (Petrie and Quibe1l, 1896: 64b-c).

Warrenrs study the following year (L897) was inconclusive" In

1900, Petrie rras supported by David Randall-MacIver who concluded an arti-

cle with the opinion that in prehistoric2 times, Upper Egypt was occupied

by broad-nosed, long-headed Libyans r¿ho \.dere supplanted before the Fourth

þnasty by an invasion of narrow-nosed, broad-headed Puntites (1900: 101,

103) .

If this were the case, then the achievements of the 01d Kingdom

would have been the direct result of the intervention of the people of

Punt. Punt is believed to have been situated in the region of present-

day Aden. The archaeology of Punt does not substantiate Randall-Maclver's

claim. There is no evidence of the social organizatLon, astronomical and

architectural proficiency whÍch loom so largely among the achievements of

the Old Kingdom. Yet if the Puntites were responsible for importing a

fully-blolrn high culture into Upper Egypt, there would be a history of the

development of these traits in the archaeology of Punt and Lhis is not the

case.

Typologically and social1y, t.he roots of the Old Kingdom are firmly

grounded in the culture of the Archaic dynasties, e._9,, in a period when

foreígn influences stop abruptly in Upper Egypt" The Archaic dynasties,

in turn, are linked in a continuum with the predynastic culture sequences.
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Therefore, an unbroken development may be traced from Naqada I to the

O1d Kingdom.

Randall-Maclverrs hypothesis is not without instruction, however.

It makes us realíze tlnat physical anthropological data alone Ís not suf-

ficient. A fully-rounded history of the predynastic period must account

for the different results achieved by linguístics, physical anthropology

and trait seriatíon. Presumably there is only one correct anslder, and

Ëhe three sources of data should all be utilized together.

The major analysis of Naqada skulls \Áras a comparalive study car-

ried out by Fawcett and co-workers on Randall-llaclver's 100 skulls from

Abydos (Randal1-MacIver, 1901) plus an additional 400 skul1s from Naqada

(Fawcett, L9O2). For methodological and theoretical reasons, Far,.rcettrs

analysis has deservedly been the target for the criticisms of later

writers (example: Morant, 1925: f9). The most thorough-going critíque

is the one delivered by C . S. l,lyers ( 1905) .

Fawcettrs procedure vras to compare measurements of the predynastíc

skulls with a series from halfway through the historíc period and with

another series from present day Caíro, The trend across time, he con-

cluded, rías a decrease in the length of the skull with an increase in its

breadth (i.e., brachycephalízation) (i902 | 432) ,

Myers críticized the method of comparing skulls from a small pre-

historic town like Naqada with sku1ls from Cairo, a modern internatíona1

city whose inhabitants are under far-reaching genetic influences. Myers

also wíshed to compare the measuremerils of ancíenE and modern sku11s,

but the greater value attaching to hís !üork derives from the steps he took

to standardize his raw data"
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UsingrecruitsfromtheEgyptianarmywhoseparentshadlivedin

Lhe Naqada district, Myers took measurements of living persons, and after

subtracting for an assumed thickness of the scalp, he compared his figures

with those for the predynastic Naqada cranÍa. He concluded' contrary to

Fa\^/cett, that there is no support for the belief that the prehistoric

and the modern Naqada populations differ to a stjrtisticallv significant

extent" Granted, the relative.correlation of cranial measurements in

each population show great irregulatíty inter se, but the homogeneity of

the predynastic series, 3e determinable þy standard deviat-Lon' is the

same as that of the modern population (1905: 9i). similar conclusions

whÍch stress t.he homogeneity of the entire population of Egypt over

several thousand years have been obtained from genetic studies (MatLa,

L94Oz Berry, Berry and Ucko, L967: 560, Table 3) '

Abydo s

The view which is the accepted one today (i"e., Batrawi, 1946)

arose out of a study by G. M. Morant ín L925 in which he compared 50 skulls

of both sexes from the Royal Tombs at Abydos with 900 male cranía from

Giza covering the period 26-3}t:n dynasties ' Morant concluded that there

r^rere t\,,/o separate "race s" ín predynastic Egypt : a brachycephal ic "race"

which \^7as centred in the Faiyum and a dolichocephalic I'racen cenlred in

the Thebaid, (Lg25z 4). By "race" he means a significarr"t cLustering of

index values.

The Lower

ouË the historic

gradual process

Egyptian type aPPeared to have remained unchanged through-

period while the population of Upper Egypt underwent a

of brachycephaLization. The transformation of Lhe Upper
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Egyptian phenotype from long, narror^r-headed forms to shorter, broad-

headed forms \^/as riot effected before the Roman period, and the process

did not begin until the Dynastic Age. rn the early dynasties the pro-

cess \.vas just beginning, and by the 15th dynasty the type of the Upper

Egyptian sku11 was half way between the (dolicho.) rype of larer Upper

Egypt and the indigenous (brachy.) type of Lower Egypt. Of major impor-

tance to us here is the observation t.hat the predynastic sku11s appear

to show less variation than skulls from any other períod in Egypt's his-

tory (Morant, L9252 6-7, 20; Batrawi, L945).

In all of Egypt there were only tr,/o'rraces". In Upper Egypt, two

separaterrpopulations" could be detected but the dífferences between these

was only the amount of variation which might be expected in adjacent popu-

lations. Thus, they did not differ suffíciently to earn the title of

separate races, The same may be said of the Naqada skulls (Morant,1925:

19). Of the two I'populations" of Upper Egypt, Moranl wrítes:

"The first and more primitive was characterized by large cal-
varia and it was probably represented by a sma1l and dwindling
population. The second, which was carried dor¿n to hístoric times,
was being transformed by some slow process of evolutíon or racial
admixture. Both types had 1ow cephalic indices whích distinguish
them from the type of fUpper ¡gypt]"" (1925222) .

From r¡hat has been said in the section on the Badari-Mostagedda

crania, these are the likely candidates for the former "and more primi-

Live" of Morant's racial types. The latter type corresponds to the people

of the Naqada culture. According to Jackson, the skulls from Naqada show

more similarities among themselves in facial height, facial breadth and

facíal index Ëhan with the Badarian group (Jackson, 1938: L47). However,
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Jacksonrs or^¡n data do not support this contention. In Jacksonrs data

(shovm in Table 2, inf.ra), El Amrah is the location which differs most

noticeably from the others. This would rather support the statements

made in the course of the present investigation (Chapter II) to the effect

that El Amrah was distinctive on archaeological grounds and may have been

the centre of an advanced early stoneworking culture which r,üas overrun by

forces from the Thebaid.

TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF INDICES FOR UPPER EGYPTIAN SKULLSA

Sites
Cephal ic
Index (B/L)

Breadth-
Height (B/H)

98 .3
(101.0)

98.1

100.5

99 .2

99 .7
(100.6)

He ight-
Length (H/L)

73.r
(73.1)

I J.J

7L.B

72.4

t¿.¿
(72.1)

Badar i
il

Abydos

Amrah

Naqada

Armant

In

of Nubia,

that the

gree with

L)

*

&
,î

J'
C)
+

7L.B
(73.8)

7L.7

72.r

7L.8

7r.7
(72 .s)

a^..¿\I1 r]-gures gaven are means.

Nlb Ía (Egr lv Studie s)

the report of the Egyptian governmentrs Archaeological Survey

G. Elliot Smith, who was in charge of the skeletal finds, stated

predynastic people of Upper Egypt were intermixing to a large de-

Negroid elemenËs from the Nubían fronLier zone (1910; 1911).
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If this r¡/ere the case, what characteristics would he expect to f ind in

skeletons displaying Negroid features? Hermann Junker lists the following

Negroid traíts:

"Let us begÍn with the characteristics of the Negro skull. rt
is long and narrow, and, seen from above, is e1líptical; in general
its height is greater than its breadth and. it has a large facial
base (Basialveolar length). The zygomatic arches are piominent (pha-
nerozygy) and project well forward in the face; the bony nasal aper-
ture (gg.!"r" piriformis) is broad, about equal in heÍght and width.
Most typical is the so-calted subnasal prognathism, the salience of
the upper maxillary;. ...

Noteworthy in the skeleton is the extent of the flexion in the
lumbar Part of the vertebral column and the accompanying marked in-
clination of the pelvis, so that the buttocks and thighs appear to
be pushed backwards. Equally striking is rhe dolichoknemy; i.e.,
the great length of the bones of the calf as compared with the thigh
bones; the femoro-tibial index is 84 in the sudanese Negroes, in
Europeans about 80. This proporËion is often emphasizeã in fífe by
the length of the muscles and the shortness of the Achilles Tend.o"
(I92It L22)

Later studies have failed to lend support to Elliot Smith's allega-

tions of Negroid admixture in the race of upper Egypt" Rand.all-Macrver

had shown ten years earlier on anatomical ground.s that the people of

upper Egypt could nor have originated in Negroid stock (1900: 99). As for

interminglíng between the two stocks at some subsequent date, Morant has

been unable to find even a t.race (1925: 8). Using art as well as skeletal

materials, Junker believed that the fírst Negroes had not made their

appeararì.ce in Nubia before 1500 B.C. (L92I). While the latter is quesrion-

able, in the first of two articles on "The Racial History of Egypt and

Nubia" based uPon extensive craníological investigations, Batrawi is of

the opinion that any similaríties that exíst between the Nubian Negroes

and the predynastíc race of upper Egypt are only very distant and very
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general similarities (1945: 94a). A recent study by J. M. Crichton

(1966> of Egyptian and Negro crania by means of the multiple discrimi-

nant method adds nothing ner,^7 to what has already been said.

SU¡4}{ARY

Early researchers sought t.he origins of the predynastíc EgyptÍans

Ín every corner of the globe except Egypt" rt has even been held by one

writer that the Red Indians visit.ed Upper Egypt and made a contribution

to the gene pool. Following Morantrs invest.igations, it has come to be

believed that t.here r,vas an índigenous autochthonous population wÍth long

narro\,v heads and smal1 features inhabiting Upper Egypt whÍle a second,

broad-headed people I¡/as established in the North. These populations res-

pectively gave rise to the civílizatÍons of Upper and Lower Egypt" As a

process which seems to have taken the entire historic period to complete,

the tendency r¡Ias towards the gradual brachycephalízation of the population

of Upper Egypt.

In the predynastÍc period, horuever, the population of Upper Egypt

was quite homogenous and distinct. It has been shov¡n that the rì.arror¡/-

headed Upper Egyptians \.rere noL related to the Negroes to the south or

to the northern broad-headed people. Petrie's original proposition that

the Egyptians oríginated as a branch of the early Libyan stock from north-

west Africa has been neither proven nor disproven. It r¿ould have to be

demonstrated that the Libyan stock had more in common with the Upper

Egyptians than White on Red pottery"
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It might be suggested that the dolichocephalic Upper Egyptians

r^/ere a survival in situ of the Acheulio-Levalloisian/epi-Levalloisian

inhabitants of the Nile Valley. However, there is a gap in the data

which would be requíred to substantiate this hypothesis, This is what

I have called the neolithic gap" This phenomenon has been discussed in

an earlier chapter. In additíon, no finds of paleolithic skeletons have

been made in Upper Egypt, so there is no way of effecting a comparison

between Lhe populations of the various periods. Modern writers are orien-

t.ed towards a south and \destern provenarlce of the people of Naqada I

(Arke11, passim).

There is a problem with the in situ argumenl, however" i,'Ihen the

Badarians and the people of Naqada I appear ín the archaeological record,

Lhey are accomplished neolithic farmers and potters and keepers of domes-

ticat.ed livestock, living in villages and weavÍng cloth. The absence of

a pre-poLtery horízon in Egypt plus the growing body of data suggesting

the origins of many of these practices in the region of the Zagros foot-

hÍ1ls (Braidwood and Braidwood, 1950; Adams, L962; et al), seems to re-

quire a trait-transfusÍon probably in the form of a movement of popula-

tion from Mesopotamia at some early period, These views may have to be

changed, however, when the results of Inlendorf 's work are published (see

i,Iendorf , 1968, L970) .



CHAPTER V

NATURAL R-ESOURCES, TRADE, SETTLEMENT AND SHRINES

Introduction As stated in the introductory chapter, the general pur_

pose of the present investigation as a r¿hole is the archaeological review

of the predynastic culture period.s of upper Egypt in the light of mod.ern

research' In keepÍng with the overall research design, it was planned to
include a discussion r^rhich would treat, in two steps, examples of the

directions taken by modern archaeological contributions to the stud.y of
trade and settlement patterns and to evaluate the success of their appli-
cation in Upper Egypt, Earlier chapters have ind.Ícated that the present

state of our knowledge makes it impossible to take the latter step as

the results are not yet published. Consequently the discussÍon in this
chapter will centre upon the first step"

r_.e4"

since trade was concluded to be a principal mechanism by which the

Presence of foreign artifacts in Naqada II assemblages was explained, dis-
cussion of the directions being taken by modern archaeological research

on trade is necessary. Archaeologísts are moving away from models of
social change that invariably have attributed the appearance of new arti-
fact types in a previously settled region to ínvasions or immigrations of
new populations- Following from current trends in anthropological theory,
societies are being thought of as structures of interrelated and. inter-
acting substructures' all of which are dynamic and which together produce

125
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boËh adaptive and adjustive changes in the society as a r,7ho1e (Nash,

1970: xix). This is the systens approach, change can come from condi_
tÍons Íntern€.l and external Èo the social system,

For the archaeologíst it means havíng a model of r,7hat a society
is. Thís should be a dynamic model which keeps before iÈs user the
realízation that unless certain uníversal structural requisÍte functions
are performed, a socieËy cannot persist. The structural requisÍte func_
tions for the viabil.íty of any socieËy arei . rore dífferentiation and

socialization .of new.members, .so1td.arity, _ economic allocation, political
allocaËion and inte grat ion/expre s s ion (Levy, 1952), ?rade consists of
sfructured behavior patterns associated kith the requÍsite of economic
allocation which ís the distributiorL of goods and servÍces hrithin the
social system.

Beeause Lrade thus operaLes at many levels intra_ and inËer_
sysLemÍcal1y, it can be a causitive factor in effectíng social change,
It may also be an indicator of contacts with other socletÍes and a lqotíve
for such conËacts (Renfrew, 1969: I51). The present sËudy has argued
from the continuity of predynastic buriar.s that an invasion or any oÈher
drastic alteration of Èhe social organizå.tion of a society would be

clearly reflected in the economic subsystems of Ëhat society. These
changes wourd be widespread and clearr.y disÈinguishable in Ëhe materiar
cultural assemblage from short_tun adaptive and adjustive changes. Dif_
ferences of artifact types in any assernblage can be analyzed by looking
for arÈífacÈs (a) of.local design and. manufacture, (b) those made for
foreÍgn customers or locally under the direction of foreign masÈers, and
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(") those of foreign manufacture abroad (Higgins, Lg6B: 7g).

In the earliest part of the predynastic period, the manufacture of

artífacts was based upon the direct exploitation of natural resources by

the artisans themselves to supply the needs within the society. As craft

specialLzation developed, a true system of trade, in the sense of an ex-

change, emerged because there began to appear classes of artifacts r¿hich

T,vere sought after and whích provided the motive for economíc relatíon-

ships between societies, At the same time there r^/as a shift from traf f ic

exclusively in finished products to traffic in raw materials which 1ocal

craftsmen would work up into finished articles (example: semi-precious

stones for beads). In the Naqada I horizon, the ability of certain vil-

lages to produce stone vases added this type to the frow of trade in

Upper Egypt.

The apparent conclusion is that predynastic trade in the Nile

val1ey involved the exchange of luxury goods whose quality improved as

the technology and wealth of communities increased. The appearance of

coPper implements and pieces of amazonite in Badarian sites is a case in

point" The absence of by-products of the smelting process suggests that

coPper pins and other pieces of copper ldere traded in from the northeast.

The chemical composition of the copper in question makes tracing Íts

origin diffícult. rn the case of cold-hammered meteoríc coppen, this

is impossÍb1e.

Amazonite is believed to have entered the Níle Valley via an over-

land route from zumma in the l,,restern Desert (Arkell and ucko, Lg65)
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However, it is not yet known whether amazonite !7as an item of exchange

per se or rvhether its function as an inexpensíve substitute for lapis

LazulÍ to ward off the evil eye provided sufficient motive for the in-

habitants to exploit thÍs resource directly or through the intermediary

step of trading with people living to the tr^/est,

Amazoníte thus may be an índícator of western contacts and its

ritual function may have províded the motive for making such contacts.

In the area of research techníques, an analogy exÍsts between amazonite

ín this case and the work of Colin Renfrew with obsidian (Renfrew et al.

1965, L966, 1968a, 19681r). Spectrographic analysis and quanrirative

archaeological calculations have shown that for obsidian, relationships

exíst between the weíght of the material found in a site, the distance

of the site from the source and the type of economic activÍty which re-

sulted ín the materÍall.s distribution. Renfrewrs studies reveal thal

Patterns vary with different materials and that a complete picture of a

communityrs trading activities must be built up from a composite study of

as many different materials as the practícability of analysis will allow.

Some correlations between settlement patterns and the distribution

of natural resources are possible from the maps which are Íncluded at

the end of this chapter. The major land and sea routes are also shown.

The accessibility of the Thebaid communities specifically to gold affords

one explanation of the development of the Naqada culture of upper Egypt

(Baumgartel, L9652 20). Gold explains the motive of other societies for

trading wíth upper Egypt on one hand; it also explains how the people of
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Naqada r and rr were able to pay for their imported luxury goods of
ceramic and metal . This has been dealt rvith in chapter rr. rt folloÌ,zs

that trade exports of gold anð,for grain wourd leave no archaeological

remains,

The issue of a sea route bringing trade goods to Kosseir through

Lhe Gulf of Aden and up the Red sea is perfectly rogical given the eastern
trading civilizatíons of the time. several scholars have argued for such

a r'{ater route to upper Egypt (Frankfort, 1951: lro-1r1; Kantor, rg52: 250),

The objection raised by Frankfort that no reciprocal evid.ence of
Egyptian trade goods have been found Ín Mesopotamia (i951: lll) can be

answered in several ways. First, upper Egypt may have prod.uced nothing
of salable value on the ínternational market. rt has been shown above

that stone vases !7ere the hÍghlight of Naqada I technology,

It is also possible that traders met at some intermediate poÍnt
between Egypt and Mesopotamia. The coasts of the Hadhramaut, Muscat and

oman may contaín sites analogous to the great trading cities of the

Levant, though on a smaller sca1e. These 'ports of trade,, (Revere , rg57)

would have had important consequences for domestic relations between

Egypt and the East in the same fashion that the Hellespontine ports of
trade acted as a buffer zone betr¿een Greece and the persian empire,

Actual trade may not have taken place at Kosseir, but at a point along

the Hadhramaut,

The most vocal opponent of the sea route position has been hr,

Helck (1962) who maintains that afl trade \,/ent overland along either the
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Euphrates or along the Tigris caravan routes Lo the post cities of the

l-evant, and from thence to Egypt by sea, entering through the Delta.

Helck's argument has recently been reviewed by Helene Kantor and. refuted

on a point-by-point basis (Kantor, 1965: 11 f.). one of Helckrs arguments

refers to the unfitness of Sumerian ships for long sea voyages. Kantor

has shor¡n the remarkable sea\,üorthiness of Arab dhows and on the other

hand, Thor Heyerdahlts crossing the Atlantic in an Egyptian papyrus boat

has shown that these vessels would have been perfectly capable of navi-

gating the Red Sea (ileyerdahl, L97L) .

The debate between Kantor and Helck has centred upon Sumer as

Egyptrs trading partner" There are other possibilities too, The exis-

tence of a civiLzaLion on the island of Bahrain in the Persian Gulf (the

Sumerian "Dilmun"?) has just been discovered by Danish archaeologísts

and has not yet been reported ful1y. (Bibby, L969, see also Kramer,

1963, r963-L967) " The present study has suggesred in earlier chapters

that trade contacts between Egypt and the Harappan cult.ure of the Indus

Valley were feasible. Of the latter society Gordon Childe has written:
rrThe area embraced by the Indus civili-zati-on in the Harappan period must

have been twice that of 01d Kingdom Egypt and probably four times that

of Sumer and Al<kad" (L957 t 173) . 01d Kíngdom Egypt and the Akkadian empire

had vast networks of trade. It is equally possible that Harappan influences

reached Upper Egypt ín the predynastic period especially if there was the

lure of gold. In addítion, the Thailand cultures that have only just been

reported show pottery not. unlike the spiral Red on Buff \,^/are of Naqada II

and the Thai artifacts show large oared galleys like the ones found on

Naqada II and MesopoEamian motifs (Solheim II, L97L),
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Se t t lement

Among New trrlorld archaeologists, the study of site distribution

and the computation of settlement patterns is a fíeld of archaeology in

which an increasing amount of work is being done (see Chang, L968, for

an excellent. bibliography of work in ancient Egypt, see Trigger, L965) .

Much of this literature has been studied ín the preparation of the present

section with a víew to\,rards acquiring analytícal tools and skills that

could be applied profitably in Upper Egypt" trrlhile some useful ideas

have been learned, the exercise has not yielded the expected rewards. For

example, inferences about the social structure and kinship systems of a

prehistoric populatíon requires extensive ethnographíc data as a back-up

device for checking the reliabílíty of inferences. In the díscussion of

anthropomorphic figurines, it was saíd that such back-up sources are not

available for predynastic Egypt and consequently the inferences are

weakened since they are based upon the sole ground of the artifacts them-

selves" Conclusions of a cultural nature or pertaining to social organi-

zaEíon make excessive demands upon the artifacts in the absence of docu-

mentary support of some kind. Where no such support exists, there Ís the

unreliable and methodologically tenuous procedure of projecting relaLion-

ships from the tethnographic presentr back to the periods for whích no

records exist 
"

The most recent review of the attempts by Americanists to derive

culturally significant conclusions about kinship and residence takes the

positíon that the results of such analyses are illusory and misleading.
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rn the absence of extremely detaired historical data, the authors are of
the opiníon that the resulting reconstructÍons are so tenuous that the
archaeologist would profit by concentratíng his efforLs elsewhere (Allen
and Richardson, I97I: 4I, 51).

The prehistoric shrines are given to indicate the locations of
Lhe major religious centres of upper Egypt in predynastíc and Early Dynas_
tic times and to shor¿ how these sites and the early capitals mark the
shiftÍng centre of gravity (northward) in response to changing historical
conditions. The different types of site refrect the complex conditions
which make up the structural requisites of a vÍable socíal system out_
lined earlier in thÍs chapter"



CHAPTER VI

SU}ß,IARY AND CONCLUS IONS

The general purpose of this study has been to review the Badarian,

Naqada I and Naqada II horizons from t.he neT¡/ perspectives of mid-

twentieth cent.ury research, The present chapter reintegrates the con-

clusions arrived at in the previous chapters with the objectives of the

study.

The Badarian Period

Were thev a distinct cultural entjt.¡¿? The Badarian sites represent a

cultural horizon on the basis of distínctive artífact types occurring

within the artifact classes which were studied: burials, chipped stone,

ground stone, ceramics, carved ivory and metal implement.s.

Badarian burials have been shown to possess traits of size, shape,

contents, body posture and oríentation which are also found in burials

from later horizons. It may be said on typological grounds that the

round shallow Badarian graves \.^zere near in time to and probably the pre-

decessors of the Naqada I burials. It was not possible to investigate

these trait similarities on a numerical basis owing to the uneven qualiLy

of the published data, It can be said, however, lhat the Badarians and

the people of Naqada I shared enough traits to suggest a close cultural

símilarity.

Chronology

Only a single C-

corrected value: 3160

1140a).

I4

+

date exists for the Bad.arian períod: 5lf0 I 163,

160, B,C. (Gro 223, De Vries and Barendsen, L954:

133
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Single radÍocarbon dates are never a reliable indicaEor, especially \rhere

Ëhe sample is suspected to be contamínaÈed $ríth modern carbon. It is

ínteresting Èo note thaE the single date given here is not aË varíance

h¡ith the conclusíon arrived at earlÍer that the Badarian period could have

been contenporary r,rith Naqadâ I.

Relatíve to the other predynastic periods, Ëhe Badarian se quence is

tradiÈionally regarded Èo have preceded Èhe Amratfan (Naqada l) . Thís Ís

based on the single stratifíed site at llemamÍeh, RecenEly the stratigraphy

at llemâmíeh has been critÍcízed (Kaíser, 1956, 1957) but ít has not been

disproven. StatístÍcal serÍatíon of Black-topped Br okrn, Black-topped Red

and Polished Red Pottery has placed the Badarian seríes before Naqada I.

It was noE the purpose of lhe present study to explore the Paleo-

lithic of Upper Egypt Ín deEail except insofar as was necessary to coÍunenË

whether or not there hras conÈínuiËy of regional traditions from PaleolíÈhíc

Eo Chalcolithic !Ímes. A problem that arose ín thís connection is the so-

called absence of a true Neolichic period for Upper Egypt ( food- produc ing,

polished and ground stone, 1 potÈery: PíEtíoni L962; 2L3; Childe, Lg36, )..

Ch,5; 1942, Ch. 3). This phenomenon, Baumgartel's "Neolíthic gaprt (1947),

has been referred Ëo. here as a culLural díscontÍnuiÈy. It ís an intriguing

problem, Modern fíndings point to norËheã.sËern lraq as the regÍon in which

âgriculture end the keeping of domesEicated lívestock origÍnated (Braidwood

and Braidwood, 1950; Reed, 1959; Helbaek, f959a, 1959b). No evídence has

yet been found in Egypt Ëo dísprove the conEention Ëha! these skíLls ¡¿ere

broughÈ ín from Iraq,
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Technology

chalcotithic cultures aÏe defined as ]notizons in rvhich copper

implements vTere in use along with stone tools. The assumption being made

inthedefinition'isthatthepeopleusíngthecoppertoolshadmadethem

themselves,InUpperEgypttherehavebeennofindsofslagtoindicate

that copper r.^las being smelted locally during the Badarian and Naqada I

periods. To judge from the types of copper objects found in the pre-

dynastic sites -- pins, beads, one axe and some harpoon heads -- these

specimens are luxury items and could quite possíbly have been trade goods'

If this was the case, then the mystely of the Neolithic gap might be

solved by the suggestion that the earlíest chalcolithíc horizons were in

fact Neolíthic horizons utÍlízing copper tools Lraded in from sinai or

elsewhere.

SimilariEies/Contrasts v7íth other predvnastic peoples of Upper Egvpt"

Fromskeletalstudies,theBadarianshadaslighEerbuildanda

smaller bone structure than the other predynastic inhabitants of upper

Egypt.SomeinvestigatorshaveseensimílaritíesbetweentheBadarians

and the Dravidians of ancient India (Chapter IV). The present study has

found that there is no foundation in the artifact record for believing

that the Badarians originated in India and it remains to be demonstrated

that the Badarians and the Dravidians aIe both descended from a common

stock, The weight of scholarly investigation in t'he past' has been dírec-

ted to the problem of Negroid origins and admixtureo Today the accepted

beliefisthatnosuchmixturetookplace,but\'veareLeftwiththe
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question "Ifow can racial (Negroid or any other) characterístícs be in-

ferred from skeleEal rema ins ? 'l

The Badaríans are belíeved Ëo form part of the "race'r of Upper

EgypË h,ithin accepËab1e 1ínÍts of vâriaEion, More physícal anthropolo-

gical work ís needed using the technique of multiple discrlminant analysis.

Did the B4dqrians invade Upper EsyDt?

So far, the BadarÍan is the oldesL non-paleoliËhíc horizon to be

discovered in upper Egypt, Badarian artifact Èypes seriate inEo artífact
Èypes from Ehe subsequent Naqada I period, and there is evidence of typo_

Iogical and cultural continuity from Badaríân Eo Naqada I, Hovrever, daËa

concerning the origins of the Badarians is lacking, A, J, Arkell has

argued thaÈ Badarian black-topped poËEery may be deríved from the black_

topped potÈêry of the (hartoum Neotíthic, and other scholars are also

trying to Ërace iladarian origÍns to Africân sources.

OffseEting the matter of Èhe African origins of the Badarians is
Èhe issue of the lraqí origins of domesticaÈed plants and animals, Were

the Badarians the first Eo import these techniques Ínto the Nile Valley?

If Ëhe Badarians origínated ín situ ín Upper EgypE, did farming and live_

stock breeding originate there too. These quesÈíons cannot be answered

but they serve to Índícate the direcÈions which future research wÍl1 be

taking, The NeolíthÍc of the Ne€.r East ís still too ÍrnperfecËly known

for an effective synÈhesis to be made at this Ëime. Thus Ehe quesËÍon of
BadarÍan origÍns musÈ still remaín open, Futur.e \"7ork will have as its
task to ínvesEigaËe the possíble connections beËween Upper Egypt and the
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Fertile Crescent on the one hand and between Upper Egypt and continental

Africa on the other,

The absence of \deapons such as disc mace-heads in Badarian sites

has created the image of the Badarians as peaceful agriculturalists and

not as warlike ínvaders. SimÍ1arIy, our knowledge of the Badarians rests

heavily upon cemetery material which may not be representative. For ín-

stance, in later times it was the practice to mutilate hieroglyphs of

dangerous animals, vreapons and men so that they would not harm the de-

ceased Ëhrough magic. Perhaps \.^/eapons were not included for the same

reason in Badarian times; or perhaps it was thought that the deceased, if

armed, would be a threat to the living. In this respect, the ethnographíc

record is not very he1pfu1.

The evidence of the class of ground stone artifacts suggests that

the Badarians were livíng in Upper Egypt and that they acquired knowledge

of grinding from centres to the south. The native Badarían stone arti-

fact types are large scrapers flaked from nodular pieces of flint. In Lhe

Badarian horizon, ground stone artífact.s make up only one type: slate

palettes. In t.he Naqada I horÍzon the predominant form of ground sLone

artÍfacts are also slate palettes, although presumably grindíng was also

used for smoothing the surfaces of stone vases. In Naqada II, grinding

is still limited to the manufactu::e of palettes, buE now grinding is also

used Lo produce knífe-blades and g:rh-kef instrurnents (forked lance-heads) .

Because the Badarians possessed ground stone palettes despite their

general lack of proficiency in working stone, the conclusion has been

advanced in an earlier chapter that Lhe ídea of ground slate palettes
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diffused doi¿nriver to the Badari district from sites in ihe Thebaid.

For this to have been possible, the Ba<laL:ian arrrl Naqada I cultures ruould

have to have been contemporary. In the same manner the a.bsence of sLone

vases in Badarian assemblages can be explained. Palettes are readíly

portable and are a fair ly inexpensive arlifact type, Stone vases

apparently \i/ere highly prízed as the many attempts by Naqada II crafts-

men to produce ceramic imitations of stone vases indicate. It may be,

therefore, that expensive stone vases were not traded northwaid Eo the

more "p-r,imitive'r Bada'r ians who lacked technolo¡5ical- skÍ1ls and ¡raiural

resources to par¡ for luxury imports on a large scale. The dominant trade

pa[te]:n appears to have been from El Amrah inlo the Thebaid and out

ihrough the WaCi Hainmamat viq Naqada, Nubt and Coptos.

Fol"lorving the Badarian period, there is no inajor dÍscontinuity in

t.he artifacl record although it is true that specific types do change

T types and most(i.e., ceramics,

noËable llhite on

occurring traíLs.

for example),

Red pott.ery,

The principal Naqada

can be explained

Stone vases, mace heads and

Naqada II rvith only minor stylistic changes. Thus, from seriaLion, ihere

is no discor.rii¡ri-rity that can only be explaÍned as a foreign invasion. In

the present study the chosen artífact. classes \.dere compared and contrasted

rvith each other for each of the predynastic periods. Future research must

exlend these comparisons outside the Nile Valley. trrihere no correspondences

occur, then by the economy of hypotheses it can be said that the pre-

dynastic cultures of Upper Egypt developed in situ. From the existing

evidence, such a development seems to be indícated at least from the

Badarian horizon onward,

as t.he synthesís of locally

palettes continue into
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To this hypothesis there are t\^ro princ.ipal lines of objection,

The first is the linguistic objection which demands an explanation of the

semitic element in the earliest written forms of the Egyptian language.

The second line of objection draws upon modern findings which point to the

IraqÍ origins of farming and the complex of activities associated with

keepÍng domesticated livestock. The question is how these skills came to

be located in Upper Egypt without positing a movement of population from

the Fertíle Crescent. The resolution of these tvro línes of objection re-

quires the use of data beyond the scope of the present study whose purpose

lvas to be an archaeological review of the predynastic culture periods of

Upper Egypt and their interrelationships to each other.

tr{hat subsistence/other activities did the Badarians engage in?

It can be demonstrated that the Badarians were sedentary agricul-

turalists who kept oxen, pigs, and cattle. Earlier sections have shov¡n

that the origins of these skills are still unknown. The Badaríans were

also highly skilled potters; their thin-walled ceramic forms are one of

the defining traits of the period. There has been no evidence from other

sites to indicate that the Badarians traded their pottery southward. inlhere

Badarian sherds are found in southern sites, these are few in number of

loca1 imitations of Badarian originals. rn addition, the sites where

Badarian sherds vr'ere recovered are known to have been shrines and cult-

centres. Thus the scarce Badarian specimens from these sites may be ex-

plained as the personal property of travellers or pilgrims.

The archaeological evídence that presently exists indicates that
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the Badarian sphere of social activity was tímited spatially to the region
of the principal Badarian sites. The observation that the Badarians were

not adept workers in stone has led to caton-Thompsonrs hypothesis that
theÍr homeland must therefore be in a region where stone is scarce. The

present study has been unable to d.iscover evidence which would confirm or
refute this hypothesis.

The BadarÍan remains reveal that the peopre who existed. at the

time were far from being technologically primitive, although they may have

been primitive relative to neighbouring societies. The principal observed

features of Badarian society are: sedentary virlage life, the growing of
cerear crops for local consumption, the raising of domestic livestock,
pottery, weaving and simple decorative arts.

organization take?

It has been impossible to ans\4rer these questions because the arch-
aeological data for settlement sites is not in existence. At Badari only
cemeteríes \.üere excavated. sÍmilarly, it has been impossibre to make any

sound inferences about the nature of Badarian social organi zatíon The

graves are quite homogenous ' A few richer than average graves have been

recorded but these may be due to the hazard,s of plundering and preserva_

tion' The distribution of copper implements appears to have been random

in the Badari cemetery. The most Lhat can be inferred from the research

technÍques ín use up to now is that there \,r'as economíc homogeneity and

not the sort of stratÍfied society that would manifest itself in separate

B adar ian ulat ion ?
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types of graves with richer furnishings within the class of buríals for

the period, Because the cemetery lías in use for a period of tíme, a

degree of developmental change is to be expected, however. Another

alternative would be that only the rich were buried in cemeteries.

The Naqada I Period

How was Naqada I different from Badarian? The greatest differences be-

tween the Naqada I and Badarian assemblages are found ín the artifact

classes of ceramics and stone artifacts. The hallmark of the Naqada I

horizon is a pottery type ca11ed White on Red which consists of white

painted motífs on a red haematite s1ip, rn chapter Ir ("Designs on wonR

Potteryrt) it has been shov¿n that the painted designs passed through a

number of distinct phases, the earliest of which could have originated

locally in Upper Egypt. In subsequent argument ic was held on the grounds

of parallels of content and style between Naqada I and Naqada II motífs

(Fig. 2.4) that Naqada I should be extended beyond the rraditional S.D.

30-40 range to s.D.45 or even to s.D.50. At the other end of the

Sequence Date scale, the date of the Fírst þnasty has been brought down

from S.D. 80 to S.D. 65 (Kantor, 1965: 26-27).

A continuity of shared religious beliefs may certainly be inferred

from the position of bodies and their orientation in burials, These

shared traits are less between Badarian and Naqada I Lhan between Naqada I

and Naqada II when the parallels are very strong" At a general level it

may be concluded that the people of the Badari dístrict and the people of

Ëhe Thebaid in the predynastic period shared a common cultural background
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which unítes them more closely to each other than to populations outside

the Nile Valley. This hypothesís is supported by the artifact classes

for each horizon. Recurring types are black-topped and polished red

Pottery, cosmetic palettes (per se), objects of carved bone ancl ivory and

rare copper implements (pins, one celt and some harpoon-heads),

Differences bet\^Ieen Naqada I and Badarian are evidenced by the

appearance of White on Red pottery whose workmanship was of a quality

that was plainly inferior to Badarian lrare, The second major difference

archaeologícally is the appearance of fine stone vases made from the

hard mantle rocks, granite and basalt, by artisans of the Naqada I

(Amratian?) lnorizon.

Dif ference s Ín ske le tal indice s \,vere ob served to occur be tween

Badarian specimens and specimens from the major predynastic cemeteries to

the south. The shared view of reporting physical anthropologists is that

these differences are within the range of acceptable .¡ariatíon which may

be expected to occur between adjacent populations. The clevelopment of

new techniqr-ies in physícal anthropology, parLícularly Multivariant Analysís,

is indicating that previous studies are unreliable and the entire body of

physical ant.hropological data must be restudied ín the light of these ner/

technique s .

0n the basis of the archaeological record, it seems likely that

the Badarian and Naqada I horízor.s \,Jere largely contemporary. Inlhereas

the entire range of Badarian artifact types does not seriate into the

Naqada I sequence as readily as do their respective pottery types, the

horizons share artÍfact types (e,g., ground slate palettes) which occur
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in virtual technological isolation, and which can best be accounted for

by diffusion beLween contemporary cultures. It has been observed that

across the entire predynastic period grinding is 1imíted to the manufac-

ture of slate palettes. In Naqada II the practíce is extended to the

manufacture of knife-blades and pesh-kef instruments. i^Ihether or not all

three horízons 'r,{ere contemporary to some degree is still tenuous. The

strongest archaeological evidence supports the contemporeity of Badarian

and Naqada L

Did separate Naqada I and Amratian foci exist?

The trend in modern archaeologícal writíng is to replace the term

"Amratian" with "Naqada I" to denote the white-painted pottery horizon

which followed the Badarian. The present investigation has found, on

closer examination at the site level, that El Amrah may have been a cul-

ture centre in its own right for part of the predynasËic period, Thís

may be a bias produced by the written sources. The preserrt. study pro-

ceeded upon this problem by asking whether traits could have originated

at El Amrah and diffused southward, or whether El Amrair itself came under

Lhe influence of a centre to the south.

Independently of Kaiser's restudies of Naqada, evidence \¡/as found

for the exístence of regional stoneworking traditions at El Amrah and at

Armant. These traditions may be continuous as far back as the Paleolithic.

Naqada lies between these cerltres and appears to be of more recent date

although Paleolithic finds have been made throughout the Thebaid. Again

investigators are at a disadvantage because no absolute dates for the

predynastic period exist that can be relied upon with certainty,
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A fundamental conclusion of l(aiser's work is that the traits de-

noting Naqada I-Amratian are said to have origÍnated in the Thebaid,

Kaíserts method is to propose a reorganization of the predynastic into

four cultural phases (L956: 109) : I-S.D. 30-38; II-S.D. 3B- 40/ 45;

III-S.D. 40/45-63; IV-S.0. 63-80. Based upon rhe Naqada assembtage,

Kaiser's "Naqada I'r is truly what the name implies. The present study

expresses doubt whether Kaiserts periods apply readily to sit.es other

than Naqada and whether his divisions reflect significant socialfarchaeo-

logical changes (Figs. 2I9; 3.1; 3.3; 3.11). i(aiser's sources were the

¡¿ritten reports and he has been forced to make many of the same assump-

tions about the Sequence-Date seriation that were made at the outset of

this investigation. Given the present state of reported data, it can be

said that his conclusions concerning t.he Naqada origins of the whíte-

painted pottery horizon conslitute an hypothesis and not a proof. Míni-

ma1ly the settlements associated v¡ith the predynastic cemeteries a\^7aÍt

(deep) excavation and there are certainly other undiscovered sÍtes as well.

Recent work in the Sudan has revolutionized our knowledge of the culturai

development of that region (lnlendorf , L96B; Butzer and Hansen, 1968) " The

application of simílar research procedures should be capable of producing

similar results in Upper Egypt.

The conclusions of the study of the El Amrah site in Chapter II

are compatible with the eventual establishment of Kaiserrs thesis. It is

possible that a sophisticated stoneworking technology gre\¡i up at El Amrah

and that aL some later part of the predynastic period El Amrah came under

the expandíng ínfluence of the Naqada cívLLízatíon with which it interacted
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on a commercial basis. There is no direct evidence that El Amrah was

ever conquered by the Naqadans. El Amrah could have been assímilated

for the skill of its craftsmen Lo produce luxury stone vases for the

Naqadans whose economy may have been based upon gold. The more "primi-

tive'r Badarians to the north do not appear to have played a part in the

growing volume of predynastic trade and commerce. No archaeological

proof has so far been found whích would indicate that grain or other

fungible goods were being exported from the Thebaid at this time, ãI-

though the idea is not an impossible one. Volume of grain production

would be a function of the technology of the day and of the social organi-

zaLion which determines land tenure and the allocation of the labour

force. To answer this question adequately would involve a separate study

of the control and regulalion of the means of productÍon in antiquity.

Concrete ansr,.r'ers would have to be sought among the records of Egypt's

tradíng partners Íf these partners \,/ere literate and if the records have

survived.

The Naqada II Period

Is Naqada II the development of Naqada I or a separate Jroduct? In the

Naqada II horLzon, foreign art.ifacts and EgyptLanLzed foreign traits are

found. The archaeological goal of ínvestigating Naqada II \^las to deter-

mine wheLher the artifact record is continuous with Naqada I or whether

there are sudden changes Ëhat can only be explained as an influx of

foreigners in the form of immigratÍon or cor¡-quest.

The conclusions reached ín Chapter TII are that the record is

continuous and that the observed foreign traits rdere restricted to
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expensive luxury ceramícs (Red on Buff pottery), to elaborately carved

haftings for ripple-flaked knife blades, cylinder seals, and the pear-

shaped (Sumerian?) mace-head. Less costly artifact types such as the

everyday black-topped and red polished pottery contÍnued to be made

during the period despite the more expensive foreign types that had be-

come popular. Inexpensive imitations of stone vase-forms rdere reproduced

in clay. It is the class of burials t.hat suggest.s that what we have in

the Naqada II period is a culturally homogenous society rather than an

indigenous population which was beíng ruled by foreign conquerers. Several

economic grades of Naqada II burials may be traced to their origin in the

common oval-shaped shallow grave which is the dominant grave type for the

predynastic period as a whole. The evidence of craft specialLzati-orL is an

ímportant feature of Naqada IL Craft specialLzation may be taken as a

sÍgn of an economically diversified society and the proliferation of

crafts producing expensive items is evidence for an emerging stratified

form of social organization. trrlhat unites the society of Naqada II is the

fact Ëhat the positíon and orientation of bodies is the sane regardless

of whether the burial is ín a round shallow grave (poorer classes) or in

a rectangular brick-1ined tomb (richer classes). In the Early þnastic,

full-length burials with the body laid on its back became the rule, This

innovation can be accounted for as a change resulting from the evolution

of the coffin container in which the body was placed.

The interpretation that should be given to Naqada II data ís that

it represents a continuous development from Naqada I to the Unification,

The underlying homogeneity of artifact types argues for a continuous
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development in såLu" Superficially there is a veneer of non-Egyptian

traíts from the north, northeast and east, The most efficient analysis

of the data was effected by looking for three varietíes of artifacts:

those of pure Naqada II origins and rùorkmanship, those produced by

Naqada II craftsmen in imítation of foreign originals or under the direc-

tíon of foreign masters and, fÍnally, artifacts actually made abroad and

imported. It \.,/as remarked t.hat the successful imitation and reproduction

of foreign artifact types \ras a functíon of the level of technological

development in Upper Egypt during the Naqada II culture period.

Investigation of the patterns of warfare in the regions from which

imported artifact types came has ruled out the possibility of long-range

voyages of conquest. The only other method of trait diffusion which

would transmit the sorts of traits found in the Naqada II assemblages is

trade, The arguments presented in this study lack the supporting data

to prove conclusively that international trade \,vas in fact carried on, As

a result, argument has had to take the form of saying that trade \,/as at

least feasible as a means of culture contact given the technology and

natural resources of Upper Egypt and given the size and seaworthíness of

primitíve shíps 
"



FOOTNOTES

Chapter I
1-"Culturet'is defined here in purely archaeological terms as an assem-blage type which implies a degree of technotogical uniformity dístribu-ted spatially. The model to be used is the following: (see clark, D.L.L968, Analvtical Archaeology, p. fB8).

tra it s

type

(type) assemblage

(assemblage) type

(attributes)

( type )

(a s sernb lage )

(culture) (culture rype)

(culture type area)(CS.gg*Ut"gÊ. type) assembtage

(eglem943:2!9 
""".rbheu) .rO"(culrure area)

Terms denoting time and space that have been adopted. here are the horizonto designate widespread dístribution of traíts or types in space but whichneed not have been of long duration in tíme; and tradition to d.esignate
Lime depth buL not necessarily wide spatial dístrrb"Er.". ,rhus:

Time

Source: [^ii 1ley
logv,

& Phillips, 1958, Merhod and Theory in
Chicago, University of Chicago press.

American Archaeo-

Loca lized

short period (pha se )

long period tradition

Space

Inlides

(cu lture )
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t
.ÞrunEon s ceramic typology (L928) :

Finely Polished

#f\ÞSB BR PR AB FF

BadarÍan pottery

BB

Unpo Ii shed
t
å

¡
brown

å

RB

3fhi" feature is of import.ance in considering whether the üIhite on Red
bowls of the next culture period (Amratian) have their prototypes inthe burnished-lined red bowls of the Badarian period.

4th" hol"s shown on RB 43 represent a techníque for repairing cracked
vessels. tr^/here a crack appeared, holes r"r" bor.d on eit,her side of it
and wet leather thongs were laced through the holes. trrIhen the thongsdried, the leather contracted and the crack was held firmly shut.

5Th" p.ople of the Faiyum Neolithic A also had subterranean granaries
but these were made of basketry (caton-Thompson, Lg26, pr" xxxrx, Figs.L,2; Pl. xL, Fig. 1). Basket.ry was known to the Badarians who wereskillful in the manufacture of reed mats and çvicker baskets, the latter
being used to contain suspended containers.

U-u.-u.".fg. 
-trsedementary 

breccias resemble conglomerate except that mostof Ëheir fragments are angular instead of rounded. They cãmrnonly grad.e
into conglomerates. Since their constituent fragments have been líttle
i'vorn, however, it is apparent that the constítuents of breccia underwent
relatively less transportation and wear before they were deposited. Thereare many kinds of breccias oLher than sedementary breccia...'

"conglomerate is cemented gravel... Most conglomerates,especially those deposited by streams, have much sand and other fínematerial filling the spaces between the pebbles.r' (GiLluly, James, A.c.irlaters and 4.0. woodford, 1968, prínciples of Geologv, 3rd edition, sanFrancisco: I^I .H. Freeman, p. 607).
1'Names of pottery types used in this study are intended to give clearerpictures of the members. "Fancy Formsrr, "Decoratedrr, and i\¿hite Cross-lined" are replaced by BLack/Incised inlhite, Red on Buff, Inlhite on Red,etc. (see Peet, Tg33),
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Bsteatopygy denotes a phenotype having massive fatt.y deposits in thethighs and buttocks. Discussed infra (c.f. Kelso, L97o; shattock, I909).
9Puttiu (Lgzo: 7b) hypothesizes that the steatopygous phenotype represenrsa lotnrer Paleolirhic race which had been driven from càntraL Èurope toMalta, from ì4alta to Egypt and from Egypt to south Africa where they arerepresented in the present day Korannas. Tt has also been suggested onthe evídence of the obese Queen of punt depicted on the warl of thetemple of Deir el Baharí, that this race wãs in punt during the xvlrlthDynasty' There is no evidence for this latter idea in the archaeologicalrecord of punt.

Chapter T\.vo

1^-An entire burial *y be taken as a kind of rrartifactil with such featuresas posture, orientation, preservation, grave good.s, etc. r âs traits ofthat artifact,
2R.f.t..r"es for Sequence Dating: pet.rie, lg99; l9O L; 4-B; L92O: 3c_d.For a recent reappraisal see Kendall, L963.

-l^Ihite on Red (w-o"R) and Red on Buff (Rb) respectively replace the typesformerly referred to as i,rlhite cross-Line and Decoration (see chapter l,n' 7). This change has been made to produce types whose name more ac-curately describes the artifacts of that class ipeet, 1933); ,ro, is thepresent study the first to make use of revised type names (scharff, L92g:262) " Researchers who are accustomed. to the old names will not be troubledby the changed type names. These changes are primarily for the benefit ofpersons wishing to do comparative work between Egypt and other areas andrepresent an attempt to standardize tine nomenclature of prehistoric cera-mic types.
For example, the artifacts Rb 31-33 are called rrFancy Forms,, byBrunLon (L928). rn the old terrninot.gy 

"r the predynastic series, thesame artifacts would be labelled 'Decoratedr. By the use of the type Redon Buff, the two previous types are taken together and the investigatoris spared unnecessary multiplication of effort.
4A bltd" is defined as a parallel-sided flake whose length is three ormore times its width. (see n. 5 infra).
5"Krrif" blades" are not the same as ,,blade knivesr. A'blade knife,,is aprimary flake struck from a prepared core, whereas a 'tknife blade,, mayhave been made from a rarge frake or from a piece of taburar frint. Thetechnique of making knife blades which was siarted in Naqad.a r and per_fected in Naqada rr consisted of grinding the roughry shaped piece offlint until it was suiLabry rhin. rn Naqada r, rhe gro,rnà-p.Lp"r"d bladewas flaked by percussion indirect flaking; in Ñaqada rr pressure flakingwas used. Knífe blades of the latter 

"oit *"y ¡e ts incires Long,2linches wide and L Lnch rhick (infra, Fig. 3.gi,
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6Randall-MacTver dates the house model Lo about s.D. 44-64 which is out-side the traditional 30-40 range which forms the conventional boundaríesof the Naqada r (Amratian) period as defined by petrie (Randall-Macrver
and Mace, L902, pl. XI, L,2). In the present study, the argument willbe made that the upper limit of Naqada r should be raised minimarly toS.D. 45, and possibly higher.

Chapter Thgee

l-.--t'l-gure 3.I compiled from raw
L902. FLgure 3,2, same.

2Figure 3.3 conpiled from raw
II: 64-67 .

-"The gazeLle, most often looking backvard, is so cofitrnon on the seals ofBahrain and Kuwait (while rare on those of Mesopotamia or the rndus)that it must have been regarded as in some r"y thu crest or symbol of theland of Dilmun'r (Bibby, Lg6g, fronlis.) Dilmun is the prace mentioned inSumerian myths and legends and fiom r^rnich the Sumerians believed theircivilízation to have come. rt has not been known whether Dilmun was realor myLhical. Bfbby belÍeves that Dilmun is the present day island ofBahrain in the persian Gulf. --C.V.
4squat (globular) is defined as a round-borLomed form whose width wasusually greater than its height.

data províded in Randall-Maclver and, Mace,

data provided in Mond and Myers , L937-1938,

Barrel shaped is
which the widest
the base.

defined as a form whose sides form regular arcspoint occurs approximately equidistant from the
a long
rim and

above
base.

sþouldered is defined as a form in which the wid.est point occursthe poinË equidistant in the vertical plane from the rim and the

g lobu lar barrel shaped
4¡s KB

widest point

shouldered
4;N?)< ex=
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5thi" last statement is admittedly very weak.
evidence of arLifacts (Rb 3f-33 (Fig. L.4).

It rests entirely upon the

6For additional information concerning raw matenials and percentages of
st.one vases made from each type of stone: Lucas , L930. (see also Map
of resources distribution, Chapter V).

TFor the manufacturing of these buríal poLs: J. Garstang, L902, in Man,
March. see aLso Randall-ldacrver and Mace, L902, pL. T, 4-, bottom right
of photograph, and Pl. II.

8E*"ty, 1955; L96L; Lg7O. See also Michalowski, Lg6g: 574, Charr IX.

9The exhaustive study of the development. of Egyptian tomb types to the
Old Kingdom is Reisner , L935.

l0Within the period of Naqada I whose craftsmen, it will be remembered.,
achieved proficiency in the working of hard stone. During Naqada I and
rr stone for vases \,ías collected as loose boulders. Quarrying was not
begun until the First Dynasty (Lucas, 1930). i(nowledge gained from
cutting the recessed grave shafts would have fathered the sku1ls which
!{ere soon applied in quarrying operations.

Itctt. rr , n. 5 .

l2th" structures of the socia L organization of Upper Egypt in Lhis period
are unknown. It cannot reliably be said whether there \¡rere clans, ranked
lineages, tribes, castes, etc.

l3Th.uu of the four great mace-heads depíct Scorpion. T\uo are in the
universiry coLlege collection, London (u.c. l489g, u.c. 14g98a); Lhe
third is in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (E 3632). The Narmer mace-head
is in the Cairo Museum.

14rt ,ho,rtd be noted that the first pear maces appear at, s.D. 42 and the
lowest date for the First Dynasty to have appeared ín the literature is
s.D" 65 (Kant.or , L965, Figs, 2, 3). This range can be account.ed for by
the argument. that possibly the first people to acquire pear maces $rere
the Naqada II folk of the Thebaid who were later defeated by the Horus
confederation from Hierakonpolis.

l5Kantor puts the FÍrst Dynasty at S.D. 65 which would be well within the
range of Rb pottery (n. L4).

Chapt.er Fogr

1-Prognathism as a Negroid feaEure:
L92L: 22.

Randall-Maclver, 1900 : 99; Junker,

2"Prehistoric" in Randall-Macrverrs usage, takes ín not only the predynas-
tic, but the Archaíc as well.
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